















One number to get help
When ihe next phone book is 
issued, it wii! contain only one 
number to summon help in an 
emergency. Politicians in 
Greater Victoria have agreed to 
buy a sophisticated computer 
which will redirect calls placed 
to9]l.
By JULIETTE PROOM 
Review Staff Writer
AMBULANCE ATTENDANTS rush to the aid of a 37-year-oid Sidney resident follow­
ing a motorcycle accident on the Pat Bay Highway Thursday. See story page A9.
The $981,814 system will 
streamline an already efficient 
dispatch service, say Peninsula 
emergency agencies.
For the past four years, all 
Peninsula fire calls have been 
dispatched through the Central 
Saanich police station.
“The new line will speed 
things up and be less confusing, 
especially in Sidney and North 
Saanich,’’ said Terry Towde, 
North Saanich fire chief.
Lee Van Horne, Central 
Saanich communications direc­
tor, agrees. “Some people who 
know’ they have a 656 or 655 
telephone prefix are reiucant to 
phone 652-4441 to contact their 
fire department,” he said.
Under the new system, 
everyone in Greater Victoria 
will dial just three numbers to 
.summon police, firefighters 
ambulance — 911.
A central computer installed 
at B.C. Tel offices will connect 
the caller with emergency ser­
vices in the area. .-Ml calls from 
phones on the 652 exchange w-ill 
ring at the Central Saanich hall.
All calls to 911 from 655 or 
656 exchanges will ring at Col- 
wood RCMP. Calls to Sidney 
RC.MP placed in the early mor­
ning or evening currently ring at 
the Cohvood detachment.
“As soon as the Col wood 
dispatcher hears the 911 call is 
for a fire department, he’ll flick 
a switch and we’ll pick it up in 
Central Saanich,” said Van 
Horne.
“It sounds like it w'ill take 
more time, but it won’t really. 
There’s considerable time sav­
ing by dialing only three easy to 
remember numbers, instead of 
looking up and dialing seven,” 
he added.
Emergency service dispai- 
chers vvill gain a great benefit 
from the new computer. It w'ill 
show the phone number and ad­
dress of every incoming call on 
a screen. ;
or
Some people give the Wrong 
address when they are under 
pressure. “,A caller may give his 
home address when he’s.visiting 
someone else. He doesn’t mean
to give the wrong address, he’s 
just trying to react as quickly as 
possible,” said Van Horne.
The new system should also 
stop some abuse. The four full­
time and tw'o part-time dispat­
chers in Central Saanich field 
more than 6,000 calls a year. 
Not all are urgent.
‘‘Some people dial the 
emergency number when they 
have a routine inquiry. There’s 
nothing more frustrating than 
trying to get through with a true 
emergency and finding the lines 
are tied up with non-emergency 
calls.
“With 911, we should receive 
fewer of these calls.”
Children also occasionally 
clog emergency lines with 
nuisance calls. “Being able to 
identify the source of incoming 
calls will combat this problem.
“We can now trace those 
nuisance calls and ask callers to 
use emergency lines only when 
there is a true emergency,” said 
Van Horne.
Peninsula police and fire 
departments have “the fastest 
response time going,” he said. 
The 911 system should make 
things smoother arid maintain 
the speedy dispatch.
“We’re looking forward to 
it,” said Van Horne.
Tenders for a breakwater that 
will allow the creation of the 
Port of Sidney will probably be 
called before month’s end.
Mayor Norma Sealey said 
Monday that “slight modifica­
tions” to the breakwater design 
have forced a delay in tender­
ing. The town had previously 
expected lenders to be called 
Feb.15.
The job will likely be awarded 
a month after tenders are called, 
. Sealey said.
Her comments came after a 
meeting w'ith representatives of 
Small Crafts Harbor Branch 
and Public Works Canada.
After studies of hydraulics, 
and wind and water action, the 
design changes were deemed 
necessary.
But one thing tliai won’t 
change is the maximum the
breakwater can cost, Sealey 
assured. The limit remains S3 
million.
The federal and provincial 
governments have agreed to 
spend S2 million and SI million, 
respectively, on the breakovater.
Sealey said that before the 
tendering delay, completion of 
the breakwater by the end of 
September was anticipated. She 
didn’t know whether the tender­
ing delay will mean a later com­
pletion.
In any case, the governments 
involved arc hoping a level of 
protection will be in place in the 
port by summer.
Sidney Pier Holdings l td,, 
Ihe company developing the 
port itself, is also “qtiile anx­
ious” for some proieciion of 
the waters, .Sealey said.
One potential problem in the 
port development no longer
haunts the town — but not 
without a cost.
A suit by Bob Menzies 
against the town over his 
business lease lias reached a 
negotiated, out-of-court settle­
ment.
Tow'n lawyer Nicholas Lott 
said Menzies will leave the pro­
perty by March 31, and the 
low'ri will pay him $25,000.
Also, Menzies was required 
to .stop using a boat ramp bv 
Dec. 31, 1987.
Menzies had claimed a past 
eviction notice for his Men/ic.s 
Ou lbo;ud-.S t ernci rive com ptiny 
was invalid.
“It wa'- a compromise, ” 
Mcii/ics said of the scltlcmcni 
in a recent interviesv. “I still 
have lost a cons id era hie 
iuriount.”
His business is moving to 
Malavicw .-\venue, he said;
union rep
A transfer of Air Canada 
flights to an affiliate airline 
and termination of one full 
shift of employees is moral­
ly wrong, says a union 
spokesman.
ing only two daily flights 
from Victoria during the 
summer season, starting 
April 3, said public rela- 
lionCs manager Henry 
Thovv.
By GLENN WERKMAN 
Review Sti^ff Writer
“Air Canada has a moral 
obligation to employees 
w'ho have served the com­
pany for many years,” said 
Wayne Hannan, local presi­
dent of the International 
Association of Machinists 
and .Aerospticc Workers 
DAM), which represents 
baggage handlers ;it the air­
port.
Ait C'anada will be rimn-
One flight is via DC-9 to 
V a n c o 11 v e r w here 
passengers have Ihe option 
of transferring to wide- 
body aircraft for iranscon- 
tinemal flights.
The other daily flight is 
direct to Calgary, on to 
Saskatoon and finally to 
Winnipeg, Thow said.
Air B.C. will be taking 
over some direct service 
flights from Vancouver to 
Victoria,
“The hard thing to
swallow is that Air B.C. 
employees are doing our 
job,” Hannan said. “We 
hope to fight this i,ssue in 
ihecouris and win.”
The 24 Air Canada 
employees affected have 
been offered a fully paid 
transfer to Vancouver or 
voluntary termination with 
two weeks .severance pay 
for each year worked, said 
Thow.
Senior employees have 
not been given the volun­
tary termination offer. 
Hannan said.
“Some employees have 
indicated they are going to 
retire in a couple of years 
anyway,” Hannan said.
Continued on Page A2
FRIGHTENING EXPERIENCE DESCRIBED:
Dangerous to keep bused kids after school, cornmission told
Bii.scd students should not Ire 
kept after school, parent I.inda 
tally told tin; Royal Commis- 
.sioi) on Education during a re­
cent hearing ai Sielly's Secon 
darvSchool,
By JUlJE riT- PRGOM
Review Staff Writer
I
“One afiernoiin 1 was look­
ing for my eight-year-old 
daughter after .site failed to 
come home on the bus. When I 
spoiled her, she was being 
followed by someone in a white 
car,” I ally .said.
“I was fiighteiied, but 1 did 
not want ciihci iri> d.mghici; os 
tlie “her driser to see 1 was 
iipscf."’ The mother of six pull­
ed init.t a licmbv diiveua.v and 
waiiul loi !ui tl.uiglfii-i to luu 
to her .
T he other diivcr increased hi.s 
spewl, leaviiu! in the opiawite 
direction. “I «lid not see liis 
licence nuiTtbcr.”
Eidly told the Itearing she 
talked over the im idem with her 
family dotior, “He told me he 
lead ire.'iicd a 13-year-old girl 
who svas raped undet simil.u 
dremnsianccs.”
Hossever, sshen site called the 
school to discuss the ineidcni.
the piinciital was not l(cl)>lul, 
“Me said he hud tioi heard of a 
child being taped, AlS'i was tiy. 
ing to talk about was the .safety 
of children being sent liome.
“My home is not be an exten- 
•sion of the .school .system,” said 
Lally, “VV'e can work co­
operatively, Inn I am not hereto 
serve the schools."
Another parent told the 
Royal ('ommission schools 
must use more tuodenv 
technology for ilieir administra­
tion, “My daughter gels more 
cominifer time than hei 
teacher,“ said (itceuglade 
parent Ramei Schoeiuauk,
A comjiulci izcii student 
record system wrmld make it 
easier to pl;mmany aspects of a 
.siiidenrs lilc. ' Siudeiti ad­
dresses would allow planning of 
bus schedules and bussing re-
rpUrcmfiU'.',” fn’r) Vrhn(nir’ii'd‘
The Royal Commission is 
touring the province gathering 
information for the lu^vernmeni 
nn the future ucc<b; of edu'ea 
lion. Commissioner Bat i y 
Sullivan xvas, ill. His, assi.stam, 
Arthur Kranizmann, presided 
over the Saanich hearing.
“Educatituy is undergoing a 
renaissance, thanks m
is'cimology," said Joe (on. 
Saanich school hoard chuirmim, 
How'cs’er, litciliucs aren*i keep­
ing up to the changes.
“High school comrnci'ce labs 
need mttre space i'or (heir 
sopi list)cmcd i.'iili ipni(,‘iit,” 1, (vt i 
said.li'.s bceit some lime since 
the provincial govermriem last 
revised space guidelim'S. ”
The province diouhi also con - 
sidei alieiing its ftmding policy 
to share costs of ccimpiiici 
equipment, boil lohi the Ros'a! 
Commission. T he piovincc pass 
fk) pcr,eem„i'U' eapiiid es'sts for
utilized with c:xleuded hours, 
said l.oti, “It ss'ould provide for 
more effective use “f our 
facilities, like biology labs.”
it's tdready possible to 
lengtlien the .scltool day. 
“Howex'cr, we would ap­
preciate some ministry 
guidelines,"
buildings ;md mher jicrmmiciU
Items,
Computers “shoulti be cot') 
sideted .vltatalde peniianeol 
SIJ i.i ij il I U 1, :>illd boll, , 51,1 It >i U.’>
also need more money to retrain 
teachei s in new technologies.
kitanir'li ■ tV-l'i n .-i! l <-
"recos'cr .some of theit costs if 
wc can matkci some of 'o'ur 
eompmer maierird’.Ue said 
f'ompmer fafv. emdo f'c icie-ed 
to business tntd euiriculai 
mater i.us, dcs sloped or 
Saanisl), soiihl he sold to oihci 
educattM's, sidd the I'omd’s 
.seven-ptrge'jbrief.
.Schools M'buvrvulrl be heiic!'
The school hoaid plans to in­
troduce .lapanese classes :ti 
IT'trkland and (Tjiremoni Secon­
dary Schools in September. 
However. “Every youngster in 
a Japanc.se class is not in in- 
du.‘Itrial ed or art,” said Toit. 
“Tlu.s ereaies probleuts lor 
smaller school,'-,,”
Increased academic gradua- 
tirm reoniremenis Itave ,ilre,'ulv 
raxed cnrolrneim in electives, 
Lon tirged the Royal (Commis­
sion to ask the province to
■ ^ ' t r » ' t . df t • ! ■ ■■ ; ■* '
t U»-:M 44.U .ija. Wii.iU itAU tM i ** H t ■
cerftficaics'. “Ai' one lituc,' 
students crtuld graduate on 
eiihcf site aisrdcmic Of (lie 
Ikvlmical guiUioim,”
Thecotnnii'Oie'U meets as kTc- 
(oiia High School 7 p.m, l-eb. 
I6, and itt St, .'Xndrew’s High 
School on SJackenzie Avenue m 
Ha.m Feb. 17.
:'kiTs'f' oftfbyktiitriVfejfc 
' *. *i" > - rV! .
____________________________________________________
PARENT Linda tally makes point at Royal Commission 
orii Education hoarlng at Sfally's School.
% M. I J I, ^ >>* . 'iM.'tK * -n i f , . in ,
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14 K GOLD 
SAPPHIRE 
EARRINGS
IT’S EASY TO ENTER
Just keep your receipt after your meal. Simply
'^-<■'’^'”1 '^O • 0 • name, address and phone on the
receipt and put in ballot box. Enter as
i FAMILY RESTAURANT
often as you wish, winners will be announced 
every second Friday Lunch Hour.
652-0212
7810 East Saanich Rd. Saanichton
P?L:BREAKFAST 




Say you saw it 
in the Review EAT YOUR heart out, Molly Ringwald. These two pint- 
sized dogs are doing their best to attract a passing
movie producer. They belong to Susane Lucas of 
Sidney.
the Industrial Growth Fund RRSR
As an independent investment fund dealer, I can provide access to w literally hundreds of eligible investments.But for the 1987-88 tax year, 1 honestly believe there’s one best Rl^P 
choice: Industrial Growth Fund.
Its 20-year average annual compound return of 17.1"') is among the 
highest of any mutual funds eligible for RR.SR And over the past 
12 months - after one of the worst declines in history for the market - 
Industrial Growth was still up 11.7Vo. Results for other periods speak for 
themselves:
3\TLARS: 15.4",..,5 YIL<\RS: 1.5.2'h, lO'tT^ARS: 16.9'’i).
For my money - and for yours - Industrial Growth Fund sets the 
standard in I^lRSPs.













All figures to Dec, 31, 1987 are average annual compound returns based upon the net amount invested and
AIRLINE
Continued from Page AI
“1 am sure four 
or five members would accept 
the buyout offer and retire,” he 
added.
‘‘It’s making for some pretty 
hard feelings within the com­
pany,” he said. A ceiling of 52 
weeks pay for lay-offs has been 
set by. Air Canada management.
This is not the first time the 
lAM membership has decreas­
ed. ‘‘We lost two dozen jobs in 
Victoria last year,” Hannan 
said. ‘‘It’s a lot worse than the 
24 employees announced Mon­
day (Feb. 1).”
‘‘It’s not that the w'orkload 
has decreased; it’s that it has 
been taken over by Air B.C. 
employees,” he said.
The I AM filed complaints 
with the Canadian Labor Rela­
tions Board in Ottaw'a last year 
about Air Canada transferring 
\vork from the parent company 
to affiliates like Air B.C., Air
Nova and Air Ontario.
The union wants Air Canada 
and all its subsidiary airlines be 
declared as having common 
ownership and have a common 
seniority list of employees. No 
date has been set for the hear­
ing.
' is not necessarily indicative of future results. .Any offer is 
I charges. Please read it before making your
Thow says the majority of the 
staff have accepted the offer of 
relocation and understand the 
reason it was done.
‘‘It is actually an improve­
ment in service for customers,” 
said Thow.
Members of the Canadian 
Auto Workers union at the Vic­
toria International have also 
been given the option of 
relocating or taking voluntary 
termination.
District chairman Norm 
Williams is hoping something 
will be worked out.
‘‘We’re having meetings with 
the staff on Feb. 9 . . . then
Bomb scare cit TdHnefs
Employees and 
customers at Tanners 
Books and Gifts had reason 
to be nervous after a bomb 
threat was received Jan. 29.
A p h o n e c a 11 was 
answered by a clerk in the 
store at about 5:40 p.m. 
The caller said ‘‘Hi, there is 
a bomb in your store,” 
RCMP report.
‘‘The store was evacuated 
and searched with no 
results,” commented a 
Sidney RCMP spokesman.
Normal activities within 
the store were disrupted for 
about half an hour, owner 
Clive Tanner said.
The store reopened and 
business went on about as 
usual.
This is the first time Tan­
ners has ever received a 
bomb threat and police 
treated it as a serious mat­
ter.
This is the only bomb 
threat to be logged in 
Sidney RCMP books for 
1988. In past years students 
have made calls to schools 
during exam week claiming 
there is a bomb in the 
building, police said.
All bomb threats are 
treated seriously, police 
said.
SAANICH PENINSULA’S ALTERNATIVE
Reph (pM, B.R.S.P s
DIDYOUKNOWTHAT:
GURNEY SMITH & ASSOCIATES ARE AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVES 
FOR THE FOLLOWING TRUST COMPANIES








MAJOR CANADIAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES
OTHER SERVICES WE OFFER:
• GUARANTEED INVESTMENT CERTIFICATES
• LIRE INSURANCE • TAX PREPARATION & PLANNING
• DISABILITY INCOME INSURAI^CE
• GROUP BENEFIT PROGRAMS • ANNUITIES • R.R.LF.
CURRENT INTEREST RATES AVAILABLE
ONEYEAR TWOYEAMS THREEYEARS FOUR YEARS FIVE YEARS
9.25 9.50 10.0 10.25 10.625
" " HATCS C'JtlJCCT TO. CHAtJCS: ’A'lIHOUT NOTlCt ' „ ’ .
with management before Feb. 
14,” Williams said.
‘‘The company has a good 
record of staff relations so it 
shouldn’t be too much of a pro­
blem,” he added.
‘‘There is the possibility of 
other plans,” Williams said, 
mentioning early retirement in­
centives may be one possibility.
There are 20 passenger and 
ticket agents who are CAW 
members working in Victoria 
currently. Nine of those have 
been offered a transfer or 
voluntary termination by Air 
Canada. Six are full-time and 
three are part-time employees, 
Thow said.
‘‘We’re hoping non-stop ser­
vice will be started to other 
places,” Williams said.
‘‘As the Victoria market 
matures there will be more 
direct service to other areas in 
Canada,” Thow commented.
CAW members celebrated 50 
years of service at the Victoria 
International in December 
1987.
0
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Island View plants:
Rare species need protection
Unique plant life in the nor­
thern section of Island View 
Beach Regional Park needs to 
be protected, a botanist says.
“There are 18 species at 
Island View which are 
designated as rare on the federal 
government’s list for B.C.,’’ 
said Dr. Robert Ogilvie, curator 
of botany at the Royal British 
Columbia Museum in Victoria.
Horse and people traffic in 
the area have not done the bulk 
of the damage to plant life, he 
said.
“That is minor compared to 
the vehicular traffic that is 
crossing those areas,’’ Ogilvie 
said.
Four-wheel drive vehicles and 
motorcycles shouldn’t be allow­
ed. “They are just too damag­
ing,’’ Ogilvie said.
“We were not so concerned 
about horse use and walking up 
until now,’’ he said. “It 
depends on the density of use.
“Just the imprint of a foot 
can cause damage in some 
areas, but up until now it has 
not been serious,’’ Ogilvie said.
Sand dunes areas in the nor­
thern section of the Island View 
Beach regional park are where 
the sensitive plants are located.
Three of the 18 species on the 
federal list are especially impor­
tant, according to Ogilvie. The 
beach morning glory, a deep 
pink-color flowering plant; the 
yellow sand verbena, which has 
clusters of small flowers; and
the beach silver top are sensitive 
and important.
Ogilvie says all groups con­
cerned about Island View Beach 
can work together to come to a 
reasonable solution.
“That area has been a 
favorite place for botanists for 
many years,’’ Ogilvie said.
II'
“There is a large number of rare 
species for such a small area of 
land,’’he added.
“If there is increased use in 
(the sand dunes) a boardwalk 
could be considered to get peo­
ple across the critical area,” 
said Ogilvie. American parks 
have used boardwalks with
some success, he noted.
Ogilvie has collections in the 
museum from Island View 
Beach that date back to the 
1920s.
“There is no need for any 
conflict,” he said. “Many of 
the equestrian users are also 
naturalists.”
BEACH MORNING GLORY Photo courtesy Robert Ogilvie
Keg coper coiivlcflons
Two teenage boys have been 
convicted of break, enter and 
theft after stealing a keg of beer 
from the Sidney Hotel in 
January 1987.
Provincial court judge Robert 
Greig placed one on six months 
probation. He ordered a 
predisposition report for the 
other, prior to sentencing him 
on Feb. 24.
The Young Offenders Act 
prohibits publication of names 
of anyone under 18 who gets in
trouble with the law.
Court heard the accused were 
out with friends the evening of 
Jan. 4, 1987. When they passed 
by the Sidney Hotel, most of the 
passengers got out of the car.
A few minutes later, two or 
three youths were seen leaving 
the hotel basement. They ap­
peared to be carrying something 
heavy, which they loaded into 
the back seat of the car.
Soon after, the hotel noticed 
a keg of beer was missing. A
bartender had counted the stock 
20 minutes earlier.
Meanwhile, a 15-year-old 
testified his 16-year-oid friends 
invited him to join them in free 
beer. He cycled over to a park 
on Third Street, where they all 
partied.
Victoria police pulled over 
the car many hours later, fin­
ding several pop bottles full of 
dark beer in the car. The two ac- 
cu.sed youths were questioned 
and arrested.
PRESSURE TREATED MATERIALS 
2x4x8 - $3.34ea, -4x4x6.....
2 X 4 X 10 - $4.18ea. - 4 X 4 X 7............®5^la.
2x6x8 -$4.86ea.-4x4x8........... ®6®ta.
2 X 6 X 10 - $6.Q8ea. -4x4x10-
TREATED LANDSCAPE POSTS
5x6x8®10.95






YOUR NEW SIDNEY GRAVELMART
^ 656-8888
2072 Henry Ave.
HURRY! SALE ENDS 




SUNDAYS 10-4pm 2353 SEVAN AVE., SIDNEY* 655-7115




7%” circular saw with 10 amp motor, 












Features direct drive motor with permanently 
lubricated bearings and adjustable eye 
and tool rests.







TOILET SEAT HAND HELD
w>i.4» w
Wood composite 
toilet seat in 
white, bone, 
or sand.
Reg. 11.49 ea. Sale 0B,
Complete with adjustable wall 
bracket and 59” stretch-flex hose.
Sale ea.
FUJI T120 video tapes. Bog. 8.99
IvTw
Desk/watl mount telephone with 
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Provlneialisation
What the government decentralizes with one hand, it 
centralizes with the other.
Sidney council has joined its provincial association in 
trying to convince the B.C. government to ditch plans of 
taking over local industrial ia.xation. The provincial 
government w'ould set rates, rather than allowing local 
governments to set them within the current variable 
system.
The government, in its infinite fairne.ss, would then 
be in charge of redistributing the dollars it’s so kindly 
collected on behalf of local governments. This, we sup­
pose, would more evenly distribute the municipal tax 
dollars industry generates.
This is an affront to several principles. First, the 
municipality that has the industry deserves the taxation 
benefits. They should not be evened out, because in­
dustry requires increased local services and sometimes 
brings higher risk to the local public. The dollars raised 
are an offsetting factor.
Second, local autonomy is critical to local concerns. 
It’s essential that municipal government have as much 
power as possible to collect and distribute its own cash. 
It is government closest to the people, and the people 
deserve a say. An erosion of autonomy is the same as an 
erosion of democracy.
And third, it goes against the government’s decen­
tralization plans. What will this be called? De­
decentralization? Recentralization?
Sidney council is correct in opposing radical changes 
to local industrial taxation. The idea is currently being 
discussed by the province’s select standing committee on 
finance, Crown corporations and government services 
— on a motion by Finance Minister Mel Couvelier.
Zanfvoqrf responds to renovations letter
Editor:
While I have received no reply 
to my earlier letter to Mayor 
Linda Michaluk’s office, I have 
read Aid. W. Gordon’s comments 
in The Review of Feb. 3.
I note from letters to the editor 
of that paper that others share my 
concern, and I would like to sug­
gest that a review panel be estab­
lished, comprised of experts in 
the development and constniction 
field, who can evaluate the merits 
and costs of the proposed renova­
tions and additions planned by 
council. This panel will then 
make recommendations as to 
what level of upgrading to the ex-
P£ClS10NS...DeCISIOM'S....
isting facility is really required.
I have spoken to several 
businessmen engaged in building 
management, and Mr. P.M. 
Moyles of 715 Cromarty of this 
municipality, who has much ex­
perience in this business, has 
given me permission to mention 
his name to the mayor. May I 
suggest that die mayor utilize 
Moyles’ expertise in this project.
I strongly urge her to do so, be- 
cau.se, having read Gordon’s let­
ter in The Review, I am even 
more convinced that the project is 
not being as efficiently managed 
as it should be.
Wc know' the municipality is
growing, but even if the popula­
tion increases to, say, 15,000 
people, the present facility should 
suffice, provided it is properly 
utilized.
I need not comment on all Mr. 
Gordon’s points, (1 to 14), but it 
docs not take 5400,000 to do the 
upgrades he proposes (and I note 
that he docs not comment on the 
new construction part of the pro­
ject). Overflowing toilets, mice in 
the basement, people who trip 
over the doorstep ... all these 
minor upgrades can be addressed 
for much, much less than 
S4(X),000. .As for a lack of storage
space, Storex Company will be 
happy to solve that problem.
Aid. Gordon’s comparison with 
a poorly running car is not an ap­
propriate parallel. For a poorly 
running car I recommend a valve 
grind, a tune up, perhaps a wheel 
alignment. We all know what 
new cars cost, repairs are cheaper 
and usually as effective.
Aid. Gordon may buy new cars 
with his money. Using the tax­
payers’ money, he should be 







Is Aid. Gordon living up to his platform?
Editor;
Decisions!! Decisions!!!! Do 
the residents of North Saanich 
really w.int to sjxnd S5(X),000 - 
half a million dollars when all of 
the bills are in - for a presiigiou.s 
municipal hall? ,
As your readers are aware, tlie 
majority of the NonJi Saanich 
council has rated tlic new 
municipal hall a.s a number-one 
priority. 1 take exception to their 
flagrant disregard for our ability 
to meet this extravagance without 
raising ia.xes. How can this lx; 
(lone when:
L there will Iw an increaM in 
the requisition for the Bazan Bay 
Treatment Plant;
2. il’icre will be cxpcndiiurcs in 
building the,sludge drying beds* at 
the experimental fann;
3. lltere will Ixj iiici:ea.scs in our 
sltaie or die budgets tor tlie p.rrk.s 
board, the recitation cenue and 
the library;
*1. there ".ill be por-'ible r.taff 
salary increjLses; 5. there will be 
IJk; 911 emergency line tic-im 
^ Nuiili Saanich municijJaliiy ha,>,
a reserve fund of approximately 
S240,C'(K), It is prnjxBcd by the 
council majority that this fund be 
.seriously depleted to make up die 
difference required to build a new 
municipal hall. The.sc reserve 
fund.s arc needed to meet the cs- 
seniial .services a.s listed above, 
Only a magician could niakc 
this sum divide into a sufficient 
number of pans to pay all of 
these cxf«n.scs. But, tlierc is al­
ways the alternative - increase in 
taxation. h
Wc could follow the federal 
govemrnem’s example: Ixirrow' 
the money we cannot find, pres­
ent the Lixpaycrs with a deficit, 
and fintilly, the inevitable higli- 
cr taxes, ■
it is obvious dial tlie trend of 
the present nmnicipal council is 
defirii •.fxnidine. ■
If there is a concern regarding 
the urgency of these issues write 
or phone council, and also attend 
cuuncti meetings so ihai your 




“Reviewing” the campaign 
promisees in die 1987 aldemianic 
c!cciion.s, I notice that .Md. W. 
Gordon is quoted;
l) On Nov. 18, 87, “that he fa­
vors a renovated one” (municipal 
hall);
“To keep taxes down and 
make the most efficient use of tax 
dollars;’’
“W'idi regards to property 
ia.xes. where is it written that 
there must lx; an increase at a!l.“ 
etc.';' ■
“I would appreciate your sup­
port on election day for
.Alderman, one year term, to help 
bring more fiscal re.sponsibility to 
Nordi Saanich Council.”
2) Nov. 17, 87, “He wants to 
keep North Saanich taxes among 
the low'cst in the province.’’
Now' there’s a platform that's 
easy to vote for. But after die 
election Aid, Gordon voie.s (on a 
4-3 vote) not for renovations, but 
a new' S4CK),(XX) (plus) municipal 
hall and in the Review of Feb. 3, 
88, he w'riie.s a 31 column-inch 
loiter to justify his reasons for 
doing so.
He states that, “There arc cur- 
rcnily four financing opuons
available to us, one of which re­
quires no borrowing and no in- 
crca.se in taxation to pay for it,
“1 read it us saying that three of 
the four options available to us 
require an increase in taxes.”
Aid. Gordon’s “quick mathe­
matics” tell me that only 
S1(X).0(X) of the unknown cost of 
the new hall (somewhere in ex- 
ccs.s of S-SOO.CXX)) is a provincial 
grant, the rest is North .Saanich 
taxpayer funds, regardless which 
account it comes out of, and 
wlieiher or not these funds will 
have to be replenished by the
North Saanich taxpayers, who 
make up the silent majority.
Aid. Gordon further states that, 
“If you had a car that got two 
m.p.g. and burned dirce quarts of 
oil |>cr week jind ran on two 
cylinders, you would gel rid of it 
fast,”
I most certainly would. Aid. 
Gordon, I wouldn’t spend 
$4(X),(X)0 (plus) on a new garage 
for it.
S. Gerrnnniiik • Fresident 
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Editor;
He: municipal renovations 7 mb- 
ditions. '
1 am hKi'ccming increasingly 
alanned by council’s defense of 
the S4(XJ,(XX1 renovation and ad­
dition project for the .North 
Saanich municipal hall,
r, AlUC'itAtU’s iCUi4 (.RV'Vli-vV
Maiilxix, Jan. 27) specifically- 
asked the question, ""Is $4(X).(X){) 
the total project cost? ' and 1 have 
not iictu-d or read .m an.swcr yci.ii
Aid, Gordon’s rcsfxmse 
(Review Maiilxix. Feb. 3) did 
nothing to ease my fears that this 
project has Ixxm inadequately 
evaluated,
His , fcsjxmsc raised sound 
jxvint.s - building and fire cixle
standards, a j'Kitcniuil health 
lia/ard (the wa.'.hrixitns), the need 
for a new rixif. and a new- electri­
cal service - only to trivialize 
them with lU poinB of a minor 
nature, the need for a janitorial 
do,set. inadequate .storage, no 
public vii.Nplay .sjuimC, etc. ,
I have three quc.siinns ui ask:
1. Is S-f(X),(XX) the loU'd project
cost.’ ■ ^
2. VS nai i,s die size of die expan­
sion and by what analysis w;u' it 
arrived at?
3. Will you put thi.s project to a





I could .scarcely Iwlieve my 
eyc.s when 1 .saw y our fmnt page 
headline, “Brave ihieve.s nag jxi- 
' ’ eb.lice” (The Review,
'Fhieve.s are not brave 
li„ip,s, ura/eii inihidiy 
never!
By using the word “
eiv.->n tn ihivve- and robbers 
an air bf re.sjvciabiliiy they do 
not deserve, The jKilicc are die 





they risk their lives to protect u- 
from the criminal element in 
six'ieiy.
In future, txdbre asing adjec- 
iive.s of this kind, think of thc'irn- 
prc.s,sion you ert'ate for the young. 
That one word, brave, iniplie.s 
that the diieve.s were to Ixi ad- 
inircd. Would you admire a thief 
li hextuie. your priceless jxissc,s- 
sions? I hope not,
Stephen J. Iliveti 
Sidney
More letters
WHWWXrti MM, '<>U 'MV mm juMMit
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Paper applauded for abortion stance
Editor:
1 want to congratulate you on 
your editorial of Feb. 3, An Abor­
tion Stance. I think you expressed 
yourself, and hopefully the views 
of many other people, extremely 
well.
In a nutshell, I think all abor­
tions should be illegal, the same 
as any premeditated first degree 
murder. No person has the right 
to decide who should live and 
who should die. At the moment 
of conception there is a genetical­
ly complete person. Fetus, the 
term that is used so clinically, 
means “little one” in Latin — an 
endearment we often say to our 
children.
The baby’s heart beats at 18 
days old. Within 43 days brain 
waves are traceable and the baby 
can feel pain. This means that 
when he or she is tom to pieces 
by a D and C or suction or 
pKjisoned, burnt and convulsed by 
saline installation he or she feels 
the same agonizing pain we
would feel if it were done to us.
The pro-choice people say abor­
tion is OK because the fetus is so 
helpless and dependent i.e. non­
human. A newborn baby is just as 
helpless and dependent. At least 
97 per cent of abortions are for 
convenience and/or economic 
reasons — not the mother’s 
“health,” rape or fetal ab­
normality. And 40 per cent are 
repeaters.
In other words, abortion is birth 
control for the immature and ir­
responsible — age and marital 
status notwithstanding. Why 
should they be responsible about 
preventing pregnancy when it is 
so easy and socially acceptable 
“to get rid of it?”
While I’m sure it must be very 
painful to give up a baby for 
adoption it must be much more 
painful to know you killed your 
baby. Besides, if you didn’t care 
about killing your baby why 
should you care about giving it 
away?
A while back I read in the paper 
that the health minister, in order 
to decrease health care costs, sug­
gested that people who wanted 
tubal ligations or vasectomies 
should pay for them while those 
who wanted abortions would be 
covered by their medical insur­
ance. I couldn’t believe it! That’s 
totally backwards.
Why punish those who 
responsibly plan how many chil­
dren they will have and reward 
those who can’t be bothered to 
think about birth control, preg­
nancy and dead babies? Maybe 
hitting these people in the pocket- 
book would be the best deterrent 
- it often is.
For those who feel strongly pro­
life, there is a Victoria Pro-Life 






As a regular reader of The 
Review there have been many 
times when I felt I should respond 
to an article or an opinion being 
expressed. To my shame I have 
not done so. Your editorial of 
Feb. 3, however, is one I cannot 
let go by without response. To 
say that it was “an editorial that 
(would) make (you) some friends 
:and ... some enemies” is perhaps 
;an understatement.
The abortion issue is such that 
no matter what one says they put 
themselves on the firing line. 
There will always be those who 
say that you have gone too far 
and others who will accuse you of 
not going far enough. Allow me 
then to join you on the firing line 
and commend you for your in­
sightful comments on this issue.
Your observation that we are 
“a generation that wants rights 
without j accepting
resporisibll^'^^'&rglgifcrat^fll 
(has striven) so hard tor the inai- 
vidual that it (has forgotten) 
about otlier individuals” is yery 
apropos. We have been created as 
creatures of relationship. What I 
' do ultimately does affect others.
' Simon and Garfunkel, altliough 
■ talented musicians, did society a 
• grettt disservice when they 
'proclaimed that, “I am a rock, I 
'am an island.” Even the societal 
dropout still affects others. I am 
my brother’s keeper whether I 
like it or not. The decisions I 
make affect others and Uierefore 1 
■mu.st be wise in my decisions. 
Since human life is involved in 
The abortion issue it is even more 
limportant that my decisions be 
wise.
To say that an individual, 
woman or man,, has a right to 
determine how they will u.sc their 
body is a statement that doc.s con- 
, tain truth. (That is, unless tlie in­
dividual is married in which case 
their partner has a say also for 
They have kxoinc “one flc,sh.”) 
However, every choice we make
must be made on the facts that are 
available and the consequences 
that will ensue.
For example, it is a known fact 
that sex is for pleasure and 
procreation (no order of impor­
tance intended). If, then, individ­
uals choose to enter into a sexual 
relationship they must understand 
that unless safeguards are taken 
pregnancy may occur. (I am not 
condoning entering into such a 
relationship outside of marriage 
but merely pointing out the facts 
and consequences.)
In our “enlightened” society, 
such facts and consequences are 
well known. If a pregnancy is not 
wanted then the facts must be 
weighed before entering into the 
relationship. Consequently, if a 
man and a woman enter into a 
sexual relationship, knowing the 
possible results, then they must 
also bear the responsibility, espe­
cially if pregnancy does t^e 
place.
at’ I your pditprial/pomted out, 
“a fetiis is hot a wart or a malig­
nant tumour,” it is “anotlier life 
— future or existing, depending 
on your definition.” What has 
been formed in the womb as a 
result of their union is the per­
petuation of Uie human race and 
must be allowed the opportunity 
to survive.
What, though, of the teenager 
who in the excitement of the mo­
ment enters into a sexual rela­
tionship and pregnancy results? 
To say it is a traumatic event is 
once again an understatement. 
Yet, because of Uieir youth, docs 
tliis release them from their re­
sponsibility for tlicir actions? I 
think not.
Yet, as adults wc have been 
guilty of abandoning them at this 
point of need. They need the 
strong and loving support of tlieir 
parents and significant other 
adults to help liiem ihrougli this 
event, To allow litc girl to endure 
the physical iniuma of Ji 
terminated pregnancy (to .say 
nothing of tlie p.sychological ef­
fects that research is revealing) 
does not seem to be a loving or 
responsible action on the part of 
the adults involved.
Yes, it does save family embar­
rassment but it also leaves scars. 
Such scars go far deeper than 
those that occur when the baby is 
carried full term and then is sepa­
rated from the mother through 
adoption.
Once again, though, the rights 
of another’s life come into play. 
Am I willing to allow another’s 
rights to take precedent over my 
own? In this care, the rights of lire 
life, in process, within the womb 
over my rights to not be 
responsible for my actions. Un­
fortunately, it is this very 
egocentricity that causes us to 
avoid the real issues in life and
keeps us from becoming fully hu­
man.
What I want is all that matters. 
Thus, we have become guilty of 
violating the two greatest com­
mandments. Wc have loved our­
selves more than God and we 
have loved ourselves more than 
our neighbor. This is the natural 
consequence of the me- 
gcncration. Or, perhaps it’s not a 
consequence but a symptom of 
the sin that we all possess.
There is much more to say but I 
can see the bullets flying my way. 
Have I said too much or not 
enough? Regardless, thank you 
for making us take a good hard 
look at ourselves through your 
editorial!




Rc: editorial. An A\horlion 
Stance, The Review, Feb, 3.
1 .say let's hear it for the r:ighi.s 
of the fetus! Why should anyone 
be given the power and dcci.sion- 
making .over "their bodies" at 
the expense of another life, iin in- 
convenibicc.
As was said, "a fetus isn’t a 
r wan or a malignant tumour." it is
* a developing baby, a person. My 
; heart cries for these helpless 
1 babies, other pe(rplc making 
; choices as to whether their births 
» will k allowed.
ril be praying
Borowski. I’ll lie praying that his
tenacity will make a difference to 
the unborn babies. Hurrah for his 
courage!
I agree with you in syinpiithiz- 
ing for the teenage girls who 
make mi.stakcs (I’ve bcca there). 
Or the victims of rape. Or the 
financial hardships on single 
mothers (I've been there too). 
You said it in a nutshell, abor­
tions arc just as evil! Two wrongs 
don’t make a right,
I applaud your paper for the for­
titude to publish .such a strong 
editorial on such a controversial 
issue. It may make you some 
enemies, but I’ll call you friend.
I-ynda Coward
Abortion on demand 
should not be covered
/Editor:
As a ledetiii and puivtiu ia! la^r 
payer ami an unrepentani op- 
. imacrii of "abortiott on tlemand,"
1 imrcscrvedly suppon the stand 
taken by (he B.C, liovcrnmeni: 
tax dollars should nru be usc<l to 
pay for abonii'ig a fetus vvhosc 
nrothcr’s life is not in clanger, 
Abortion on demand jiaid for.j 
witli mv tax (lolluts? Not if I can 
help it. 1 have just as many rights
under the Charter as an unwant­
ing mother,
1'hc pro-choice advociiics con­
veniently fail to re member that 
il(c time to choojw is nut when the 
alioriiun period is imminent, but 
at the moment of consenting with 
another to a joint act whose out­
come could bo a living Iving, 
That may not be an ca.sy choice at 
the. lime; life isn’t made up of 
Qontinudd on P«0«i A7
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Sidney Pharmacy II 
242SB Sevan Ave.. 
Sidney, B.C. 
6S6-074
“BE AGLOW and burning with the Spirit." That’s the Biblical 
quote inspiring the regular meetings of the Women’s Aglow 
Fellowship. Today the Sidney chapter meets at 10 a.m. to listen to 
speaker Edith Osborne. Babysitting is available. Anyone interested 
should phone 656-9885.
THE SECRET’S ONCE again out for the annual Tuberculosis 
and Chest Disabled Veterans Association. The group is seeking 
funds through the distribution of secret-number key chain tags and 
donation envelopes. Money raised goes to scholarships and salaries
for the handicapped and to research into respiratory diseases.
■ ♦ ♦ * '
DON’T BELIEVE what your grade-school teacher told you, 
there are more than 52 weeks in the year. Feb. 14 to 20, for exam­
ple, is multiculturism week in B.C. So if you order Chinese food 
for supper, multi it up a little with some spaghetti on the side.
4< +
AND LEiADING INTO MULTICULTURALISM WEEK, 
there’s Teacher Appreciation Week, The community is invited to 
join the jrurents and siudenls of Sidney School in cclcbraiing the 
week, which continues until ITiday. For further information, call 
Gail Miller at 656-2597.
♦ ♦ ♦ .
THE LEAP YEAR Fair at North Saanich Middle School was a 
hopping success, a news release from eo-ehairman Echo Eburne 
says, Thrifty Foods, and MLAs Mel Couvelier and Terry Huberts 
donated the two main door prizes to the fair. Merchants of Sidney, 
North Saanich and Central Saaiiicli supported the fair and so did 
the large crowd that attended.
SO YOU know for .sure that S TAG doesii't stand for anything 
too rowdy, the Sidney Teen Activity Group is luildiug its 14th an­
nual open house, Sunday, Fch. 21, from 1 to 4 T).m, at 2.104 
Oakville Ave. in Sidney.
♦ ♦ ♦
PLANS ARE AI.READY off the ground for our lliird week 
worthy of mention. Flying High With Volunteers, April 17, will he 
the Peninsula Community Association's way of marking Volunteer 
Week in Canada. Booths from at least 40 groups are expected. 
"We want to really make it a family day," said orgaiii/er Marjorie 
Deriroche. Cliairman of the Flying High committee is Lucy 
Whitehousc. The day runs from 10 a,m, to 4 p.m. at Sanscha Hall.
♦ 4 ^ HI ■
A LITTLE SICK and tired of Njinaimo getting all the Island’s 
culinary credit? A contest to create Ihe Sidney Slice will he held in 
conjunction with Flying High With Volunlecrs. It's an effort to 
turn the Nanaimo Bar into something quaint no one will remember. 
Sidney Slices will he available at die volunteer day -- so somebody 
better invent one or it's going n> be pieiiy embanassing. I oi fur- 
thcr information on the volunteer day or on entering the cnnicsi, 
call 656-2128.
IN THE "FELUNG AN'f IB.DLH?” culcgtay. Mount View 
High School grads in our readership urea from the class of 1968 
should contact Peggy LcVeri at 479-2657 or Marg Dowd (Carver) 
a) 727-1402. No. it isn’t 10 years alreadv. It's 20 vears alreailv.
A SIDNEY MAN i.s seeking out people wiili tics itv Kilhirney. 
Man., and .Stirling, Onl . for liis gone.'ilogy rcseareli, tall Wes 
Cnmplsell at 6.'^6.5861. ramphell brought copies of the Killaruev 
Guide, dated Aug. 5, 1943. and Aug. !, 1935, and the Stilling 
News-Argus. Aug. 1, 1935, to The Review office. We like to stay 
informed, you know. Work h.is commenced ou die imviug of 
Frankford Road in .Stirling, by the way. “It is expected that a large 
number of men will secure employment on the poqect, hut it is 
alleged that only those from tlie township of Sidney and the Village 
ot Frnnktord will be given cmploymcm tor du; prcscui, at icaM,
oo
Russ Hay
Si(dney Cycles Lt(j. 
THE BICYCLE SHOP”
NORCO SCOOTER.. ................... .S148®®
PURSUIT S HANDLEBAR BAG 
Reg. 59.95..... .................... NOW
lol^l PLUS MANY MORE IN-STORE SPECIALS
656-151,2
&
TIPS ^ SCULPTURED MAILS ^ SILKS 
MANICURE ^ REPAIRS
HOUSE OF RUSSELL 656-1522 SIDNEY CENTRElJ
TOMMY TUCKERS RED ROOFED 
LIGHTHOUSE
//100 98l0-7ih St. Marjiier IVv'all jJJ MARINER 
65^t171J/ VILUQEMALL
FULLY LICENCEtJ PREMISES
Open for Breakfast, Lunch A Dinner 
7:00 am-11:00 p.m.
SEVEN DAYS
THE GREAT FAMILY RESTAURANT
Voted//I on Vancouver Island 
Fabulous salad bar, famous rotissorio chicken 
Take out service 
Ribs • Steaks - Burgers
656-1711 ilMEJ
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• WARM & COMFORTABLE 
655-1166
9842 - 3rd St., Sidney (Across from Firehall)
• 9 UP BOOKS 
•3UP&9UP 
SHEETS
You can be my Valentine f 9 9
Dances





35°° 6 MONTHS-WEEKLY PICKUP
23°° 6 MONTHS BI-WEEKLY PICKUP
According to the people at Hallmark, Canadians send about 62 
million valentines to one another each year. Each year I try and 
do my bit to keep the poor struggling c^ companies afloat.
I was lucky the other day and found just the card to capture the 
hearts of those I love. “My one and only. It’s you alone for me. 
No one else is in my mind and heart. Please be mine and I’ll be 
yours forever.’’
I bought one, made a couple of dozen photo copies, and fired 
them off to the special people in my life.
While I was standing at the card rack, there was a clutch of 
people a few feet down the isle pawing through other valentines 
all the while giggling, nudging each other and passing the 
choicer ones back and forth. I was intrigued, moved closer and 
was soon one of the passers and nudgers.
I’ve never been one to be rude or unthinking to my valentines 
but judging from the cards I read, many of the 62 million Cana­
dian card recipients this year should be somewhat more than a 
little teed off.
With a view to writing the card companies and suggesting 
they lighten up a bit, I scribbled down the words of some of the 
fronts and insides to use as examples. Unfortunately, in the ex­
citement of the moment, they became jumbled. Could you help 
me son them out?
All you have to do to win an all-expense paid (by you) trip 
around the world is match the following numbered front phrases 
with the lettered inside ones. Send your answers to this newspa­
per and mark it ‘hearts’. An independent judge. Col. P.P.L. 
Penderspring, Rtd., will choose the winner. Entry deadline is 
Feb. 9.
1. Valentine, we don’t have a marriage...
2. I’m planning a gourmet dinner for you, but I need to know 
what wine you like with ...
3. Okay Valentine, you show me yours and ...
4. Valentine’s is just another day for me to say...
5. Hug this card ...
6. Don’t think of me as just your valentine...
7. Let’s do something permanent and lasting...
8. On Valentine’s Day, hug someone...
9. Enjoy this day because tomorrow it’s back to ...
10. Sweetheart, before we met I was just a miserable sinner...
11. To my baby on her first Valentine’s Day ...
12. Happy Valentine’s day to someone who has the key to my 
heart...
13. For my teacher on Valentine’s Day ...
14. Will you be my valentine, or do I have to...
15. Sweetheart, close your eyes, pucker up and...
16. Hi neighbour. Be my valentine ...
17. Valentine, I like to think of you ...
18. Valentine, this card entides you to ...
19. Don’t open this card until you’re ready ...
20. Valentine, finding you was awfully hard ...
21. You always could charm the sox off me ...
22. It’s Valentine’s Day. If you’re thinking hugging, kissing, 
love and passion ...
A. Pow! right in the kisser.
B. but my stomach is weak.
C. shaped like a heart.
D. no more chocolate hearts for you.




I. peanut butter and jelly sandwiches.
J. but I lost them. What’s your second choice?
K. don’t think of me at all.
L. I’ll try and find mine.
M. willing and able.
N. find someone else.
O. and they’ll put you in the funny farm.
P. you’ve failed.
Q. and the keys to my car.
R. Phhhtt!
S. junk mail.
T. or I won’t return your mower or your wife.
U. me.
V. now I’m a sinning miser.
☆ ☆ ☆ 3 CAN LIMIT w
NOW THAT THE COMPETITION 
HAS ARRIVED IN SAANICH YOU 
WILL NO LONGER HAVE TO PAY 
INFLATED PRICES FOR 
GARBAGE PICK-UP 





Employees at Pat Bay Air­
port want a permanent liquor 
licence for their private club in ; 
Unit A of the air cargo ter-
minal. The club has used casual 
liquor permits for the year in 
which it has been open.
North Saanich council gave 
its stamp of approval to the 
licence, provided the club re­
mains private. The application 
now goes to the liquor control 
branch for final approval.
MISPLACED METER 
When Margaret Titterton 
rebuilt the fence surrounding 
her Aldous Terrace home last 
summer, she didn’t notice a 
municipal water meter. The
fence went right over it.
Titterton asked North 
Saanich council if she could 
leave the fence were it stands, 
two feet into a municipal right 
of way. She’s offered to pay to 
have the meter moved.
Council agreed, provided Tit­
terton agrees to move the meter 
or the fence whenever re­
quested..
ADVISOR APPOINTED 
Kelvin Stanley has been ap­
pointed to North Saanich’s ad­
visory planning commission. 
The retired architect joins Alan 
Osborne and John Lapham for 
two years on the citizen’s group 
which advises council on zoning 
and development issues.
PARKSHEARING 
A public hearing on the 
North Saanich parks plan will 
be held March 16. Council is
seeking public reaction to its in­
tention to alter its official com­
munity plan to include policies 
on recreation and wilderness 
space.
The advisory planning com­
mission and environmental ad­
visory commission have already 
commented on the 70-page con­
sultant’s report.
PRE-MARRIAGE
Data f r o m S t a t i s t i c s 
Canada’s 1984 family history 
survey strongly suggest that 
marriage-like relationships are 
not entered into either 
frivolously or repeatedly;
In fact, they are often a 
prelude to marriage. Fewer than 
two per cent of adult Canadians 
has ever been in two or more 
common-law unions.
The wise choice for all 
your eye wear needs
BRENTWOOD OPTICAL
652-6222 
7103 W. Saanich Rd. Trafalonr Square
BEST VALUE MOTEL LTD.
652-1551
Lociited Brentwood Shopping Contra on Vordier 
Box 429 Brentwood Bay
"Brloht SunRiy Rooms •Priwalo B«lconi«s 
•Moiinlaiiii Views ‘All Now Furnishinos




(Public Inquiries Act, R.S.B.C, 1960, Chapter 315)
Barry M. Sullivan, Q.C.
has been appointed as Commissioner with a qoneral mandate to review education in the 
province of British Columbia, kindergarten to grade 12, w euucaiion in me
Public hearings will be hold oil
Victoria, Tuesday February 16, — 7 p.m.
Victoria Secondary School, 1260 Grant St.
Victorlo, Wednesday February 17, - 11 a,m.
St. Androwfl High School, 080 McKenzie !5t.
The Commissioner will receive written briefs and verbal cuhmiscione from irulividuil’- 'ind 
organizations. ' ‘ yuu.., unu
All representations to the Commission must bo made either at a hearing or bv n wriiton 
brief, or by loiter, addressed to the Socrelarv. ^ •
Telephone (24 Hours) 
Call collect 
(0) 660-4010
On behalf of the Commission;
Mr. John Walsh, Secretary 
Royal Commission On Educalion 
(r360 • 900 Howe St.,
Vancouver, B.C, V62 2M4
....I'i. 'I'. C>t’ .
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MORE FROMTTHE MlIlBOX
Big troubles unless committee watdhed closely
Editor:
Central Saanich residents who 
value the still relatively quiet and 
peaceful nature of our 
municipality should keep a close 
watch on the proceedings of the 
Central Saanich economic devel­
opment committee. If not, they 
may face radical change, greatly 
increased population, problems 
with traffic, water supply, and 
sewage disposal, hettvy taxation 
to pay for these, and a crowded, 
more urban type of community 
with expensive readjustments to
be made for many years to come.
Tlie report of the IMC Consult­
ing Group Inc., commissioned by 
the committee, admits that there 
is already sufficient residential 
land available for the population 
of 15,000 which the official com­
munity plan forecasts for the year 
2001. It also recognizes the dif­
ficulty of ensuring an adequate 
water supply for an increased 
population and farming.
Yet repeated references are 
made to the desirability of more 
residential and commercial devel­
opment, and to the possibility of 
“rationalizing the ALR bound­
aries to possibly provide addi­
tional acceptable residential de­
velopment areas (page 25 of 
report).
Increased population density is 
also considered. There is 
reference to increased develop­
ment on Mount Newton, even 
though it is recognized that “a 
recent study of development in 
that area indicated that an ex­
treme servicing cost would be 
faced to develop the Mount New­
ton area.”
The report is long and detailed, 
and it is difficult to determine the 
consensus of the committee on all 
this. Agriculture and tourism arc 
legitimate and proper subjects for 
development, but there seem to 
be grounds for concern in other 
areas of discussion.
It would be well for all our resi­
dents to watch the activities of 






Effective February 15th, 1988, the 
TOWN OFFICE hours at the 
Sidney Town Hall will be:
8:30 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
Questions on sewoge
Editor:
In view of the problems with 
sewers all over tlie world, I am 
convinced that well-operated sep­
tic tanks arc the best means of 
handling domestic waste.
I am also convinced that a good 
percentage of septic tanks arc not 
operating properly, and since 
many highly qualified scientists 
are working or have retired in tlie 
Peninsula, I would like one or 
more of them to answer the fol­
lowing questions.
What is the effect on the 
organisms breaking down the 
waste if:
1. detergents containing power­
ful wetting agents are used in 
laundering?
2. there is excess chlorine in the 
water supply?
3. air is bubbled through the 
tank?
4. what is the optimum pH level 
for the tank?
By simply using ordinary soap 
powder wc can deal with prob­
lems arising from the first ques­
tion, but if the other queries need 
consideration, how do we deal 
with them?




For much of the past 10 years I 
have been a part owner in the lo­
cal cab company that most people 
would associate with Sidney, 
Beacon Taxi.
The Review article in your Jan. 
27 issue concerns taxi operators 
(almost all of whom live in Vic­
toria) whose. rncthod of, business 
is to line up at the airport in ex­
pectation of a fare; to Victoria, 
hopcfully. A short trip to a local 
destination is. not appreciated by .. 
these operators. ■ y
Poor service to the local rcsi- , 
dwls ihe I-]Loyi{e,ycf j,thcjre,,
is an altcrnaiimoqy! lo ylKuoiov n;
Beacon-Taxi is qwnedyand ®|)' 
crated by people who live:in Sid*^.', 
ney and North and Central'
Satuiich. Trips from the airport to 
the Sidney Hotel, the Travelodge, 
the'local marinas, etc., are our 
bread and butter.
The money that we earn goes 
directly into the local economy, 
i.e. rent, groceries, maintenance 
and repair of our vehicles, etc.
Beacon Taxi has served Sidney 
for 15 years plus, doing our best 
to provide prompt, dependable 
and friendly service to our many 
customers.
We also have a direct line in the 
airport for the convenience of our 
regular customers; • • and anyone' 
elScHvhb ‘^X'ants friendly Joc'al'''scf‘-' 
vice.
. Murray Pettinger 
Sidney
FIHmSULA yFE
“Bad luck, f'ad ... Mom forgot to pay the insurance.”
SUPER SALON
I
Continued from Page A5
easy choices.
It matters not to me what 
legalists say about the fetus not 
being a living being and that 
therefore to extinguish that poten­
tial is not akin to infanticide — in 
fact, homicide. When a vital 
organ part can be removed from 
such a creature and be 
transplanted and give life and 
hope to someone already in this 
world, even an adult, then I can­
not help believing that the fetal 
creature is a living creature, and 
that any deliberate act to 
terminate its life is a homicidal 
act.
On ethical grounds alone the 
pro-choice people are defying at 
least one Judeo-Christian princi­
ple: “Thou Shalt not kill;” on 
moral grounds, some of tliose 
same people may be defying a 
second of those principles as 
well: “Thou shalt not commit 
adultery.”
The arguments are irrefutable 
oh economic, gynecological, 
biplogical, religious, ethical and 
moral grounds. Regardless of 
what the federal minister of jus­
tice has said, Canada needs a law 
or constitutional amendment 
Which will help prevent the 
Charter from being abused or 
medicare misused.
Donald W. Munro, 
Former M.P.
Sidney
. • TRAVEL . ::K:
eGSiETfG
$20.00-Value i





6 DAY.S a-week .- THUKS. til «) PMjfll
l.V U.t.* lU ..-H.rt >• 1. t m. i,.i« t iKl- I V jti.i
  The cost of claims is up.
As wiili ill! Other insurance, Auloplan is a pool of 
riiiuls which ptiys claims. The money in that pool has lo 
be suiTicienl to cover the money paid out. You may never 
have made a claim. But you mifelu need to in the future. 
And the costs involved in claimsJiave all gone up.
Accident-trec drivers still pay less.
Under tlie Claim-Rated Scale, claim-free motorists 
eai-n discounts up to 40%. Motorists who make an ‘at 
fault' claim arc penalized and tljcy will pay 80% or more.
So even wlien everyone’s prcifiium goes U|i to pay 
liir liiglier claims costs, the tiitinvfiee driver gets a break.
Drivers with claims do pay more.
In 1088, the increase in piTemiums is tin average 22% 
Butthose witli claims pay it lot mtne. For example: 
OiuH'iiiiin: pay H.V7r) more
IVvo claims; |)iiy 144%) moiT
I'hiTc claims; pay225%moiT
'I'here’s no upper limit to the surcharge. So covenige 
is increasingly expensive for drivers who cause itccitlenis, 
putting the responsibility where it belongs.
In addition, people who viohite traffic regulations, 
or have certain convictions untler the Criminal C’ode, pay 
a Driver Point lYemiurn.'rhe maximum premium for 
more than 2.'S points in tlie preectling year hak been 
raised to $2,500.
Fair’s lain
In 1987, both tlie mm ibei and cost of claims was 
much higher than anticipated. On ihc lnisisof tliis incrcas’ 
i Ucial, |jailii:ultii ly in eApeiisivc iHidiiy injuiy ui-iins, 
k is predicted to be the costliest yeai yet for Auto|)lan. 
The 22%’ premium increase relatestlirectly to this anlici* 
pated increase in claims costs, And those having the 
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Miss Muffet s Yogurt Cheese Ltd.
CONTEST
$1,750 RAISED:
1st PRIZE S75°° CASH 
2nd PRIZE s25°°cash
Family helped in aftermath of blaze
AFTER BECOMING FAMILAR WITH OUR PROCUCT HOW 
WOULD YOU COMPLETE THIS RHYME?
LITTLE MISS MUFFET 
SAT ON HERTUFFET. . .
CONTEST RULES 1.
Sidney residents have pulled 
together to raise SI,750 for the 
Vincent family — the parents
and four children lost 
everything when their rented 
Melville Avenue home was
destroyed by fire on Jan. 23.
Last week, bowlers from 
Miracle Lanes in Sidney and
4.
All entries must De accompanied by a Miss Muttefs 
Yogurt Cheese Sales Slip.
Contest Closes February 29, 1988.
The winners will oe chosen by the Board ol Directors 
lor originality.
All entries become the property ol Miss Muttefs 
Yogurt Cheese Ltd, and may be used in luture 
advertising.
5. Entries should include name, address, phone and age 
ol participant, (age not comoulsory),
6. Winners name v/ill be published in the March 9, 1988 
issue ol the Sidney Review
MAIL OR DROP OFF ENTRIES TO:
Miss Muffct's Yogurt Choese Ltd.





Wilson Bowladrome in . Es­
quimau held a benefit bowl. 
They raised money by donation, 
a raffle and bowling fees.
“We can attest to the fact 
that there is a lot of community 
spirit in the town of Sidney by 
the response from the many 
people who dropped items off,’’ 
said organizer Betty Wilson. 
“We thank them for their 
generosity.’’
Judy Edwards and Gwen 
Mutter of the Mermaids Ladies 
League rounded up prizes from 
Panorama Leisure Centre, 
Saanich Peninsula Bingo, 
Melba Deli, Shoppers Drug 
Mart in Sidney and on Douglas 
Street, Hotel Sidney, Sidney 
Villa Coiffures, Sidney Gift 
Shoppe and McLeods.
Pier I Restaurant, the Latch, 
Clipper Inn, Carrington-Wyatt, 
Travelodge, Tommy Tuckers 
Columbo’s Catering Woolco, 
Carling O’Keefe, Safeway and 
Prime Construction also 
donated prizes.
Fred and Wendy Vincent and 
their children have been staying 
with relatives since the fire.
If you currently have an RRSR 
or are thinking about opening one, 
do you know what the limitations 
and benefits are for income tax 
purposes?
Find out from the income tax spe- 
ciaiists at H&R Block. We could 
save you time and money on your 
tax return. Let us show you how 




EASING THE pain of a local family that lost everything in a recent fire were benefit 
bowlers, Friday.
An 18-year-old Ganges stu­
dent has been fined $150 for 
possession of marijuana. 
Samuel Chester Reynolds plead­
ed guilty of having the illegal 
substance in his car when travel­
ing down Beacon Avenue on 
Nov. 19, 1987.
THE INCOME TAX SPECIALISTS
9843- 2ND ST., SIDNEY, B.C.
Motor boat restrictions 
on Elk Lake
Elk Lake will be closed to 
motorized: boats during 10 
regattas and other rowing 
events this year. But motors will 
be permitted on authorized 
boats for coaches and rescue
656-2411
The Capital Regional District 
board has approved closures 
during the B.C. Summer 
Games, July 28 to 31, and on 
March 5 to 6, April 30, May 7 to
8, June 4 to 5, June 19, Aug. 27 
to 28, Oct. 30, Nov. 5 to 6 and 
another date in August to be an­
nounced.
Meanwhile, the CRD parks 
committee is looking at
toat restnctions on ^Hk Lake, 
‘ ks rowing expands, the 'lalce 
could be closed every summer 
weekend because of rowing ac- 
tiviues,’’ said parks committees 
chairman Norma Sealey.
Clovei«!aie Paint Free trad® address
SALE DATES: FEBRUARY 5 TO FEBRUARY 28, 1988
Esquimalt-Saanich MP Pat 
Crofton will discuss his govern­
ment’s free trade agreement 
during an evening meeting of 
the Chamber of Commerce, 
Feb.18.
OUR REGULAR LOW SELLING 




Etasy to apply, scruhbable, low 





(^^ioverdale has one of 
the best selections of 
wallpaper stock and 
books. Our entire 
wallpaper selection is on 
sale at 25% OFF Our 
Regular Selling Price. 
BUT if you find a pattern 
somewhere else or are 
having trouble getting it...
bring us the pattern 
number and we’ll get it 
for you at
25% OFF.





Peninsula chamber manager 
Denny Ryan said about 25
EVERY BOOK. EVERY PATTERN. 
25% OFF THE REGULAR BOOK 
PRICE, (FABRICS EXCLUDED.)
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Cloverdale
CLOVERDALE PREMIUM 
SEMI-GLOSS Latex or Alkyd
A lough finish for kitchens, bath­
rooms and woodwork, 01123,13113 
ALKYD / LATEX







2328 HARBOUR ROAD. SIDNE 
FOR RE,SFRVATIOMS
f-S i-n ^ i fMS
wUfc'U t*“»U
MOun,9
Mofi . F'>i , 0 tV! ?, ;V;i pn,
vmvj'Us,. » ,,*1,1 r,„it
1901 Sooko Road
At Ci'vne’f




tickets of 70 available had sold 
by Monday morning.
The banquet begins at 6:30 
p.m. at.the Carrington-Wyatt. 
Tickets are available in Sidney 
at Sidney Travel, the chamber 
office, Christine Laurent 
Jewellers, ji Brentsvood Bay at 
Noah’s Travel.




We are losing our woodpeck­
ers! Fast! Dean Park Estates was 
developed where some years ago 
an old growth forest stood. The 
very best trees were cut for 
sawlogs, the next best for fire­
wood. What was left was mostly 
too small or too rotten to be 
worth the trouble of harvesting, 
most of it cedar.
Construction machinery
damaged the roots, reducing the 
vigor of the trees even more and 
crating a haven for wood-eating 
insect larvae.
The woodpeckers eat the grubs 
tunnelling in these rotten trees 
and as they can hear tliem chew,
, they dig straight for them with 
their powerful beaks, making the 
chips fly in all directions. They 
are a pleasure to watch, going 
enthusiastically about their busi­
ness.
Until a year ‘ ago, a pair of 
pileated woodpeckers would reg­
ularly visit our garden, have 
breakfast at some of the stumps 
or cedars and provide marvelous 
entertainment. But they stopped
visiting us and we wondered why.
A few weeks ago, at a party, 
one lady mentioned that the 
woodpeckers had been carving 
holes in the trees in her garden. 
Another lady, in a matter-of-fact 
way, advised her that the pests 
were easily disposed of by using 
aB.B. gun.
When I told them that healthy 
trees are regularly inspected but 
never damaged by woodpeckers, 
she was quite indignant and 
declared that her trees were fine 
but the woodpeckers were 
destructive monsters and had to 
be disposed of. No amount of ex­
plaining could convince her.
These unusual and increasingly 
rare birds can still survive in this 
area because of the nearness of 
the old growth timber in our 
beautiful John Dean Park, where 
they can safely nest and feed. 
However, in areas where the for 
them indispensable old growth- 
forest is fast disappearing and is 
being replaced by vigorous young 
growth, the woodpeckers that 
used to live there have to move.
But there is ho longer any place
to move to because the wood­
peckers already established re­
quire large territories for their 
own families and newcomers arc 
not welcome.
It is obviously urgent that we 
will have to provide the public 
with information about these 
colorful and interesting creatures. 
They are very long-lived birds 
and there is no reason why, with 
John Dean Park so close by, they 
and their descendants cannot live 
here forever.
There are now only a few nest­
ing pairs left in the park, but they 
will be able to make a comeback 
in time. All we have to do is stop 
the tragic and totally unwarranted 
killing being done by a few hor­
ribly ignorant residents. These 
people moved here, ataacted by a 
beautiful and well cared for area, 
and the first thing they do is make 
it look like the dead place they
came from.
Just remember, if the wood­
peckers find grubs in your tree, 
tliey are telling you that the best 
days for that tree are long past 
and you emc wise to replace the 
tree with a new one rather (Iran 









Tickets on sale 
at front desk 
—^5.00
2280 Beacon Ave. 
656-1176
P£AR SUil,
YOO'Rf THE ONf FOR 
Met Love,
DfAR HiTTEa/S,
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me: love, okwvrti.-;
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In The Review’s Jan. 27 edi­
tion, various members of the 
community were nominated by 
local clubs or local citizens to 
receive Celebrations ’88 certifi­
cates.
Unfortunately, Sunset Riding 
Club was not contacted in order 
to nominate anyone. However, I 
■would like to thank whomever 
placed Lorrene Soellner’s name 
for long and outstanding service 
to the club.
Many other, members of our 
club ede^e^e'; mention,, as they 
•willingiy giv^e much of their lime 
to volunteer work in our organi­
zation and in the community.
One member in particular, Jo 
Doman, should have special men­
tion as she has headed the trails 
committee for the past seven 
years. This committee has solely 
been instrumental in reviving, 
finding and developing U'ails for 
hikers and riders within the 




SATURDAY: FEBRUARY 13th 
DOORS OPEN AT 7:00 PM 
DINNER AT 7:45 PM - 9:00 PM 
DANCE 9:00 pm - 2:00 AM
TICKETS I U PER PERSON
—DENNY’S CANNED MUSIC -
tickets AT
COLUMBO’S RESTAURANT




Sidney RCMP are continuing 
•to investigate a motorcycle acci­
dent on the Pat Bay Highway 
■near Amity Road, last Thursday 
afternoon.
A 37-year-old man, Andrew 
.Whittington of Sidney, was 
taken to Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital after the motorcycle he 
was driving went out of control 
while traveling southbound.
Witnesses told police they 
saw the motorcycle travelling at 
a high rate of speed.
Apparently the motorcycle 
cut to the right, then to the left 
to pass. It then went up the me­
dian, rode along it for about 50 
feet before coming back down. 
The driver then lost control, 
came off the bike and came to a 
painful stop, police believe.
The driver was charged with 
driving without n valid motor­
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Vander Zalm should respect abortion decision
VICTORIA - The recent 
ruling by the Supreme Court of 
Canada that our abortion laws 
unconstitutional certainlyare
put the cat amongst the pigeons.
Abortion king Dr. Henry 
Morgenthaler greeted the deci­
sion with a jubilant “every 
child a wanted child, every 
mother a willing mother;” pro- 
choice supporters everywhere 
were ecstatic, while pro-life dis­
ciples went into mourning.
Here at home. Premier 
Vander Zalm was less than 
pleased with the ruling, but an
NDP member “celebrated” it 
in a church basement. Health 
Minister Peter Dueck is trying 
to hang onto abortion com­
mittees by calling them some­
thing else, but doctors are refus­
ing to go along with the govern­
ment.
The ruling has instilled new 
life into B.C. politics. Old 
animosities have been renewed, 
ideological lines drawn and dic­
tionaries of political platitudes 
dusted off.
Opposition Leader Mike Har- 
court has called for Ducck’s
resignation; the health minister 
accused Harcourt of wanting 
everybody to have an abortion, 
whether they’re pregnant or not.
Whether Dueck should resign
is academic. He won’t. Nor is 
the premier about to ask him for 
his resignation, although he 
should. The minister’s response 
to tlie Supreme Court ruling
was in clear defiance of an or­
der by Canada’s highest court.
The Supreme Court ruled that 
the nation’s abortion laws are 
unconstitutional. It ruled that 
women are free to choose, in 
consultation with their doctors, 
whether, when and where to 
have an abortion.
Hours after the ruling came 
down, Dueck announced that 
the provincial government 
wouldn’t fund abortions per- 
fonned outside hospitals. He 
also said the government 
wouldn’t fund abortions, the
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need for which wasn’t certified 
by “some sort of.mechanism” 
within the hospital structure.
That sounds an awful lot like 
abortion committees which had 
just been declared unconstitu­
tional and, therefore, illegal.
Not so, said the health minister.
The government wasn’t trying 
to outlaw abortions. It was just 
trying to make sure that only 
necessary abortions are per­
formed.
‘ ‘Abortion committees have 
been disbanded by the Supreme 
Court. We are not trying to get 
them back. We just want a sec­
ond opinion on whether an 
abortion is necessary for the 
health of the woman. That 
opinion can come from a doctor 
or an advisor or whatever,” 
Dueck said.
It still sounds like abortion 
committees. The doctors must 
have thought so, too, because 
they immediately announced 
that they wouldn’t provide any 
such second opinions.
It’s a sad day when a premier 
and his health minister must be 
reminded that compliance with 
the law is an absolute necessity 
if our system is to work.
Governments are always 
eager to point out that defiance 
of the law is no way to bring 
about change. When Vander 
Zalm rammed Bill 19 down the 
unions’ throats, he advised 
them to take their complaints to 
the ballot box, but not to defy 
the law.
It’s time for the premier to eat 
his words. He may not like 
abortions. A lot of people don’t. 
That doesn’t give him or any­
one else the right to defy a 
Supreme Court ruling.
Vander Zalm and his health 
minister are the victims of a dis­
ease which strikes many 
politicians. They confuse their 
responsibilities to their own 
consciences with their
responsibilities to the public. 
They believe they know what’s 
best for the public, and they 
will go to any length to impose
their principles on others.^___
Well, that’s not the way it’s’\
'B 'll A > *
Savuvwyvwww!"
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98‘ QUICK OATS iC 1.58 mtANOU'S
done. The prerhief Ipfobably 
knows better than anyone 
what’s good for himself and his 
family. To pretend he knows 
what’s best for his fellow 
citizens is presumptuous and ar­
rogant.
There was nothing wrong 
with the premier’s initial at­
tempts at stemming the rising 
tide of abortions in British 
Columbia. His government was 
within its rights to introduce 
any measures that would reduce 
the number of unnecessary 
abortions.
When his govenimcnt estab­
lished abortion committees, 
pro-clioicc supporters didn’t 
like it, but they had to live witli 
Uic law. Now that law has been 
struck down by tlic Supreme 
Court, and pro-life supporters 
mu.st live with that decision.
Noonc is above tlic law, not 
even tlic premier. In fact, the 
premier least of all. It’s time for 
the premier and his health min­
ister to rca Hi nil that basic prin­
ciple and start living with the 
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A Sidney man has been given’ 
a suspended sent t'nce for- 
boiiliiig it friend of a former’ 
girlfriend in T a ii n ers- 
Bookstore. •
Darin While, 19, pleaded; 
guilty ton,ssault, ;
White accosted a man with', 
his formt'r girlfriend Inst Sept.: 
5, said pro.secutor Derek Lisler.; 
“He put four fingers of his right' 
hand under the complainant’s^ 
ribcage, partially cauglit the rih.s« 
and pulled out ward.” •
The accused then .said he* 
would not hesitate to “put a| 
knife into the compUiinam’s; 
stomach and turn it” if he con> 
tinned to sec tlic girlfriend, saidl 
Lister. 5
After hitting the complainant'* 
an the right ride of the jaw '.viih- 
his fist, White left the store, fkv 
was arrested .soon after. ^
“At the time of tlie ineident.f, 
Mr. While was very despoiitlanH. 
oyer the breakup with his*; 
girlfriend,” said defence lawyer;; 
Kevin Metioey. “He was sur-;; 
[iriscd to .sec her dating .someoiicj 
else so soon after they had’ 
broken up,” fi
,)udge Robert Greig suspcnd4| 
ed senleiii'c on White but pnt*| 
the Sidney-born man on proba*;
f ’ f" » '"S 1 » r rnuu (U, .• uiuuia,'",. Hv. uiueico,.
White lo slay si way from the 
iiKiiiJir Iv-af and warried him 
that if he violate.', Ills prob.itisin, 
he may .still be sentenced lor the 
nssanli ,
“BS
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PARKLAND ROWERS:
The beauty of 'working like hell' PRAIRIE INN
Rowers and their shells skim across Elk Lake, creating a 
placid, graceful sight. But the sight is part illusion.
By JULIETTE PROOM 
Review Staff Writer
11
“When you’re on the water, you work like hell,” says Will 
Zantvoort, a member of Parkland School’s rowing team.
“The big thrill is winning. On the water, it’s really gruel­
ing,” the Grade 11 student says.
Teammate Anette Thingsted agrees. “You can’t look out 
of the boat. You always have to be thinking and constantly 
focusing on your rowing.”
The demands are part of the reward for Thingsted. “You 
really have to work together. I like working as a team,” she 
says.
Rowing is one of the most physically demanding sports 
available to high school students. “We go all out for about 
two hours during our workouts,” says Zantvoort.
High school rowers have started their land training. For the 
next six weeks, before setting an oar in the water, they will 
run to build up endurance, stretch to increase flexibility and 
use weights to develop strength.
“We’ve postponed the date we go on the water by a 
month,” says Parkland Coach Gordon Redlin. “By the time 
we start on Elk Lake, the dawn will come much earlier and we 
can train in the light.”
The decision to alter the high school training schedule was 
made shortly after the January tragedy on Elk Lake. Two 
University of Victoria rowers died after their eight-man shell 
tipped in a high wind.
“The later date also gives us more time for land training,” 
says Redlin, a science instructor who also studied physical 
education during his teacher training.
Since taking on the Parkland program, he’s attended 
several seminars on coaching rowers. “I’ve never rowed 
myself. I got involved after some students asked me to be 
their sponsor.”
The beauty of the sport helped snare him. “Rowing looked 
nice, with boats gently gliding across the water, so I said 
sure.”
Redlin started off holding coats and taking pictures. Soon 
he was instructing stretching sessions.
“The girls got me in a quad once,” he recalls. The four­
seater was a valuable scull, having been to a world champion­
ship. “1 thought it would be kind of nice to be on the water 
and look around. But the kids told me to get my eyes back in 
the boat and focus on what I was doing.”
One of those girls, Julie Jespersen, went on to win a bronze 
medal in the world championships. She’s now an active
member of the national team.
Keeping eyes focused has proved to be good advice. Two 
junior Parkland rowers, Zantvoort and partner Chris Adam, 
picked up a gold at the B.C. Summer Games last year.
“We trained in a four, not as doubles,” recalls Zantvoort. 
“But we qualified, and then went on to win the gold. It was 
really exciting.”
Most high school rowers train in eight- or four-man shells. 
“Only the most experienced rowers row in singles,” said 
Redlin. Generally, team members start in larger boats and 
work their way to the smaller ones.
The high school league, unique in North America, restricts 
teams to larger boats. Each of the 10 schools sends eight boys, 
eight girls, one spare each and two coxswains to meets as its 
competitive team.
Parkland, Stelly’s and Claremont have had rowing pro­
grams for the longest time. “But we don’t necessarily have 
the most experienced rowers,” says Redlin. With students 
constantly graduating and new rowers expressing interest, the 
teams change.
Oak Bay, Mount Doug, Spectrum, Victoria High School, 
St. Andrews, Glenlyon and St. Margaret’s are also in the 
Greater Victoria high school rowing league.
Parkland has no trouble attracting members to its rowing 
team. “At our first meeting, 54 students showed up,” Redlin 
says. Gradually, some students drop out, unable to keep up 
the training schedule for eight months a year.
“I’m thinking of starting a second team,” says Redlin; he’s 
looking for ways to satisfy the interest of students asking to 
join the program.
“We ask a lot of our members.” They have to be willing to 
train for most of the school year, attend land training sessions 
three times a week and help with fundraising. Parents are ask­
ed to watch from shore during practices, acting as spare sets 
of eyes in safety procedures.
A parent executive is helping with fundraising this year — 
with good reason. Rowing is an expensive sport. An eight- 
man shell can cost more than $12,000. And added safety 
devices will boost costs this season.
“We’d like a new coach boat — maybe a rigid hull 
Zodiac,” says Redlin. High school coaches reaffirmed their 
need for a new boat when they gathered after the January 
tragedy.
University of Victoria coaches and the Victoria City Row­
ing Club have also helped support the high school rowing pro­
gram. Many Parkland rowers have been asked to join the 
VCRC junior select teams.
The rowers receive extra coaching and spend more time on 
the water. They also win more competitions.
And that suits Zantvoort. “The big thrill is in winning,” he 
says.
Your Neighbourhood Pub
7806 East Saanich Road, Saanichton
Presents.
A HONEY OF A DEAL
Valentine’s Dinner Special 5 pm - 9 pm
9 OZ. TOP SIRLOIN STEAK
with real crab & shrimp neptune 
baked potato, vegetables and
garlic toast
ONLY










URGENTLY NEEDS YOUR 
DONATION OF USABLE OR 
REPAIRABLE
CLOTHING ® FURNITURE 
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS
TOWN
/Cgii C'Jti iOn <JS , (Dv A
'■ SIDNEY “I
BANG-UP BYLAW
Making the streets safe may 
be blown a little out of propor­
tion if a proposed Sidney bylaw 
is passed without changes, the 
mayor said Monday night.
Mayor Norma Sealey, after 
discussions with fire prevention 
officer Larry Buchanan, asked 
council to consider taking some 
of the bang out of a proposed 
bylaw designed to curb the u.se 
of firecrackers and fireworks.
“I have a concern with how 
this is worded and how it will be 
effected,” Sealey said.
“You’re talking about 
sparklers, you’re talking about 
caps in cap-guns and, heaven 
forbid, you’re even talking 
about Christmas crackers.”
Under some interpretations, 
emergency and roadside marker 
flares would be subject to per­
mits, she said.
have any concerns about the 
testing pT.cruise missies aboye 
Canadian soil, they didn’t show 
them Monday night.
In response to a request from 
Squamish council to oppose 
cruise field testing. Aid. Herb 
Addison wasted no time to 
move the letter be received and 
filed.
Almost before he finished 
making the motion, Aid. Tim 
Chad seconded it.
Squamish council is “exteme- 
ly concerned” about the testing, 
the letter said. “These arc 
nuclear-capable weapons 
which, potentially, can do 
damage much greater than the 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki
bombs.”
The tests aren’t “in the spirit 
of international arms control 
agreements, nor are they in the 
best interests of the survival of 
life on our planet,” the letter 
said. /
Sidney council and all other 
municipal governments in the 
province should tell the prime 
minister they’re against testings 
the letter urges.
THE RIGHT TO TAX
Council joined its B.C. 
association in a battle to keep 
the local right to tax industry — 
without the help of new provin­
cial legislation.
A letter from the Union of 
British Columbia Municipalities 
says a government proposal 
poses a threat to local decision­
making independence.
On Dec. 17 the legislature 
passed a motion that a commit­
tee make recommendations on a 
new way of handling industrial 
taxation — one that would 
remove from municipalities the
power to determine tax rates.
The province would then 
distribute the proceeds of taxa­
tion to local governments.
The UBCM says the proposal 
is contrary to the province’s aim 
of enhancing local autonomy 
and is also contrary to the 
UBCM’s principles.
Experience with the current 
wariable tax rate does not justify 
any change, the UBCM says. 
“Local government has used 
the variable tax rate respon­
sibly.”
The sale of these items 
represents tho lifeblood of the 
business which was formed by 
rotary to provide training and 
employment for handicapped people.
APC APPOINTMENTS 
Three new faces were ap­
pointed recently to the town’s 
advisory planning commission.
Council has added Don 
Amos, Gerald Flint and Rod 
Clack to the APC.
Others' on continuing APC 
terms are Clive Tanner, Robert 
Whyte and Ron Umbach.
If it’s News Call the Review
656-1151
CRUISE CONCERNS?




• CARPET CLEANING 
• UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
Owner Will Dorman gives personal attention to all orders 
9570 Norlhlawn Terrace, Sidney, B.C.
FREE ESTIMATES Phono: 656-4754 - 30 Years Experience
THE CORPORATION 
OF THE DISTRICT OF 
CENTRAL SAANICH
“Gentral Saanich Economic 
Deveiopment Profiie & Strategy’ ’
Draft copies will be available at the Central Saanich 
Municipal Hall, 1903 Mount Newton Cross Road, Saanichton, 
B.C. commencing at 10:00 a.m. Monday, February 8,1988.
Written submissions for consideration of committee must 
be received prior to 4:00 p.m. Tuesday, February 16, 1988 by 
the municipal clerk at the Central Saanich Municipal Hall.
There will be a further public meeting on Thursday, February 
18, 1988 at 7:30 p.m. to receive oral pre.aentationa from 
members of the public who have not prraviously had an op­
portunity for input into the economic profile and strategy plan.
G.L. Wheeler 
Clerk Administrator
SIDNEY AND NORTH SAANICH
BUS SERVICE 
information
Be Transit is planning improvements to local bus services in Sidney and North Saanich. 
We're holding information exchanges at:
SHAKER THREADS SERVICE 
AUDITORIUM
10030 Restlmven Drive 
Thursday, February II, 198B
2;30 4:00 p.m.
7:00    8:00 p.m, h
BC TVansil pliirmer.^i will be eii liand to talk to you about your 
trairsit needs. Tlie results of this study will be presented to tlie 
Victoria Regional Iransit Commission lor tlieir consideration.
For fui'llier information, call the BC Iransit Planning Department
vf 'iqi; i .
li V Ui.. .1.1 ..J k.' J. i..
) IB
4:^a0fMA Ttjffe [ilitCTl
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TREASURE ISLAND 
SiVlOKED SALIVIOiSI 
SIDES AND SLICE PACKS 
PLANT SPECIALS AND REGULAR STOCK
“PROCESSED LOCALLY - KNOWN WORLD WIDE"
PACIFIC SEAFOODS INTERNATIONAL LTD.
10210 BOWERBANK RD.








‘THE PET SHOP WITH A HEART”
1st ANNIVERSARY SALE
FEATURING VALENTINE SPECIALS 
• FISH - 3 GOLDFISH FOR 99^
(MANY OTHER INSTORE SPECIALS ON FISH)
® HAMPSTERS-TEDDY BEAR =5.99 
o BIRDS - 20% OFF REGUALR PRICES
® HAMPSTERRIDE-A-ROUNDCHOO-CHOOS 
Reg. to19.99 NOW®14.99 
• ALL WICKER DOG BEDS 15% OFF
Amid the junk mail, something intriguing
Along with bills, stalemenLs, scads of positively certain op­
portunities to win a million dolhu's (‘‘You can’t miss on this 
one, Buster!”), a grand 50 per cent off sale of the sheerest rein­
forced pantyhose, and a plethora of junk mail, my postman oc­
casionally brings me a positively exciting and intriguing letter. 
Now, it may be a little late in arriving but, on the other hand, the 
substance may be pure gold. In that case, the delay is totally ac­
ceptable.
This week, I received a letter from Frances Wilson, High Bury 
Street, Vancouver, in connection with a column which I wrote 
before Christmas regarding the sighting of skylarks in the grassy 
field immediately south and west of the Victoria International 
Airport.
I quote from her letter: ‘‘You may find it of interest that the 
very area where the skylarks were sighted was once part of a 
farm owned by my grandparents, George and Eliza Michell. 
Eliza’s father, John McGraw, was the man who introduced the 
skylarks to Vancouver Island. My mother used to tell of going 
with her grandfather to Gordon Head to release the birds in what 
was then farm land. I don’t remember the yeiir but she was quite 
young so it was probably in the very early 1900s.”
I find your thoughtful letter deeply interesting, Mrs. Wilson, 
and I thank you sincerely for sending it along. I know that our 
readers will appreciate the enclosed details. You have illumi­
nated a facet of our Island’s interesting history and given us a 
fresh perspective.
The male red-winged blackbirds are back at the Vantreight ir­
rigation pond on Wallace Drive and on Rcay Creek. While not 
yet in full song, they break out very occasionally with their 
pleasant ‘‘0-KA-LEEEEAH s.” Norman Clark, Canoe Cove, 
spotted a peregrine falcon in his area over the weekend. Some of 
these fine falcons, or ‘‘duck hawks,” commonly winter on the 
Peninsula. A good place,to spot them is up from Island View 
Beach where they may be seen, on occasion, hunting shorebirds.- 
Watch for them perched alertly on a tall bare snag from which 
they have a commanding view of the counti7side. These fal­
cons, sometimes referred to as ‘‘big-footed falcons,” have ex­
tremely large feet and strong talons for capturing their prey (sec 
photo).
Bum Chisholm, Ardmore Drive, reports an albino robin feed­
ing with others on his lawn at 703.1 have not yet been able to 
secure a photo of it. And I’m still getting the odd report of a 
rufous hummingbird in that area and around Bakerview.
Numerous people have advised me of the fine fishing for 
springs off Victoria, off the powder wharf on James Island and 
in those well known salmon fishing areas in the general vicinity 
of Sooke.
There is real cause for concern regarding the recent spill of 
heavy crude off the Washington side, across from Victoria. 
While it is virtually impossible to predict the movement of this











PEREGRINE FALCON Cy Hampson photo
extremely toxic substance, it will undoubtedly play havoc with 
bottom-dwelling species since it is heavier than water and will 
tend to sink towards the sea-floor. And, of course, ocean cur­
rents may well carry quantities of it to shore where its impact 
upon vulnerable seabirds could be catastrophic. Unfortunately, a 
good deal of the crude has already escaped into the sea and it 




SOMEONE WITH less than charity on his mind set the contents of the Goodwili drop box on fire.
NEW PAYMENT CONVENIENCE 
FROM AUTOPLAN
Soften the blow of vehicle insurance 
renewal time -- Autoplan’s Half- 
Now, Half-Later short term policy 
lets you pay for insurance on most 
vehicles for periods from six to 
eleven months. Ask your insurance 
agent how you can take advantage 
of this new option from Autoplan.
Reasons for buying Canadian
Buying Cauaiiian children’s 
books i.sn’t just patriotic — it’s 
smart shopping.
Dr. Ronald Jobe, a IJBC ex­
pert on children’s literature, 
said Canadian writers have pro­
duced some of the best mtilerial 
on the North American market 
in recent years.
‘‘The baby boom has let to an 
e.xplosion of books for young 
readers, which is gretit because 
it’s opened a lot of doors for 
Canadian writers,” he said.
“The downside is that there’s 
a lot of mediocre material com­






• February NEW hours are Monday to Friday 
8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
• Fast and effecienl NEW policy 
processing








JOIN US FOR A SPECIAL 
VALENTINE’S DINNER FEB. 13 & 14 
SPINACH & MUSHROOM SALAD;
tiCirvert with a Y(«)url A Monoy Drenriirx)
AND:
ESCARGOTCHAMPAGNARD:
Rfirvori In f» Vol-Aii*Vnnl wllti Billtoi, Clftilic, A Chanuiiiofici
CHOICE OF:
FILETMIGNON CHORRON
nulhi'illy Bent Inudotloln. Toppud with a HollondMiftOttfiuf.i’t 
tSdjmnodwilh fflirnaoh A Toirtntd.
DUNUbNfcSSCMAlJ
CMb Minil In A ShOKV A C«!)ntn Gflucti. SiHviKl
un lop ol (I OuMilki fit Muishioonitt
LES CAB LES AUX BIEUETS
(,>)jtil Ov'iknd in Pnrtticlitin CotnpiiffrwnhHi with Olnnhiiii'km in a Dnirti-Oinen
CAFE VALENTINE:
16'*'Mohm 30®”oup!n
PLUS riRQULAn MtNU AVAILAOLE 
7172 nnENTWOOD DRIVE
652-9515 ■ ■ 652-2413
Jobe said quaity reading 
matcriitl is critical for yoimg 
readers.
‘ ‘ C h i I d r e n d e v e lop 
vocabulary and their taste in 
reading miitei ial at ti very young 
age, What you rc:id to ihein in 
their curly years sets a standard 
for them.”
Johe said parents should look 
for books with inieresiing and 
clialleiiging voctihulary, good 
qnality illustrations, and a story 
that will appear to readers aged 
seven ID 70.
‘‘See how well it reads 
aloud,” said Jobe. ‘’If you 
think you canVsiand to read it 
over 2() times - - because you'll 
probably have to ilien 
chances are it’s a good story.
Gaiiadian writers .lobe 
recommends for consistently 
high-qualily stories include Jetm 
l.itile, Monica lliiglies, Janet 
laindand UBG creative writing 
protewor Sue Ann .Nldetson.
‘‘.Adults buy these stories 
because they think they 
rcnieiiilxT them from their ovvit 
childliood and they want their 
chikirea to read ihem. 
“Ironically, most adults 
knnwThn ft,!,., because they’re 
so fiiiniliar, but very few of 
(hem have actually read tlic 
SIoritg before,”
kslv " -aid other pcipuhu 
tremis include information 
book,', that explain science, 
iiaoiH' and uihei fO(iics, and 
"gitniiiick” hooks with pop-up 
artwork and pull-out tabs that
CMcruirai’e iioi-r',ci,,., n'itli tt»r»
reader,
9^
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presents its
4th Dinner Concert 
Wednesday, February 17 
7:00 p.m.
Come enjoy an evening 
of light classical music 
by the Carrington Wyatt ensemble 
of world class musicians
9732
Your dinner will include 
lemon stuffed chicken breasts, 
wild rice, candied carrots, asparagus 
spears, Carrington-Wyatt cheesecake, 
tea or coffee . . .$20.00 per person 
by Reservations only
1st St. Sidney by the Sea 656-1822
CHECKING OUT THE NEW bus at the Mt. Newton Adult Care Centre Saturday morn­
ing were MLA’s Mel Couvelier and Terry Huberts.
Bus gets $20,000 push
; The Mt. Newton Society 
: Adult Care Centre rolled closer 
: to reaching its goal of paying 
: for a new bus, Saturday.
Mel Couvelier, the provincial 
: finance minister and a local 
: MLA, and Terry Huberts, the 
• other local MLA, presented a 
cheque for $20,000 to society 
president George Roberts.
•: The new bus was received by 
; the society near the end of 
% November and has been busy 
shuttling adults from their 
homes to the adult care centre
This bus has an aisle down the 
middle, comfortable chairs and 
plenty of head room.
The $20,000 grant came from 
the B.C. Lottery Fund and was 
supposed to cover half the cost 
of the bus, said administrator 
Patsy Berger-North.
It came short of that goal and 
the society has been raising 
money to cover more than half
of the remaining money. Total 
cost was $49,055.
•About 13 ladies from the 
Monday Bee group have raised 
$3,000 through craft sales and 
other activities. The seniors lot­
tery contributed $10,000.
Service clubs in the area have 
kicked in money and fundrais­
ing has also Jielped. Personal 
donations have also been made.
ever since.
^ It holds 12 people who can
walk on and has a power lift for 
three wheelchair-bound adults.
It’s a big step up from the old 

























the office supply people SALE
LETTER FILE FOLDERS COLOURED
.................... .SALE 3^/100Reg. 20.60/100..
LEGAL FILE FOLDERS COLOURED
.................. .SALE ^ 1 u°°/100Reg. 24.70/100.....
GAS LI FT S E C R ETA RIAL CHAIR
Reg. 199.00..... .............................;.....




JUST FOR THE TWO OF YOU
*W0NT0N FOR TWO 
*2 EGG ROLLS
*PAN FRIED TOMATO PRAWNS 
‘PINEAPPLE CHICKEN BALLS 
‘CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 
TEA OR COFFEE








- FULLY LICENSED- 
812 Vordier, Brentwood Bay
D I I™ I Now is the time to buy and 
D I ® save on Armstrong floors, for 
i g limited time only.
Dozen of patterns and colours, thousands of yards of 
high-quality flooring at terrific savings. Come early for 





The only no-wax lloor with the 
richness of inlaid Color





The most natual-looking 
Armstrong no-wax floor ever,






An oxcolleni value in no-wax 
floors In over 30 great patterns 
and colors,.. available in the 
popular 3.66m width.




IN LAID COLOR FLOORS
In breakthrough patterns unlike | 
any you've seen before.
Butler Butler Brothers building centre
FLOOR COVERING 
DEPARTMENT





If your Businoiis Phono Number is now or has been rocenlly chang­
ed, ploiiso call im and we'll run it (mo of clinrije (or a period of throe 
months. This sorvlco llmilod to the Review's Trading area,
airnpany Namo Phono Number
Arinomarios ElocIrolysItJ 
fk Conmolic Studio ........ 655-3044
! , i BorlusLaiufreaping............ 655-7065
BrondnorVhtorlnary 
Sorvicoa....,......,...--. 652-0700
n il Capll«l EfocjtrTc................. • 652-2206
,,DmVo's Cdonk S Prlmo Rib .. 655-4114 
ni ) J. J. H. Elcictrlc............ 655-7100
i m Monk OffiGO Supply ....... 655-3888
(tM RonlnsuInTV &
Eloctronicn .......................... 652-016/
<u) SIdnoy Vacuum Sorvlco ... 658*4050
( i’iSIncoroly Yours ................ 682-4477
i .| StnndaHJ Furnltutu 655 1010
, Jowttflot y... • • 652-5400
( r. Snnnlchton Town RoslauVant............ 652-1213
, nTrloloDnwn's Facial MABsngn . ................ I’?!'??!!










Viyelta Cotton Laun, Rayon & Rayon 
V Blends, both Prints & Plain




CHIEF DISPATCHER Lee Van Horne takes emergency calls for Peninsula fire departments.
f:
^ CIDA and university 
pledge $20 million
in aid to Indonesia
Universities in Eastern In­
donesia will be the beneficiaries 
of an estimated $20 million con­
tract, signed recently between 
the Canadian international 
Development Agency and 
Simon Fraser University.
“The project is designed to 
help strengthen the university 
system in the Eastern Islands of 
Indonesia and to promote long­
term institutional linkages bet­
ween Canadian and Indonesian 
universities,’’ said .Dr. William 
Saywell, president of Simon 
Fraser.
Tne Indonesian universities 
^ will participate in the five-year
MMMiMawtti3«i6imBMafS5!MiM8zasBa»xa!a8e3aBaEiWB!ima!gaiiaHi^^





the right to 
limit quantities 2531 BEACON AVE. 






1 READY TO SERVE
1 HAM SHANK PORTION ...... 2.84 kg 1 .
1 READY TO SERVE
I HAM BUn PORTION.........
I READY TO SERVE
1 HAM STEAKS....... ......... 4.39 kg "I







FRYING 3 Per Bag LIMIT 1 BAG
CHICKEN ‘A’ ....1®^ kg
FRESH OR FROZEN
YOUNGg,
DUCK ‘U’............. 2.18kg 99clb.
GR. ‘A’ BEEF LOIN
T-BONE 








CANNED SMOKED HAM.. 059...5.71 kg «- lb.
TROZEN BUHERBALL . ^ FAMILY PACK
YOUNG ■ i 69 REG. GROUND 











II lb.,.3.73 kg 
,17,59 kg 7^1?
WE ALWAYS PRODUCE MORE FOR 





- CO 1 imported
3,0 BANANAS ,95' kg lb.
GR. ‘A’ BEEF LOIN
PORTERHOUSE





WIENERS ,1.94 kg 885,
GRAPES, 99',, 2.18 kg Vail HiJI lb.
'FRESH BONELESS
1C I LEG OF PORK -4 79
I It).,lb,. ROAST .3.95 kg
1 17BURN'S TENDER FLAKES
HAM or TURKEY. ..........mg
MRLITTA^. 4, A fi -j 1 7
COFFEE FILTERS Haskai...,
BOVRIL’S JOB
BEEF, VEG. & ONION packoie.....
MELITTA a ROUND
COFFEE 3600 packet
-j47 SUN-RYPE BLUE CLEAR















CAT FOOD L.aroc Tin. 97",400cj
-j47BETTY CROCKER Aoat’d. VntloilosHAMBURGER HELPER.....
FRUITCORNERS J| ̂ 7
FRUIT WRINKLES .1530
UNCIA PASTA J 4 7
SP«nioriCWi.......9000 r'




BRAN FLAKES.,  45og
HERvSHEY’S 197PURE COCOA .. . ,2000
♦CQGO’S JO-JWAFFLES ... ....3120 r '
• DELNOn Ji QQ
MIXED VEGETABLES...1 kg
• MINUTE MAID CONC,
LEMONADE . .. . .355 mL
»CARNATION
FRENCH FRIES . ufl
69 c
ZEST J 07
SOAP BARS, . ...... ,3






















, 100 ml. Ttibn
SILKIENCE Reg. or Ex^Body
‘ -.... . ■“ or COND,.
hONUtJ....... 500 ml.SHAMPOO
WKSiRWi!!!'
plan. Development activities 
will be undertaken at Univer- 
sitas Sam Ratulangi in Manado; 
Universitas Pattimura in Am­
bon; and Universitas 
Cenderawasih in 
Jayapura/Manokwari. Pro­
gram development in these cen­
tres will focus on chemistry, 
mathematics, biology and 
physics.
The eastern island universities 
of Halu Oleo, Tadulako, 
Mataram, Udayana and Nusa 
Cendana have been desiganted 
as participating universities, 
with faculty access to 
fellowships and short courses.
Insitut Pertanian Bogor and 
Universitas Gadjah Mada will 
'Serve as fe.s6uTce institutions, 
providing special assistance for 
training needs and working in 
collaboration with Canadian 
advisors on curriculum develop­
ment, teaching aids, short 
courses and academic planning.
“Mutual respect and cultural j. 
sensitivity are essential in a pro- ' 
ject of this nature,’ says 
Saywell.
“We are delighted to be able 
to enter into this co-operative 
enterprise with our Indonesian 
colleagues, atul we arc prepared 
to make a long-term commit­
ment to the development of 
universities in the eastern 
islands.”
The Simon Fraser conncclion 
lias evolved from a series of 
undctakings, both academic 
and cultural, building on strong 
rcliitionsilips already developed 
in Indonesia.
“The signing of (liis agree­
ment establishes Simon TVaser 
as a C.’anaclian centre of e.x- 
cellence in Indonesia,’’ said 
Saywell.
“Members of Simon Traser’s 
raCuliy have been involved in 
Indonesia in a mimber of areas.
Dr. ,lolm Cham has done a con- 
sitlerablc amomii of consulling 
willi eeniial liaukers in In- 
tlrme.sia,
'‘Beniie t.ialrlikas is recogni/- 
ed imernaiionally foi lier work 
will) oranguum rehabilitaiion in 
the liidimesian rain foresi.s. 
.'\iul very siroiig lies Itave been 
developed beiween our fticully 
of eclueaiion and Ihe open 
. univer.sily of Indonesia.
•'Gver die lasi few years, onr 
cenire for the arts has heen the 
home of many piograms in In­
donesian dance and music,"
The easiern islands projcci 
will include four major pro­
grams; fellowship,s I'or juadnaie 
siuily in Canada, s|:>ccially 
fir signed ' ho n courscfi, 
lecimicai .assisianee, and provi- 
sitm of et|uipiriem and other 
leachini' autl leseaivdi maierials.
A' »''nid of fC graduate 
fellowships will be offered, con- 
cemrating on basic and applied 
sciences, mathematies, insiruc- 
(lunal leclimriues and pedagogy, 
iiniveisiiy management anti ad- 
minisirariifn, and library 
.science.
Loii,iMcrm c.anadian advisors 
will he .tssigntn! lo provide 
technical .iNsisiance in cur- 
ricidnm tlevclopmcni, program 
planning and management, 
dcsigtCoi individual iraining
,u> iiuiviiy lucnil'Co
i I n d i d c 1H i f i ca i i o n t d's h ii 11 -1 e 11 n
:M I vf I S'l' f S.': S' )'
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What do you love about your valentine?
Because St. Valentine’s Day is 
Sunday, The Review asked: 
What do you love about your 
Valentine?
ROD CLACK: “My wife Dor- 
rien and I have special 
memories of Valentine’s Day. 
She, a British war bride, and I 
arrived in Halifax Feb. 14, 
1945, after dodging submarines 
as we crossed the Atlantic. 






North Saanich residents will 
not face a tax increase if the 
provisional budget is passed, 
said Aid. Bill Gordon.
The $6,407 million budget 
calls for a 2.98 per cent increase 
in taxes — but not in the tax 
rate. “This will be met by 
growth in the community. 
North Saanich taxpayers will 
not face a larger assessment due 
to municipal spending,’’ said 
Gordon.
North Saanich received 
almost $10,000 more taxes than 
it expected to in 1987. It also 
made $213,803 in licence fees 
. and permits, almost 50 per cent 
more than projected.
. Building permits will con­
tinue to be a major source of 
.revenue for North Saanich, the 
provisional budget predicts. 
Charges for inspections and ser­
vices will offset any demands 
put on the budget due to 
: growth, said Gordon.
^•^(riTTUT^7J^. .. <u'■■ »■ ?
JIM LANG: “She’s so loving. 1 
don’t know how 1 could 
possibly go on living without 
Helen.’’
DONATION BOXES 
Central Saanich firefighters 
were called to a Salvation Army 
donations box in Brentwood 
Bay twice in the past week.
The first time, on Feb. 3, so­
meone reported material in the 
red box was smoldering.
The second call came four 
days later. Volunteer 
firefighters were required to put 
out a small fire in the box 
behind Brentwood IDA phar­
macy. The incidents are under 
investigation.
MARJORIE DENROCHE: 
“After 33 years of marriage to 
the same Valentine, it’s still fun 
to be together. Every day he 
shows his caring in so many 
ways that I forgive him for not 
giving me any Valentine’s can­
dies.
Portables
Portable classrooms at 
Greenglade Elementary School 
will likely be removed this year. 
The provincial government has 
given verbal approval to a 
school board request to build 
four new classrooms.
“We’re still waiting for writ­
ten approval,” said trustee 
Dave Christian. “However, 
we’re delighted to have verbal 
approval,” he told the Saanich 
school board, -e - '
' Fire destroyed all contents of 
a Goodwill donations box 
behind the Sidney Safeway store 
last Monday evening.
“We’re investigating, but it’s 
difficult,’’ said fire inspector 
Larry Buchanan. “The fire 
destroyed all contents of the 
box.’’








6655 TRUDEAU TERRACE 
BRENTWOOD BAY, B.C.
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH 
PUBLIC NOTICE
ROAD CLOSURE BY-LAW NO. 570(1988)1
PUBLIC NOTICE Is hereby given that tho Council of Ihe District of 
North Saanich intends to adopt "Road Closure By-Law No. 570 
(1908)", This By-law will conveyor cause to be conveyed that por­
tion of land In Plan 42422 shown as "ROAD TO BE CLOSED" and 
shaded below to Konrad Karl Busch and Gertrud Elisabeth Busch, 













A copy of ttio above proposed by-law may bo Inapoctod at the 
Municipal Hall, 1020 Milht Road, Norih Saanich. R n , hniwnnn the 
hours of 8:00 A,M, and 4:00 P.M. on any day the Municipal Hall Is 
open (or business. Objections to the proprasod closuro and con­
veyance must bo dollverod In writing to the Municipal Clerk, KWD 
Mills Road, P,0. Box 2639. Sidnev. H.C . Vfll, 1H7, prior to the 
close of business on Wodnosday, February 24,1900,
This ia tho second of two consecutive publications ot ihis Notice. 
DattJd Iho 10th day of February, 1060,
JoanE.Schill 
Municipal Clerk
LLOYD HARROP: “In 47 
years. I’ve learned to love 
Gwen, my Valentine, very deep­
ly. It’s a happy time of year to 
reflect on the joy of that love 
and our life together.”
- , J
LESLIE EMMERSON: “There 
are three things I love about my 
Valentine: I love his his 
warmth, 1 love his sense of 
humour and I love his passion 
for living.”
RUBYMAY PARROTT: “His 
sense of h u m o u r , his 
thoughtfulness, the fact that he 
enjoys the same things that I en­
joy, and Harry has a tremen­





ERIC SHERWOOD: “She likes 
the things I like and I like the 
things she likes. Occasionally 
we don’t agree, but making up 





tine’s Day with 




7111 West Saanich Rd. 
652-2131
JOE STARKE
ZONING AND THE LANDOWNER
Question: Just how far 
should a landowner, who in­
tends to build a home on that 
land, look into local zoning 
laws?
ANSWER: Very carefully! You 
may find it’s impossible to build 
the home you plan. Zoning laws 
may require a specific amount 
of acreage for a one-family 
zone, if you own a smaller lot 
than required, you may not be 
able lo build the house you 
want on your lot.
Also, look into the type of home 
which is allowable in your zon­
ing area. You may plan to build 
a second floor apartment, 
possibly for another member of 
your family or even for rental 
purposes. It the property Is a 
one-family residential zone, you 
may bo out of luck.
FRIENDSHIP 
BAPTIST CHURCH
7820 Central Saanich Road 










10:30 a.m. Family Service
REV. ALISTAIR PETRIE 652-3860 
652-5025
CHECK Z 0 N 1 N G 
CAREFULLY BEFORE you 
start building. An after-the- 
fact zoning check may be a 
costly error.
...THINKING OF BUYING 
OR SELLING 
Don't Dc4ay • Phone Today 
Joo Starke 656-8751 or 656-0747 
Castle Properties (1982) Ltd.
113-9764 5th St„ Sidney 
D.C.V8L2X2
iM
LOCATED IN THE SIDNEY CENTRE
117-9764
5th SIroot
Noxl to Standard Furnllum
fiiiK-2131
1 ST. ELIZABETH’S
1 Roman Catholic Church
10030 Third St, Sidney
652-1909
Saturday Mass 5:00 p.m.
Sunday Mass 10:30 a.m.
OUR LADY OF 
ASSUMPTION
Roman Catholic Church
7726 W. Saanich Rond
652-1909
Sunday Mass   ................. 8:30 a.m.
Sunday Mass....................... 12:30 p.m.
THE PARISH OF ST. MARY’S:SAANICHTON
Sunday, February 14lh, 1980
8:15 am................... Holly communion
10:00 am Holy Communion
10:45 am Annual Moolirio & Nursery 
Rector Rov. Robort Sansom
656-9040 AnoHcnn-EsIscopal 652-1611




Church for Worship at 9:30 AM 1
10469 Rosihavon Drive in SIdnoy t
Como Join our Qrowino Fellowship 1




1 (Ml. NnwtonA SI. Slnphnn'n nd)
057.4311
n:30 am Holy EuchnrIsI
10:00 am Suno EuchnrIsI
1 cOO prn ..... Sunriny Only Evoononn
SAANICH PENINSULA 
CHRISTADELPHIANS





' Ron A Eunice Froumnn Welcome you lo
liiifc# ZjI PENINSULA ALLIANCE CHURCH „ :
' 4lh & Ml. Raker, Sidney OfiO-OOfir
' SUNDAY 10:30 am Family Woriihip
■ 7^ and Sunday School





Sunday .Service 0:30 a.m,,11:00 n.m. 
llEV. O.R. PAUL DAVIS
B56-,1213 (Home 6S8.3BI14)
SAANICHTON BIBLE FELLOWSHip ” 
Koaiinci Elomenlnry School
0643 C. Soanloh Rd. 
Communion Soivloon::in n m
Family Service .............. . IliOO aim!
Nurriory, Simclny Soliool, 
Voulh Qroups, Rlhlo Studlnn 
PMmr; nkk ahnton 
mmi «5rM2M
Sidnijy Pontficoatal A&aombly
1031)4 MoDonnld Park Road 
(llclney, n.C. Vm. 320
1 PnuiOf; Dave Hausei
11:45 iim,.. .................. Sunday Sohoul





W. Saanich and Mills Rd.
Simdfty Snrvicea 8 «,m, and 10 a.m, 
Sunday School 10 n.m.





Diit.i.!,'/ Ci.tiuC'l .......... . 5.15 „m
Marnlnp Worihip ........ . ....... in:3R am
nALPHDAl.YP«»lor M«.3*44
«iia.io««
IM SIDNEY . OgTHEL
FELLI.OWSHIP' BAPTIST CHURCH 
2260 Mills Rcl. Phone 056.8012
Rev. Onralil W, Mellar
0:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:00 a.m. Mornlno Worship
6:30 p.rn, Lviininfl Fallowtidp
A Chimh (or Mn. Whok Tend/t-
... ...4
ST. AN0REW'.S ANGLICAN CHURCH 
BA«6..*lid Rt.. Sidney »
SUNDAY SERVICRS 
l*m, 9 am and 11 am 
(Church Schol A NufisrY at« »m)
The Rev. David Fuller
t. . « ■■ ■ J
Attend
CHURCH
♦ hl.Q lAijajSkI#« >« ii, ^
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PICK OUT THAT NEW SOFA, 
CHAIR, WALL UNIT, TABLE, 
DINETTE, MATTRESS, 
SECTIONAL, RECLINER,
LAMP OR SOFA BED AND 
JUST WALK OUT WITHOUT 
PAYING! NO MONEY DOWN — 
NO INTEREST, NO PAYMENTS 




Buy this handsome swivel rocker 
with matching ottoman for only 
$399.00. Reg. $469.00. Styled to 




Elegant modern dinette 
suite in white. Oval 
dinette table 36”x48” 
extending to 60”.
Complete with four 
highback dinette chairs 
with upholstered seat and 
back.
Reg. $791.00
IPSS iTT?si 4 /, ^ ri J v4 ^






JUST ARRIVED FROM ITALY
Manufactured by Nicoletti the “Jolly” sofa/loveseat. 
Superb tailoring & quality 
leather. 100% top grain 
analine dyed leather only.
Our Reg. $2675.00
WICKER^ RATTAN LOUNGE FURNITURE 
4 pee. sets (2 chairs, loveseat, 
coffee table) Sale priced from 
$699;00 -$999.00 - $1999.00 
Pictured: “Maracris” 
sofa/chair. Sprung deck, 
leather binding, choice of frame, 
colour and fabric. Reg.
$1599.00
!#%#%#% I'l Cl









End table and coffee table 






Palliser contemporary Sofa/Chair — super comfortable seating, with roll 
over back cushions, choice of covers.
b‘:Ar^ TVu-.’-fc T 
/
Palliser contemporary styled TV/video 
unit in oak solids «& veneers, features pull 
out shelf, glass door and adjustable 
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STORE HOURS: MON.-SAT, 9-5:30
¥ 1 1/ f f S %
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Childhood fascinafion leads to artistic career
As a child, Morgan Warren would sit by the window and 
watch birds. Now she sits at her drafting table in her Canoe 
Cove studio and draw’s pictures of them.
By JULIETTE PROOM 
Review Staff Writer
Small birds are the most frequent subject for her water- 
color studies. “1 think your earliest impressions stick w'iih 
you for a long time,” says the quiet Brentwood Bay resident. 
‘‘I used to see a lot of small birds.”
Born in Great Britain, Warren took to doodling pictures of 
birds at an early age. She still zips off the odd sketch when 
fidgeting. Some of these are converted into full-sized pictures.
ARTIST Morgan Warren paints birds from models she 
borrows from the provincial museum.
‘‘When I start a new picture, 1 usually have an impression 
of it in my head. I’ll do a couple of dozen doodles or drafts 
before 1 start on a sketch that counts.”
Warren also combs her photo files for the right setting or 
light conditions. She often consults bird identification 
manuals and coffee table books as well.
The next step is often a visit to the provincial museum to 
borrow samples of birds from their vaults. The museum’s 
education division loans stuffed birds and animals to artists 
and scholars.
“When 1 started, I was almost painstaking in my detail. I’d 
paint every feather.”
How'ever, she’s relaxed over the years. ‘‘Now’ 1 strive to 
capture the essense of a bird.” Less interested in detail, War­
ren wants to convey its image.
“My hummingbirds is the closest I’ve come to that feel­
ing.” One bird hovers by a white foxglove w'hile another sits 
atop a second sprig. Typically, the background is a meld of 
subtle color implying the scene is part of a larger garden.
Warren still spends the greatest portion of her time w'orking 
on the sketch. Despite her fondness for doodling, she finds 
this stage the most difficult part of her work. ‘‘Drawing is the 
hardest part. I never really liked drawing.
‘‘I read that one great wildlife artist did his best work after 
he started to lose his sight. He had to stand back and squint to 
see the play of light and shadow.”
Bruno Leigefors’ rule of thumb works for Warren. ‘‘I 
started following this advice about three years ago.” She’s 
been more satisfied with her work since, with a few minor ex­
ceptions.
‘‘1 once painted a red squirrel in a green tree, i threw it 
away after it was done because it looked like a traffic signal.” 
The placement of color is so important to Warren that she’ll 
do several color sketches before starting a picture.
‘‘The most enjoyable part of a picture is the coloring,” she 
says, fiddling with her paintbrushes. Watercolor is a lot like 
Warren; it’s understated and full of subtleties.
‘‘People say I use my watercolors much like acrylics, but I 
don’t want to switch media. I like the texture of watercolor.”
Her loyal buyers also like her textures. Though she started 
slowly, Warren is now a busy artist. ‘‘I’m working on 10 com­
missions right now.” She’s only had one commissioned work 
rejected. ‘‘That was because of the framing, not the picture,” 
she recalls.
Warren has been invited to submit six pictures to a show 
sponsored by IBM in Montreal, to be held later this year.“I 
told them I only had time to prepare four.”
She’s midway through a picture of a golden-crowned 
kinglet and has finished paintings of a barn owl, an American 
robin and a family of goldfinches, all for the IBM .show.
Most of her work sells as original paintings. However,
HOVERING HUMMINGBIRD captures the essense of 
the birds, a quality Warren strives for in her art.
several pieces are reproduced as limited-edition prints and 
greeting cards. ‘‘My publisher and 1 have long discussions 
about this work. He thinks 1 should do more bears, eagles and 
geese, since this is what sells.
“However, I think if a piece is good, it will sell regardless 
of the subject. I want to reproduce some of my unusual 
work.” She won the battle over a thrush perched on a rust- 
colored pot. And sales of the print have been steady.
‘‘I don’t want Morgan Warren to be the next Lansdowne or 
Bateman. I want acclaim for developing my own style.”
Warren’s style and fortunes have developed considerably 
since she rented the A-frame in Canoe Cove which she uses as 
her studio.
‘‘I’m not a gregarious person, but I used to get terribly 
lonely painting in my home. Now 1 Watch people go by and 
sometimes take time out to have a chat.”
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IDEAL FOR MOULDINGS & (sL V vtic ' w*' 
TRIM, PICTURE FRAMING &
HOME SHOP PROJECTS.
INCLUDES BLADE BRAKE. DUST 
DAO & CARBIDE BLADE. CUTS 
5-1/8" fli 90“ and 3V4” at 45"
4VCOOL WHITE TUBES
ONLY ><4!, 991 ea.
PANELLING SALE
DO IT NOW AND SAVE
CLEAR CEDAR
TONGUE A GROOVE ,, i










,>,„j ^ ONLY *'‘1* ■
CIRCULAR SAW
•13 AMP POWER
• STURDY ALUMINUM BASE
• INCLUDES CARBIDE BLADE
SALE i 3
f FANTASY SERIFS 
PLYWOOD PANELS WITH 
WALLPAPER STYLE FINISH. 
IT ONLY LOOKS EXPENSIVEI 
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SOCCER HIGHLIGHTS:
Rentals lose to Oak Bay..
Peninsula Old Country Ren­
tals soccer club put in a fine per­
formance on the weekend in 
Division 1 action, but came out 
the losers to Oak Bay, the 
league’s unbeaten leaders.
Oak Bay took the early lead, 
scoring off a corner kick, but 
the Renters fought back and 
tied the game on a nice goal by 
Peter Buitendyk.
: The game was intense with 
good scoring chances on both 
ends.
Ryan Hill made several good 
saves to keep his teammates in 
the game, but the Oak Bay 
keeper was also sharp.
The winning goal came late in 
the second half. A shot was 
taken and the save was made by 
Hill — but the rebound came 
out to a waiting Oak Bay for­
ward who made no mistake put­
ting it in the net.
Old Country did not give up 
and in the dying minutes Darryl 
Simon hit the crossbar, then
nailed his own rebound but hit 
the keeper.
Several more good shots were 
taken but the Oak Bay keeper 
was equal to the task and the 
game ended with a 2-1 win for 
Oak Bay.
Putting in strong per­
formances were fullbacks Lee 
Robson, Chau Hayes, Kevin 
Law and halfback Rob Henley. 
Forwards Jerry Cross and Rob 
McNee also played a strong 
game.
...gritty performance not enough
; Although beaten 3-0, the 
Mary’s Coffee Bar Division 4 
girls soccer club put in a gritty 
performance as they played 
with no substitutes against the 
Prospect Lake squad in a B.C. 
Cup game on the weekend.
The team has been badly hit 
;by the cold and flu bug in the 
past weeks. Besides three 
players who played while they 
were sick, three more could not
play at all.
Prospect Lake opened the 
scoring in the first half. Mary’s 
girls came back fighting and 
played a hard game up until the 
half ended.
All the running started to 
show on the local team as the se­
cond half opened, when Pro­
spect Lake got a lucky break.
The team scored its second 
goal of the game on a free kick 
which the Mary’s goalkeeper
could not trap. The rebound 
was swooped upon by Prospect 
Lake and put into the nets.
That goal look a lot out of 
Mary’s and Prospect Lake took 
full advantage, scoring again 
before the game ended.
Jenny Milligan on right wing, 
and Cheryl Lack and Cathy 
Sam all had strong games. Also 
putting in top performances 
were Penny Jestico, Marie 
Bellavance and Lavae Vallen.
Junior B hockey
The Saanich Peninsula can support a Junior B hockey 
team, the president of the South Vancouver Island Junior 
Hockey League believes.
“We’re trying to encourage (the Peninsula) to put in its 
own Junior B team,’’ said Larry Lamoureux. “The boys 
coming out of the Peninsula Minor Hockey system should be 
looking for an extension of their own system.’’
Lamoureux said that 17-to-20-year-old players should be 
accommodated under the current minor hockey banner.
Now these players must try out for one of four Junior B 
teams in the south Island league. Teams are now operated 
from Juan De Fuca, Saanich, Esquimau and Carey Park.
“There were about 80 kids cut from those four teams last 
year,’’ Lamoureux said. They go on to play with commercial 
league teams and don’t have the chance to stay in competitive 
; , hockey, he added.
< s Junior B hockey was started in this area in 1970 for players 
■ j in university, or players with good jobs who want to siay in 
S i competitive hockey without the extensive road trips of junior; 
A, Lamoureux said.
Junior B offers no travel costs and the same registration 
fees as paid by midget hockey players, he said.
“The average run of a junior B team is $5,000 per season,” 
Lamoureux said. “All you need is 80 to 100 people at each 
game and you’ve made your money back.
“There is definitely room for five teams in the league,” he 
said.
“I would love to present a package to Peninsula Minor 
Hockey to see if they are interested,” Lamoureux said. He 
has approached the association executive but has been turned 
down on offers to speak to them about icing a Junior B team.
“Peninsula Minor Hockey has to initiate tliis wliole thing,” 
he added. “I would just like to gel some liype into tlic com­
munity.
“It is good for the community,” said Lamoureux. “It 
keeps the boys at lioine while they arc going to school and it 
keeps them playing hockey.
“There arc 12 or 14 players from the Peninsula in tlie 
Junior B league this .season,” Lamoureux said, “You’ve got 
the basis for a team right there.”
Currently there are about 30 Junior B teams in B.C. Of 











planning (or the 
future, Metropolitan 
Life can guarantee 
your interest. On 
RRSPs, that Is.
We guarantee tho 
annual Interest rate 
your money will 
earn. Plus wo 
guarantee all tho 
money you pay Into 
tho fund for tho full 
life of your RRSP. 
That’s on lop o( out 
variety of rollromoni 
payment plana,
So call your 
Motfopoliuiri Lilu 
sales represontallvo 
today. We've got 
groat plans tor vour 
future.
EVE LEE-THOMPSON 
1007 FORT ST. 
VICTORIA, U.C. V»V 417 





Say you saw it 
in the Review
Sunset Riding Club wants to 
move into Wain Park. It has 
been evicted from its present 
home on privately owned land 
at 10690 West Saanich Road.
“If we’re on publicly owned 
land, we can apply to the Lot­
teries Branch for money to im­
prove our riding ring,” club 
president Chris Logan told 
North Saanich council Monday 
. night.
Sunset Riding Club is willing 
to independently finance im- 
provemerits to the park for its 
activities, said Logan. It needs 
an area at least 120 by 200 feet 
for a ring, plus a warm-up area 
and space to park horse trailers.
“We’d like bleachers and 
washrooms as well,” said 
Logan. “We hope to involve 
more residents. If we give them 
something comfortable to sit 
on, they will be more willing to 
come out to our events.”
Most North Saanich 
equestrians seem to live in Deep 
Cove or around Tatlow, Logan 
said. “We’d like our new ring to 
be accessible lo these residents, 
particularly the younger ones.”
Wain Park is the preferred 
site of the Sunset Riding Club. 
However, two ball diamonds 
may have to be rclocalcd if ilie 
horse ring is built there.
North Saanich council ha.s 
asked its advisory planning 
commission (u look at llic pro­
posal and wlicihcr a hall dia­
mond could be upgradetl in 





Monournble Stan Hagen, Minister of State for Vaiv 
couver Island/Coast and Harold I.ong, Parliamentary 
Secretary, will hold Public Meetings on li'bruary 22nd,
IN SAANICH 
9:30 - 11:30 a.m. 
fit the Koy.tl Oak bin 
Skyllie Room 




7:30 - 9:30 p.m. 
at the bmpie,ss 1 lotcl 
Georgian l-ounge 
721 Govt'rumen f St.
•ia
384-81
Your Provincial Government wants to improve the 
way major decisions are made by ditcctly involvinj', 
YCVU ANT) YOllR COMMUNITY,
iiT r A rr ttV a mti i ,jri7r?T' i to mi
1 V-V7IVilU t%mLJ AVJ.i.jA uui.;
WRESTLERS AT THE Sanscha Hall last Friday flipped and flopped to the crowds 
delight. Here 196 lb. wrestler Buddy Lane prepares to flip his 250 lb. opponent.
Lacrosse rookies sought
Mini-tyke lacrosse will be 
starting again this spring and 
organizers are looking for five 
and six year old players who arc 
interested in playing Canada’s 
oldest sport.
The game has been modified 
for the younger players and that 
means a lot of fun, says publici­
ty chairman Vicki Walden.
Mini-tykc players use a 
plastic lacrosse slick and a soft 
ball in games and practices.
“Lacrosse icaclics them the 
skills of throwing, catching and 
pa.ssing tho ball,” Walden said. 
“They couldn’t gel liurl using a 
soft vinyl hall.”
Little cquipinoMi is required. 
A good pair of sneakers, some 
shoulder pads, kidney pads and 
a slick is all a young pliiyer
needs. Used equipment is 
available from local stores and 
will also be available at registra­
tion time, Walden said.
Last year the Peninsula 
Lacrosse Association fielded 
teams for tykes (seven lo eight 
years old), novice (nine to 10 
years old), pee wee (11 to 12), 
bantam (13 to 14) and midgets 
(15 to 16),
Only three players turned out 
for the mini-tyke team for 
players five to six years old. 
“We need 15 players for a 
team,” Wtildeii said.
There is no body contact in 
mini tyke laei'osse and all Ihe 
running involved in the game 
keeps pkiyers in shape and ex­
cited about the fast pace.
‘‘It’s very rare to have people
SAANICH-GULF ISLANDS 
FEDERAL LIBERAL ASSOC,
Qonoral Mooting 1:00 P.M. Fob. 13, 1900
Claremont Secondary School 
4900 Wosloy Rd., ''Cordova Bay"
Guest Speaker: Wm. Broadley
Chair, B.C, CoIIoqo ol Toachoi.s 
"Politics ol (Education"
PUBLIC WELCOME
drop out once they have started 
with the game,” Walden said.
“It’s a great game for people 
who play hockey,” she added.
Games arc played against 
teams from Juan Dc Fuca, 
Saanich and Esquimalt during 
the week. Practises will be held 
on the weekends and planning is 
in the works for a full program 
for a mini tyke learn.
It is a short .season game that 
starts at the end of April and 
runs through until June. Sum­
mers arc free for other ac­
tivities.
A reduced price has been set 
for mini-tyke lacrosse registra­
tion. Tlie fee is $15 and players 
get team shorts and sock.s to 
wear during games.
The game has also been 
sliortencd lo allow for the age 
group of the mini-iykes. 
I’eriods during games are reduc­
ed from 20 iniiuiies lo 1.5 
minuies.
.A rcgislniiion session i.s cur- 
rcnily being organized, along 
with ;i (lemnnstrniioii (if ihe 
sporl in Brentwood Bay,
For lliosc who arc iiiieresied, 
a film will he shown throughout 
the day at the Panoriima 
Leisure Conirc on l‘'eb. 20.
Registration will be held laicr 
this n ion ill.
1
SIDNEY SLOWPITCH
ANNUAL GENERAL METING 
will bo hold 
Fob. 17th. 7;30 p.m. 
at Sidney Flotol Annex
Any now loanui wishing 







“SEE HOW THEY RUN" 
February 14 & 21 1:00 p.m.
3 Fomotos (20*40 I )
6 Males (30-50)
Lion’s Hall, fifta/l Fanl .Rannlrh RH 
For more Information call 388-7980
26
'The B.C. .Summer Games 
Society will be allowed lo hold 
rowing, canoeing and kayaking 
cvenis at T'lk f.akc •- as long as 
it doesn’t cost the Capital 
Regional District iinyihing.
“We don’t have the money to 
set lip hleacliers or a sealing 
area,” said parks coimnitice 
chairman Norma Sealey, T he 
prop-.v.ed 19KB maint’cnaiiec 
budget for the CRD park is 
$192,520.
This include,s sainrie.s, grass 
seed and vcincle operaiions. It 
doesn’t include any capital c.\- 
pcmJiiures,
Idk latke i.s one of ,iS vcmies 
for die 49 differem cvcnis at the 
Slimmer Games. Ahom 5,000 
aililetes from aroiiml Briiisli 
Coluinhia will come to Greater 
Vicioria during the last four 
days in July to compete in 
swumniug, Uiiwk aiiu iieiu, Held # 
hockey, .sailing shooting and
J
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Panthers: interesting scenery but no victory
The Parkland Panthers senior 
boys basketball team returned 
home from a three-day road trip 
with some losses to remember 
— and some interesting sights.
By GLENN WERKMAN 
Review Staff Writer
“It was a good trip. We saw 
an interesting part of B.C. . . . 
There sure is a lot of snow up 
there,” commented coach Joe 
Milligan.
Whether it was the snowball 
fights or road weariness, 
something made the Panthers 
drop some close games to 
Kitimat and Prince Rupert.
The team left the warm and 
rainy Saanich Peninsula at 6 
a.m. Thursday morning and 
made it in to Kitimat for an ex­
hibition match that night at 8.
And the home team, with a 
big crowd cheering them on, 
was ready to play basketball. It 
was the first time since 1978 a 
team has made the trip into 
Kitimat to play the high school 
team, and Parkland did not 
disappoint their northern peers.
“It was a really aggressive 
game,” said Milligan. “No one 
there could remember the last 
time an outside team came in to 
play.”
The Panthers led by 10 points 
at the half time buzzer, but the 
Kitimat team came back to win.
“The road weariness got as at 
the end,” said Milligan. A vocal 
home team crowd didn’t help 
matters much either.
The game was at 62-60 in the 
final minutes with Kitimat stall­
ing. The Panthers were unable 
to get the ball back to tie the 
game and ended up fouling a 
Kitimat player. Foul shots were 
good and the game ended 64-60 
for the home team.
Paul Johnson scored 20 
points in that match, with Dar­
ren Udd rallying for 16 points.
The next day the Panthers 
went to Prince Rupert for the 
Rainmakers Invitational Tour­
nament.
In the first game the Panthers 
gave a disappointing per­
formance, with the score 31-22 
against them at the half. The
boys managed to narrow the 
defecit some but still lost by 
three points with a 61-58 final 
score.
“It was a very close, hard- 
fought game,” Milligan said. 
“We started slowly and finished 
very strongly.”
Paul Johnson scored 23 
points in that match, and Ron 
Kipot managed nine points. 
Udd went out in the second half 
because of a sprained ankle.
Saturday’s game was almost a 
repeat performance. The Pan­
thers went down early in the 
game but managed to come 
back to tie the game 33-33 at the 
half-time buzzer.
The Rainmakers and the Pan­
thers traded baskets through the 
third quarter, but the home 
team squeaked by with a 61-60 
win at the end of the fourth and 
final quarter.
Darren Udd had a very strong 
game after recovering from the 
sprained ankle. He scored 23 
points while Johnson had 21 
and Joe Down rallied for 12
points.
The last few minutes were 
tense for the team from 
Parkland. Down stole the ball 
with three seconds left on the 
clock and was fouled. The refer- 
ree awarded him one and one 
shots (he had to make the first 
to take the second.)
It was a high pressure mo­
ment, and the ball just would 
not go through the hoop, allow­
ing the Rainmakers the 61-60 
victory.
Now that the Panthers are 
back at home, the focus has 
turned from exhibition matches 
to regular season play and en­
suring themselves a playoff spot 
in the Greater Victoria league.
They have five league games 
left to play, with the first home 
game Thursday against SMU. 
The girls take to the court at 
6:16 p.m. while the senior boys 
meet beginning at 8 p.m.
Out of eight teams in the 
league, four will be fighting for 
a berth in the Island Tourna­
ment later this year.
NS council help's examine rec commission
Dances
Thurs(jay, Friday and 
Saturday night 
Waddling Dog Inn
North Saanich council is 
reluctant to expand the mandate 
of the Peninsula Recreation 
Commission. However, it has 
agreed to take part in a study 
examining whether the PRC 
should administer all leisure ser­
vices on the North Peninsula.
Sidney council unanimously 
agreed to the proposal put forth 
by the ad hoc committee on 
recreation. That group was 
formed to study use of 
Memorial Park’s new fields sur­
rounding Parkland School.
“The Memorial Park Society 
does not have the ability to 
manage the 41 acres,” said 
spokesman John Lapham. 
“We’re looking for ways to best 
administer our lands and other 
parkland on the Peninsula.”
However, North Saanich 




Kicking a little money 
back into Ihe community is 
one motive behind ti third 
annual karate tournament 
at Sanschii Dali, Feb. 20.
The Kids Ktiraic Klassic 
raised $1,2(X) hist year Cor 
the Arbnins Society — 
enongli to buy a wheelchair.
A p r e s c n t a t i o n tt f 
Puckett's Noble House of 
Karate, the tourney gives 
Mike Puckett's stndenis a 
reason to learn. The com- 
peliiion i.s something to 
look forward to.
But there's another 
reason. “The comnnmity’s 
been so good to me, I like to 
put something back into 
it,” Puckett said, All pro­
ceeds go to the Arbutus 
Society.
Athletes from 
throughout the Island and 
the I ower Mainhmd will 
compete in 22 divisions, 
Their ages will range from 
si.s u> 15, llieir cxi’icricncc 
from while bell to black.
Last year, 150 to 2(X) 
athletes look pan, Ihickett 
e.specls from 200 to 300, 
this year,
F.liminations w'ill take 
place during the day, finals 
and Cl owd” pi easing 
demonstrations in the even- 
ing.
Adult spectators will pay 
$.3 admission and stuiients 
$2. Children under five 
l^watch tor no ctiarge.
local taxpayers will lose control 
over their parks if the PRC 
becomes involved.
“About 56 per cent of pool 
program users at Panorama 
Leisure Centre are not residents 
of North Saanich or Sidney, yet 
those taxpayers pay for the 
facilities,” she said.
“I’m afraid that our tax­
payers will lose access to the 
Wain Road tennis courts if the 
recreation commission ad­
ministers our facilities,” 
Michaluk said. “There does not 
currently appear to be a pro­
blem booking playing fields and 
tennis courts in North 
Saanich.”
“We have nothing to fear if 
we are concerned about Central 
Saanich residents using our 
playing fields and trails,” said
Aid. Rebecca Vermeer. “That 
municipality is constructing its 
own facilities. Its residents 
should not have any desire to tie 
up our fields.”
“You’re carefully circling a 
Gordian knot which is dying to 
be cut,” said Gerry Edwards, 
an ad hoc committee member. 
“The simple solution is to take 
a further look.”
Something needs to be done 
about recreation administra­
tion, said John' Lapham, 
another ad hoc committee 
member. ‘‘Council has a 
responsibility to point us in 
another direction if it doesn’t 
like what we’re recommending.
“This is not a landlord/te- 
nant issue between the 
Memorial Park and Sanscha 
Hall societies,” Lapham added. 
However, the issue arose when
the Memorial Park Society 
started looking at ways to pro­
gram its new playing fields and 
Sanscha Hall, he said.
North Saanich council agreed 
to take part in a study of an ex­
panding commission. However, 
it refused to give approval in 
principle to a commission which 
would have representatives 
from the school board and 
Memorial Park.
There are seven members on 
the existing PRC. The mayors 
of Sidney and North Saanich sit 
with an alderman from each 
municipality, a member-at-large 
from each municipality, ap­
pointed by respective councils, 
and another member-at-large 
appointed by the mayors.
The PRC’s primary function 
currently is to run Panorama 
Leisure Centre.
DOLORES INVITES YOU TO 
COME & SEE OUR NEW 
RENOVATIONS AT THE STORE. 
iOA OFF ALL STOCK
(EXCEPT CONSIGNMENTS)20-50%
' A self-defense seminar held 
last week at the Sanscha Hall 
drew several people from the 
area out to learn how to deal 
with an unprovoked attack. 
“We’re dealing with a street 
attack or other encounter you 
may have while you are walk­
ing,” said Erich Eichhorn.
The class has been held 
before and can be set up again 
by the Sidney Wado-Kai Karate 
club if enough interest is shown.
The club gathers in Sanscha 
Hall each Monday and Wednes­
day for karate .sessions. A cou­
ple of times each year the 
members run a .self-defense
seminar for people who want to 
get a working knowledge of for 
use during an attack.
“We would like to hold two 
seminars per year,” said 
Eichhorn.
The seminar teaches people 
“to feel more confident in 
themselves to handle certain 
situations,” he said.
“To learn karate takes a long 
time,” he said. “People don’t 
have the time to learn karate.
“They want a simple and ef­
fective way to defend 
themselves.”
In dealing with a street at­
tack, organizers of the course 
broke down attackers into three 
groups — a drunk, a normal 
person who may want to hold 
up unsuspecting people, or a 
mentally disturbed person who 
takes pleasure in hurting others,
Eichhorn, who holds an 
authentic Japanese black belt in 
karate, teaches several simple 
techniques for people to use in
the event they are attacked.
“We’re not talking about 
people being attacked in Sidney, 
but there have been incidents in 
Victoria where people have been 
attacked,” he said.
“Anybody from the public 
can get involved in the course,” 
Eichhorn said. At the last class 
teenagers and housewives par­
ticipated.
Another course may be held 
in the summer.
Hobbits hang on
The Hotel Sidney Hobbits 
hung onto their first-place 
league standing on the weekend 
when they defeated Victoria’s 
Sailors 2-1 in field hockey ac­
tion at Beacon Hill Park.
The Saturday morning game 
was a good one for the Hobbits 
with both goals scored by 
Frances Cowley. Skys were 
clear and field conditions were 
good as the first goal was scored 
by the Hobbits on a breakaway 
shot from the lop of the circle. 
The first half ended with the 
score 1-0.
The Hobbits managed to 
score another one in the second 
half, thanks in part to the Sailor 
defense.
A clear shot from the Hobbit 
forward was deflected into the 
goal by it Sailor to bring the 
score up to 2-0. The Sailors did 
manage one goal in the second 
half to end the match 2-1.
The Hobbits junior team was 
fielded for the first time this 
year, and the good news is that 
a local hair .salon has sponsored 
them.
The Kapteyn Super Salon 
juniors opened the second half 
of the season against the 
Demons, from Vicioria, Satur­
day afternoon at Windsor Park 
in Oak Bay.
The Demons dominated play 
and shut out the new team 6-0. 
The juniors could have expected 
to lo.se, however, as they played 
with nine players instead of II 
and played without a gfialie, 
choosing to play an offensive 
rather than defensive style.
Enough players are expected 












Services from your church or 
with either of our chapels at








Tho District of North .Saanich has rocontly observed that sovoral 
properly owners are placing largo alonos on tho Municipal 
boulevards fronting thoir properties. Placemont of such stones on 
tho Municipal road right-of-way contravenes Distilct ol Noith 
Saanich By-laws and may pose hazards to persons, vohicloa and 
other private property. The Municipality cannot accept tospon- 
siblllty for any Injury or damage caused by placement of these 
slonos, and any such injury or damage will be considered tho 
responsibility of tho person placing those objects on tho right-of- 
way. ' 'I r ■ ^ ‘ i
YOUR CO-OPERATION IN REMOVING THESE STONES .FROM 
THE MUNICIPAL BOULEVARD OR RIGHT-OF-WAY FRONTING 
YOUR PROPERTY IS APPRECIArED,
J L
Sav YOU saw it in the Review
DECOR LTD.




Counselling & Stress Management
lACK THORNBURGH, m.a,
209 - 2453 BEACON AVE, 




the juniors a real part of the 
Peninsula field hockey 
organization.
Within the last week a captain 
has been chosen, along with a 
Kapteyn sponsor, and all the 
team needs now is a coach and 
more players.
Practices arc being held each 
Wednesday at the Brcnivvoocl 
Elcmcniary school gymnasium 
beginning at 5 p.m. and running 
through until 6:30 p.m.
Next game for the senior 
Hobbits is Feh. 20 against 
Evergreen at Windsor ILark. 
Game time is 2 p.m. The next 
home game at Parkland field 
will not he for another couple of 
wcek.s.’















Fast expert service 
No appointment needed
Our mufflors carry a lifetime conditional gwiraniOG
• Cornplrjte Exhaust Systems lor 
Domestic & Import Cats * TtucTs • RV'S
• Custom Pipe Bending




• Unique rust-flqhtinq Absotbite"'Vrosis3t9 internal 
corrosion puls ru.st at a riisadvantege.
SI 9824 -5th STREET
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LET THE DIRTAWAY GALS 




for in home estimate
Students run for friendship
Hundreds of elementary 
school children are taking to the 
streets this Friday on a 45-km
run through the Saanich Penin­
sula.
The run begins at the Deep
Cove School at 9 a.m. Friday 
and will go through 13 other 
schools on its way to the district
V COMP LEMENTARY ROSES FOR OUR CLIENTS
J
Dances
Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday night 
Waddling Dog Inn
; you enjoy LIFE
cdTioow , let vie dll (1 ctJJ ictUurt’ or cuitoon 
eespeeSsaU^f for
Clarienturcs nuike unujiic nnd /jcrsomil 
gifts for dll occasions ,and rcnily arc
fuss f® give.
So let's get together and do a car toon 
of sotneone s@®83 !
Gn/rfOH PtRSONAi uro
.«TSE«wcts 655-3231
Your ENSIGN CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH 
representative in Sidney is
BRIAN SHEPHERD
For a home demonstration of any of our fine products call; 
656-7567 386-2411
THE DANCING CHICKEN 
Susan Musgrave
While her name Is not new in Canada's literary circles, Sidney resi­
dent, Susan Musgrave has revealed to readers a new facet of her 
creative energies In her latest book "The Dancing Chicken", 
Musgrave is a veteran writer with tho main thrust ol her talent 
usually directed to poetry. She has not wasted any ol her expertise 
in "The Dancing Chicken". Tho author shows a definite flare for 
wry humour, Her unabashed handling of sexual frankness In to­
day's society is witty and refreshing.
"The Dancing Chicken" is contorod around the Holmes family 
who live in a typical small town. The husband, unliappily matried, 
becomes involved in adulturous situations which generates even 
more corpical predicaments. This story is clearly on adult comedy. 
Cod Holmos {yes. Cod is his first name) Isn't tho only character in 
tho book. Ho has a wi<e, a daughter and a mother plus numerous 
friends and acquaintances, Most of the characters, while being 
acceptable to society as a whole, are more like dwellers on the fr­
inge.
"Tho Dancing Chicken" provides readers with a refreshing 
change of pace in rending rnatorial. At times there is a tendency to 
become stagnant In repetitious subject matter, but Susan 








Oh vvhat a •feeling! .'I ,f} f>r)r>'*r
RUNNERS FROM THE Keating Elementary School prepare for a run Friday which will 
involve 14 elementary schools in the region. Olympic torches will be carried by all 
school representatives as a symbol of friendship.
school board offices on the 
Keating Cross Road in Central 
Saanich.
"The run is to encourage the 
spirit of friendship through the 
district,” said organizer Dianne, 
Taaffe.
A touching of hands between 
students from all the elementary 
schools is being encouraged.
Once the run reaches the 
school district offices a 
ceremony with dignitaries from 
area municipalities will be held.
Runners from each school on 
the route will carry plastic 
Olympic torches. Each runner 
will go about 200 metres, Taaffe 
said.
The run begins at Deep Cove 
elemntary at 9 a.m., goes to 
Sidney School, on to 
Greenglade School, then to 
McTavish Elementary before 
moving to Sansbury Elemen­
tary. From there the torches go 
to Saanichton School, on to 
Brentwood Elementary, to 
Durance School, over to Pro­
spect Lake, then to Beaver 
Lake, on to Lochside Elemen­
tary, to Cordova Bay School, to 
Elk Lake Elementary over to 
Keating Elementary and on to 
the school board offices.
A police escort will go along . 
with the children throughout 
the run and motorists are advis­
ed to watch out for students 
running on the road side.
Runners from each classroom 
of students from grades one to 
five will be represented.
Schools are expected to have 





A Parkland School student 
received the highest .score in 
B.C. in Grade 1 singing exams 
from the Royal Conservatory of 
Music.
The score qualifie.s .Icnnifer 
Russell, a Grade 10 .student, for 
the silver medal.
Golfers who want to keep 
their skills primed during the 
winter months, without having 
to brave a foggy golf course, 
have an option.
Glen Meadows head pro 
Doug Mahovlic has been runn­
ing an indoor conditioning 
course for golfers on the 
Saanich Peninsula for the past 
four years with a great deal of 
'•success. ^ '
"This is the only golf fitness 
program available,”; Mahovlic 
-isaid. The syndicated/program 
was designed by professional 
golfers in the United States and 
is based on a computer 
breakdown of the best profes­
sional golf swings in the 
business.
The course allows working on 
your golf swing, without using 
the ball. A series of exercises 
begin each of the 10 lessons of-
Steily's 
wins 72-35
Stelly’s School girls basket­
ball team slaughtered Parkland 
Feb. 4.
Cherie Britwhistlc led Steily's 
to the 72-35 victory with 58 
points, seven blocked shots and 
21 rebounds.
fered to people who take the 
course.
Participants then go through 
various swings with the in.struc- 
tor. Muscles used for your golf 
swing slay in shape during the 
off-season and golfers learn the 
proper way to approach the ball 
and how to use their body for 
the most distance.
This course in not just for the 
serious golfer, though. And
men and women alike have 
taken the course and benefited, ■ 
Mahovlic said. '
“It is good for beginners as 
well as top-flight golfers,” he: 
said.
The course is run at the ^ 
Saanichton Agricultural Hall, ' 
just north of the Prairie Inn in ; 
Saanichton. There is a fee of ; 
$100, or $10 per lesson. :
Glarade
MLotopSales
GOLFERS LINE UP their clubs during a Masters Golf 
lesson held at the Saanichton Agricultural Hall last 
week.
• inicrtsi compounded iinnunl- 
ly ai ihc original cerilficmc 










B4 HEI.IANT sedan 4 cyl. nulomatic,
PS, PB, rod, Extra clean 34,000
miles ........................ ..,$5995
80 HONDA ACCORD 2 door 
hatchback, auto, one owner, only
69,000 miles ........   $4495
80 RABBIT Sedan ,5 sfxl., stereo, 
silver molalllc, only 63,000 miles
.................................... $4995
■/8 ASPEN SE Coupe, aulomalic, P!5. 
PB, air conditioned, one owner, slant
sixmoior  $2995
79 CORDOBA Cpe,. aulomalic, PS, 
P0, all cond, cruise, power v/inclows,
extra clean, irxal car .......$3996
83 CHEV Ml ton PU automatic, small 
V0. very clean, only 47,000 miles 
..............    :,,,$7995
WE ALSO BUY GOOD 
OIIAIITY USED AUTOMOBILES 
• TRIIOfSWFtCOUHB/lNKFIHlNClNr, 





555-5353 ■■ „ ,
I 2360 Bcftcon Avn, Desier76H
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You'll bo glad you did.
hostesses at:
(Sidney & North Saanich) 
Theresa Thom 1558.7746 
Claudia Parlilt 65C 7C9ll 
(Brentwood & Central Saanich) 
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The Elk/Beaver Lake 
Equestrian Society has signed a 
contract with the Capital 
Regional District which allows 
it to operate a riding ring in 
Elk/Beaver Lake Park.
The non-profit group has 
agreed to cut the grass, main­
tain barns, a riding ring, spec­
tator stands and other 
buildings. It will also take out 
liability insurance covering its 
facilities in the park.
It has also agreed to release 
CRD directors and employees 
from all'glaiins, actions, cost;; 
or expenses arising from 
equestrian activities in the 
regional park.
The special licence also re­
quires the equestrian society to 
hold public events in its riding 
ring. It must “educate and in­
form the general public about 
horse riding,” says the agree­
ment.
Use of the park will cost five 
per cent of the gross revenue 
earned by the society through 
management of the equestrian 
site. The CRD applies the same 
levy to other concession holders 
in the park.
“This is a mode! agreement,” 
said North Saanich mayor Lin­
da Michaluk. “We should con­
sider entering into a similar 
agreement with the Sunset 
Riding Club.”
The Parkland Panthers 
junior boys basketball team car­
ried home top honors after a 
weekend tournament in Dun­
can.
The juniors won three games 
played Friday and Saturday in 
the Cowichan Valley Invita­
tional basketball tournament.
The final game was a big 82- 
41 , victory over the Campbell 
River high school junior team.
Mark Bunting led the juniors 
with a 24-point performance in 
that games. Also scoring were 
Steve Lefevbre with 13 points
and Mike Wonnacott and Daryl 
Laws with 12 points each.
Bunting was named to the all 
star team and Wonnacott was 
named the tournament’s most 
valuable player.
“They played very, very well 
in all three games,” commented 
coach Bill Wonnacott.
This marks the second tour­
nament win for the junior boys 
this year.
Next game for the juniors is 
Thursday night when they go 
south down the Pal Bay 
highway to play Claremont.
Lots of rabbits
YOUR BUCK STOPS HERE
Elmer Fudd would be 
ecstatic. About 700 rabbits will 
arrive on the Peninsula for a 
weekend competition.
A show by the Vancouver 
Island Rabbit Breeders’ 
Association will attract about 
100 breeders from as far north 
as Prince George, as far south 
as California, to the Saanich
Fair Grounds 4-H building.
The show begins at 9:30 a.m. 
Saturday, continuting until 5 
p.m. when the breeders will at­
tend a banquet at Hotel Sidney.
Then it’s back to the bunny 
barns on Sunday starting at 8 
a.m., giving breeders time to 




One of the bird houses has fallen off the tree that supported it,. 
landing in a clump of wild rose (naturally). It won’t be an easy 
job to get it out, but “himself” has promised to do so, and to 
wash it out thoroughly with a strong jet of the hose, before nail­
ing it back up in a different tree.
It really wasn’t in the best position. The entrance faced direct­
ly into our prevailing wind (southeast) and got too much sun in 
the summer in spite of its canopy of leaves. I can just imagine a 
hatch of new babies panting in the heat, while mother stands 
outside under a leaf, gasping for breath. The sparrows who 
usually occupy the house have been somewhat anxious about 
their former lodgings and take every opportunity to announce 
their intention of pre-empting property formerly used by another 
couple.
Such a racket they make! We must attend to the restoration
tomorrow, before they actually come to blows!
Saw a varied thmsh (also called an Oregon robin) yesterday in 
the shrubbery by the pool ... the first one we have seen this 
winter. It is a beautiful bird with its black necklace of feathers 
on its ruddy breast, and almost as quiet as the darling towhees 
that come mooching about the garden looking for nourishment.
We have had visitors to the new bird-feeder we got from 
Hazel, usually chickadees (who fear nolliingl) but with the odd 
male finch taking a chance by coming in so close. I don’t sup­
pose they are really hungiy, with the weather so mild I feel un­
comfortably sure there are lots of bugs about.
This reminds me, get yourself a box or bag of slug and snail 
bait, and start right now to put it out. The beautiful iris stylosa 
have had their blossoms chewed to bits, so in hopes of protect­
ing the few remaining buds I’ve put several piles of slug bait 
close to tlie base of the plants, hoping the llowcrs will be spared. 
They say tliis is the time to kill slugs, when they arc too young 
to know the difference .., when Uicy get a little older they seem
Fallen birdhouse 
must be restored
to get smarter, and cat young plants and leave the slug bait 
pretty well strictly alone.
This week saw another session of bread-making by 
“himself.” On Monday he mixed together the liquids, but 
something happened and he had to leave it. Tuesday he had a 
busy morning, and something else delayed him in the afternoon, 
so about five o’clock he decided he’d get along with the bread. 
About this time each evening I start to get dinner and can be 
found up to my elbows peeling vegetables in the sink, and rat­
tling pots to my heart’s content.
Our kitchen is small, with a real shortage of counter space. He 
got out the flour, the sack of white and a bag of whole wheat, 
taking up most of the room on the counter. I looked at him and, 
yes, he had that determined look, so I decided to try it a different 
way. This lime, instead of protesting that he was very much in 
the way (which he certainly was!) and suggesting that morning 
was the best time to start a long and time-consuming project 
such as bread-making, I kept my peace, and went in, pul on fee 
TV and spent a pleasant hour relaxing.
We dined about eight, and he finished the bread, and came lo 
bed just after ten. The bread is delicious, and he did it all him­
self. This time he even cleaned up the kitchen. Maybe there is a 
lesson for me in there somewhere!
The primroses are a mess. We have a lot of them, some grown 
from seeds and some purchased, other years. They are still in the 
bed where I moved iherh when they finished flowering last year, 
and they look terribly unhappy, partly because most of their foli­
age has been eaten away by (you guessed it) slugs and snails.
They have to be moved away, so on the first fine day I’ll go 
out with a lot of pots and transplant them all. First I’ll put them 
in the greenhouse to stimulate some growtli, and in a couple of 
weeks move them outside into a makeshift cold-frame, and then 
into beds where hopefully they will pul on tlieir usual fine show 
of colour.
They will be a little later ilian we’d like, but 1 can’t seem to 
gel going on anything much ... the “winter blahs” it’s called!
Put your R.R.S.P. funds to work 
where they do the most good - 
right here at home.
WE'RE FLEXIBLE! Stop in and 
see us today about a Regis­
tered Retirement Savings 
Plan that suits your needs.
OUR R.R.S.P. BENEFITS
ra Local Trustees 
a Instant Tax Receipts , 
a Cashable Same Day
Fully Guaranteed
a No Fee Transfer






All depnsus and nun ctiimy shares arc frilly guaranteed, witluuu limn, by the 
Credit Uiiuin Deposit Insuianee V'oipoiaiion ol Briiisb C.olumbia.
FRIDAY ^ \ VALENTINE’S
^saturdayN^ special




Hurry, it’s our final.
WINTER CLEARANCE
The federal government has 
given the .Saanich .school district 
$137,900 for ii.s computerized 
literacy lab. The money comes 
from the innovations program 
of the Canadian job strategy.
The grant is more than 
$12,0{X) more than the federal 
government initially promised 
for the program,
“The extra nioney will be 
spent on a dettiiled follow-up 
study of participiuus,” .said 
Keven Ekler, the school board's 
project manager ol pilot pro­
grams. ,
The school board has tdready 
received $93,000 from the pro­
vincial education ministry aiul 
$36,OfK) from its job training
branch, IBM Canada is pro­
viding technical .support for the 
complex reading program.
High school students and 
adults will use IBM touch 
screens to improve their ability 
to read. The PALS literacy lab. 
introduced to Canada with the 
Saanich program, has helped 
Americans with learning 
disabilities learn how to read.
Students from throughout the 
district will be bu.sed to the lab 
each afternoon for 20 sveoks 
while on the program. For the 
second half of the year, the 
equipment moves to ti Canada 
Employment office in 
downtown Victoria for adults to 
try it.
• Spinach & Romalne Salad with Hot Bacon & 
Apple Cider Vinegar Dressing
• Smoked Salmon Garnished
• Choice of Entroe * S’! |R95
• Seafood Platter tor One I O
Salmon, Halibut, Breaded Scallops,
Breaded Shrimp & Oysters. 





'Veal Cordon Bleu with 
' Brandy Mushroom 
Sauce ,
Includes Fresh Vegetable, 
Floast Potatoes, Crope Au
652-3134 
Brontwood Bay 
7105A WoBt Saanich Rd.
NOTICE
WntzKBND liUprnTBRUNCH
Ench Siiturdsiy find Sunday 
irom 9:JUum (o 1 pin
Hot hrmkfnst and lunch entrees, 
cold salads and fruit, and 
a selection of desserts 
of many persuasions
Reser ui / ions 652-4422
im'Kedctciu Tkkctunulbbh
INVESTMENT SEMINAR
HOW TO CHOOSE THE RIGHT STRATEGY 
FOR you IN TODAY’S MARKET
cash, bonds, preferred or common shares, 
mutual funds, RSP's, RIF's
WHICH ARE BEST FOR YOU?
DATE: MONDAY FEB. 15, 1988 
PLACE: SIDNEY NORTH SAANICH 
PUBLIC LIBRARY 
TIME: 9-11 OR 2-4
Murray D. Glazier, p.Eng.
Vice President - Investments
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The Board of Trustees of the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital announces the 
establishment of the annual 
Claude Butler Bursary 
in memoiy of the former Hospital Trustee 
and Board Chairman. 
Applications are invited for this $500 
bursaly from any resident of
Central Saanich, North Saanich or Sidney 
who has applied or been accepted to a 
post-secondary institution to study in a 
health-related program. 
Application forms are available from the 
Adminiatrator'a Office, Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital, 2166 Mt. Newton X Road 
or from tlie Principal’s Office at Stelly’s 
and Parkland Schools.
Applications must be submitted 
by April 1, 1988.
J1 aiiWM J
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Two Eggs & Ham served on a Q Q ^
Homemade Bun and covered with ^







CHRiOPRACTOR IS RELOCATING 
TO HONOLULU HAWAII
He would like to extend a sincere thank you to all 
his patients for their years of loyal support.
He welcomes
DR. RICHARD ELDER
From Edmonton, who brings years of experience 






CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 
CHICKEN CHOP SUEY 
SWEET a SOUR SPARERIBS
WONTONSOUP 
CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 
PORK FRIED RICE 
CHICKEN CHOP SUEY 
DEEP FRIED PRAWNS
$1190 $2295
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Computer lob opens at Steily's
0£AUTY — OU4Ury * ■ VALUE Where 0k\f but., mmim
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COMPUTER CLASSROOM 
School in Central Saanich.
OF the future is demonstrated by students and a teacher from Stelly’s
by FRASER SYME 
Special to The Review
Tomorrow’s Classroom, a state of the art computer lab at Stel­
ly’s School in Central Saanich, opened its doors last week.
The lab, developed by communications specialist AT&T, is 
the second one of its kind in School District 63 and the first high 
school lab of this type in North America.
Fifteen AT&T PC 6300 micro-computers are driven by a cen­
tral 3B2/400 mini-computer. With a seating capacity of 24, 
Tomorrow’s Classroom is designed for a class of students to 
work as a group, in pairs or individually at the terminals.
Additional desks are available for students not using key­
boards. Two nearby classrooms and the school library also have 
micro-computers connected to the classroom, further increasing 
the versatility of the system.
School principal Lyle Garraway is understandably 
enthusiastic. “Tomorrow’s Classroom will open and extend a 
threshold for students. Computer literacy is a fact of life for this 
generation,’’he said.
“There arc several important needs addressed by this project. 
Writing skills are a major focus. We are using the Writers 
Workbench program to enable students to word process and edit 
their writing.’’
Another major emphasis of Tomorrow’s Classroom is inde­
pendent learning. Part of the budget is for a teacher a.ssistant, 
Katherine Haughlon, who will be in the lab until 4:30 p.m. each 
day. Students arc welcome to come in and work on their own or 
learn how to use the micro-computers.
Garraway says, “This facility can also connect students to 
other .settings around the world. For example, students can 
‘Uilk’, via computer, to peers in tlie United States, Australia or 
Wc.st Germany,
“Science students can ‘go’ to the National Museum in Ot­
tawa. The potential of this .system to enhance student learning is 
far ranging.”
The system docs a variety of jobs. A teacher can run tlic same 
program simultaneously on all 15 screens. For example, a poor­
ly written paragraph or business letter can be edited by a group 
of sludenus.
The cla.ssroom will have a 40-inch TV screen to serve as a 
monitor for pupils seated at keyboards. One of the satellite 
classrooms will also have a 26-inch screen to display computer 
tiata.
Each terminal in Tomorrow’s Classroom can also run software 
indepciuicnily, allowing .students to learn at their own pace or 
work in small groups. Four laser-dot printers arc available for 
staff and students to make hard copic.s of assignmenLs, essays 
and correstiondencc.
Lead teacher Lionel Sandner is in charge of Tomorrow’s 
Classroom. “My job is to help staff and students use the system 
effectively. Many people are intimidated by the technology.
“I help to take the mystery out of it. The lab was conceived as 
an attractive, friendly ‘people’ place.
Sandner and teacher assistant Haughton are working with 
teachers and students learning the various programs. Another 
major part of his job is helping teachers integrate the system into 
their lessons.
Said Sandner, “This lab is here to serve the school. We design 
lessons, plan activities and introduce people to the world of per­
sonal computers.”
“The lead dog gets the best view and the most mush,” said 
Keven Elder, disu-ictproject manager for pilot programs.
“We feel we have the choice of graduating students who are 
either masters of technology or its servants. We want to be the 
lead dog in helping students become comfortable with this type 
oflab.
. ,“In 10 years, thc .'cornfort level’ will be much higher than it is 
now; the workplace vvhere these students arc heading-is arcady 
technologically^ sophiklcaled, yet schools are just getting 
started.
“There is a very real technical vacuum in schools and Tomor­
row’s Classroom is one project that begins lo fill it.”
The vision of education in the future is shared by a variety of 
people in Saanich, Elder says, especially superintendent Janet 
Mori. She forc.saw the impact of computers in education, and 
began to look for ways to lake the lead.
Funding was a major problem. Tlic concept of “busine.ss part­
nerships” in education led to Uic AT&T corporation and their 
“buy two, get one free offer,” says Elder.
“Coincidentally, the provincial government’s funds for ex­
cellence program was announced, and between the two sources, 
wc were able to begin.
“The first lab was built at North Saanich Middle School in 
1986. A third lab, the free one, is in the planning stages, Uiough 
the location has yet to be decided.”
“This project is like an empty stage,” says Mori. “The actors 
arc in place, the set is constructed, but wc don’t have a script 
yet. Wc arc allowing teachers to use their imaginations in order 
to teach siudenls more effectively.
“The hardware and software is not the priority - student 
learning is.”
This view is shared by all levels of district leadership, from 
Mon, Elder, consultant for media and technology Ed Bloom, 
district technologist Allan Ross, principal Lyle GaiTuway, and 
lettd teacher Lionel Sandner.
The world is getting smaller, and nowhere is this more appar­









Sunday, February 14th 
11 a.m. -2 p.m.
Brunch Includos:
Colloo or tOii, froch muf­
fins, juico, Wdstcoast Eoas 
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THIS SUNDAY IS 
VALENTINE’S DAY
YES, WE WILL BE OPEN 
AND UELIVEHINti
ORDER EARLY!
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The Review provides this con- 
munity calendar free of char|e, 
space permitting. Preference willbe 
given to local nonprofit clubs arid 
organizations. Deadline for advrr- 
tising upcoming events is Friday at 
5 p.m.
GARDEN CLUB 1 
Don Elliott gives talk on biological 
control of insects, Margaipt 
Vaughn-Birch Hall, 7:30 pm Feb. 
10.
BELL RINGERSSerenaders and bell ringers perforjn 
at Silver Threads Centre, Resthaven 
Dr. 1 pm Feb. 10. !
FAMILY LIFE
Last in si.x-vveek “Turn Your Heart 
Toward Home” film series at Sj^ 
Stephen’s Anglican Church, 7:33 
pm Feb. 11
SHROVE TUESDAY 
Pancake and sausage supper. Cert 
tral Saanich Seniors Centre. 122! 
Clarke. 5-7 pm Feb. 16.
CPR FOR BABYSITTERS 
Canadian Heart Foundation ap­
proved course in CPR. Panorama 
Leisure Centre, 9 am-2 pm Feb. 21 ' 
WINTER IS PAST 
Canadian Bible Society Saanich 
branch holds interfaith rally.’ 
Friendship Baptist Church, 6:30 pm 
Feb.21.652-2723.
FRUIT GROWERS 
Two session seminar on growing, 
fruit trees. Panorama Leisure Cen-1 
tre, 7:30-9:30 pm Feb. 22 & 29.
APPLE VARIETIES 
Tree-fruit Growers Association 
demonstrates pruning and grafting. 
8801 East Saanich Rd., 1:30 pm 
Feb. 27. 656-4269 after 6 pm.
DANCE WORKSHOP 
Ballroom, latin some nightclub 
dancing. Panorama Leisure Centre,
11:30 am-2:30 pm Feb. 28.
SPORTS FIRST AID 
Injury prevention and care, ! 
Panorama Leisure Centre, 9 am-5 
pm Feb. 28 & Mar. 6.
EMERGENCY FIRST AID 
Course at Panorama Leisure Cen­
tre, 8 am-4 pm, Feb. 14.
ROCK DANCE CLASSES 
Beginners workshop for dances of 
the 50s to 80s. Panorama Leisure 
Centre, 11:30-2:30 pm, Feb. 14.
PROJECT BRAINPOWER 
Peninsula volunteers needed to 
work with people with brain 
damage, immune system dif­
ficulties, strokes. Ariadne Sawyer 
656-3144,537-2125,537-4556.
TOASTMASTERS 
Sidney club meets 7:30 pm 
Tuesdays at Senior Citizens’ Centre 
on Resthaven across from the 
library. Everyone welcome.
1 SINGLE BEPS NEEDED 
St: Vincent de Paul Society urgently 
needs single beds. 382-3213.
CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS 
Adult children of alcoholics sup­
port group meets 7:30 pm Mon­
days, Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
day care centre. 655-3595, 656-8791 
PRE-SCHOOL STORYTIME 
Stories, action rhymes and songs at 
library. 1:30 pm Wednesdays, 
Brentwood’ branch; 10:30 am 
Tuesdays or Thursdays, Sidney 
branch.
ESPERANTO
Esperantists and friends meet in­
formally, 2 pm Thursdays, 320-620 
View. 652-1082 or 656-7536.
WEDGEWOOD SINGERS 
New choir holds second concert at 
Metropolitan United Church, 8 pm 
Feb. 27.
ARTS FESTIVAL 
Concerts, lectures, e.xhibits on 
Adaskin Years, UVic. Feb. 12- 
March 26.
LANGUAGE LECTURE 
Whole language expert Norma 
Mickelson lectures on teaching 
language in elementary school. 
UVic Begbie 159, 7:30 -9:30 pm 
Feb. 10.
VATICAN LIBRARY 
Vatican library head Father 
Leonard Boyle gives illustrated 
talk, UVic Begbie 159, 8 pm Feb. 11 
POETRY BENEFIT 
Five poets read in benefit for 
League of Canadian Poets, Open 
Space, 8 pm Feb. 13
REUNION
Victoria General Hospital special 
care nursery hosts reunion for all 
former premature babies of any 
age. VGH Lecture Hall. 10 am- 
noon, Feb.12.
EVERYWOMANS BOOKS 
Feminist bookstore celebrates 13th 
anniversary with birthday cake, 641 
Johnson St. 10:30-5:30 pm Frb. 13.
VANA
Gladys Kennedy reports on 
Veterans Against Nuclear Arms 
meeting with USSR veterans in 
Moscow. Unitarian Church, 7:30 
pm Feb. 15.
LEARNING DISABILITIES 
Meeting on needs of adults with 
learning disabilities, Richmond 
School room 200, 8 pm Feb. 16.
IMPROV SOAP OPERA 
Glynis Leyshon and Keith Digby 
make special appearance on Dex­
ters Move to Beacon Hill, ini- 
provisational soap opera, 7 and 9 
pm, Feb. 12.
ART CONSERVATION 
Jean Topham speaks on conserva­
tion of art on paper, w'ith oriental 
focus. Art Gallery of Greater V'ic- 
toria, 7:30 pm Feb. 18.
GARAGESALE
B.C. Lions Society for Crippled 
Children hold 6th annual swa|vn- 
shop in Bay Street Armouries, 9:30- 
3:30 pm Feb. 20.
SINGLE PARENTS 
Seventh annual single parent 
workshop at Victoria YM-YWCA. 
9 am-4:30 pm Feb. 28.
MAY QUEEN
Girls 15-18 interested in Greater 
Victoria Festival Society May 
Queen contest must apply before 
Feb. 12.382-3111.
SCOTTISH DANCE 
Vancouver Island Scottish Country 
Dance society annual dinner and 








Volunteer Services of PCA urgently 
requires volunteer drivers.
BIRTH CONTROL CLINIC 
Sidney Birth Control Clinic now 
open Thursday evenings, 7-9 pm, 
lower parking lot entrance of 
Sidnev Health Unit. Appointments 
656-1188.
To tell her that you love her you don’t have to 
spend a fortune . . . tell her you’re going to 
The StonehoLise instead.
Special Valentine’s Dinner 
soft candle light & warm fires
JOB HUNTING
Free one-hour sessions for job 
hunters Feb. 24 & 25. Pre-register. 
656-0851
Call for Rc.'.crvalioiis oi Uircctioi\s 656-.^4y.S
STONEHOOSE PVB
2215 Canoe Cove Road, Sidney. B.C.
OrsluiK
a SAANICH PENINSULA REALTY LTD.
CONGRATULATIONS
Here’s a
Sweet Way to Say “j LOVE YOU”
HANDMADE
VALENTINE CAKES
One layer chocolate and layer
vanilla with a custard filling and 
decorated with Helen Sims' 
Special Touch.




These Truffles are especially 
wrapped for Valentines and are 
made on the premises by Heleny 
Sims to insure freshness.
f ' ^' M
Betty Buxton Anne OalgSiesh Edythe Barrie
TOP PRODUCER
/J)
iJTt0 Swoetest Candy Shop On The Peninsula’̂ 
Brentwood Bay 
7102 West Saanich Rd. 
652-1833
The management and staff of Century 21 Saanich Peninsula Realty Ltd. 
take pride in congratulating Anne Dalgliesh for achieving the position of 
top producer for December. We are also proud to congratulate Betty Bux­
ton and Edythe Barrie for their outstanding performances. For the service 
that earns these successes call Anne, Betty or Edythe.
1. PRICES EFrECTIVE 
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PERFECT FOR WET AREAS. POOLS, SHOWERS, BOATS
BAMTP
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a r k e r TOBSFTIf POODS
ALL THE BEAUTY 
OFCERAMSCTILE,
NONE OF THE 
HEADACHES
® 1 pane! replaces 100 tiles
® 100% waterproof 
o Embossed space-age finish 
® Designer patterns 
® Easy to instali
® Easy lo clean 
Ceram3i;:e panels - the smart 
do-!t-yourseif soiutfon fo?" oathrooms. 
k • t c n e n s. 1 a u nc r V r o o m 3.
PRICES EFFECTIVE FEB. 10(h - FEB. 15th
■OOO
SLEGG LUMBER
A COMPLETE HARDWARE AND BUILDING SUPPLY CENTRE iTIbi-BflMART]
2030 MALAVIEW AVENUE 
SIDNEY — 656-1125
ON THE HIGHWAY NEAR SANDOWN RACE TRACK





THRIFTY FOODS IN THE MARINER MALL
s 3S 08sy 3S 1"2"3
Get a Big Bonus Bingo card from any participating merchart. No purchase 
necessary. Limit one card per merchant per day.
Read The Review every Wednesday and check the Big Bon is Bingo numbers 
against your cards. Remember the colour of the card changes each week with 
the start of a new game.
if you have a winning card bring it to The Review before noon the Monday 
following publication of the bingo numbers. YOU QUALIFY FOR THE BONUS IF 
YOU ARE A SUBSCRIBER.
l.Vl
/
n merchandise gift certificates
PLUS
PLUS A BONUS




merchandise gift certificates 
if you are a Review subscriber
To start your subscription call 656-1151 today and you’ll be eligible for the subscriber 
bonus next week. Subscription rates $1.50 per month or $12 for 15 months.
msmm

























Palliser contemporary TV/Video unit in 
Village Oak finish. Features adjustable 
shelves, glass door, plenty of storage 
space. Measures 49W x 18D x 50"H, 
Our Reg, $285,00
i' &











It torsi'll I I IdJrTiR* xil^|p|F ^FJney Centre
450 mL
irpcnir.i nCAl,.. RiPTinw dpi IVFRV
Gsrj-iOlo
free delivery
STORE HOURS:4no - n «?»in
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Pick up your FREE Bingo card at 
the merchants on these two 




1-19 N-33 N-32 G~46 B-3 G-51 N-38__________
You’re invited to watch numbers being drawn at Saanich 
Peninsula Community Bingo Hall, 3rd Street, Sidney 
everyJVIonday at 11:00 a.m. .
Robin Smyth 
of Brentwood Drive 
won $250.00
there’s no winner?
The Jackpot for the following week will remain at $250.00 in gift certificates, however, the 
subscriber bonus will increase. Note that the prize for each week’s game will be clearly stated.
Should I do anything if I don’t win?
YES. Put your name, address and phone number on the back of the Big Bonus Bingo card and 
mail it to The Review, P.0, Box 2070, Sidney, VBL 3S5 or
droD it at The Review office, 9781 - 2nd Street, Sidney. You could be one of the players drawn to 
play off for any unclaimed prizes at the end of the ten weeks. THE TOTAL $10,000.00 IN PRIZES 
WILL BE AWARDED. Watch The Review for further details of a special Bingo to be held at the end
of the program.
1. Big Bonus Bingo cards may be obtained from any 
participating merchant listed on these two pages. No 
purchase is necessary and you can play as many cards 
as you wish each week, however, only one Big Bonus 
Bingo card may be requested per day from each mer­
chant.
2. Big Bonus Bingo card colours change each week, so 
be sure to check The Review to make sure you have the 
correct colour. Each week Is a new game,
3. Big Bonus Bingo numbers will be published each 
week in The Review on these pages identifying the cur­
rent colour Big Bonus Bingo card they are valid for. The 
numbers will appear from left to right in the order they 
were drawn.
4. Check your personal Big Bonus Bingo cards against 
tho ntimbers published in The Review and you could be 
a Big Bonus Bingo winner,
5. To win a Bingo, you must have a lull card, (All 
numbers on your card must have been called.) In Ihe 
event of two or more winners declaring a Bingo, tho win­
ner will bo the one who has the earliest number drawn
on their card. II there is more than one winning card, 
winners will divide the $250.00 in gift certificates equal­
ly. Subscribers of The Review qualify for the bonus 
$750.00 in gift certificates. Should more than one winn­
ing card be held by a subscriber, the prize will be shared 
equally.
6. To qualify for the subscriber bonus, you must be 
listed as a paid subscriber, either monthly or yearly, as 
of the date that the numbers are published in The 
Review.
7. All winning Big Bonus Bingo cards must be turned in 
at The Review, 9781 - 2nd St., Sidney, by noon Monday 
in order to claim their share of the prize. This is the Mon­
day following publication of the bingo numbers.
8. In the event of question of the Big Bonus Bingo card 
authenticity tho ruling ol the Judges will be final.
9. Employees of Island Publishers, their Immediate 
families, participating Big Bonus Bingo merchants and 
their employees and Immediate families are not eligible.
10. Merchandise gilt certificates are redeemable in 
merchandise only. No cash value.
Game Ten will be played on the 
Green cards, series 73852 and 73853, 
































:: OUB PRICING POLICY! 
Ten members, Independent of board and manage­
ment compare the most local competitive food and 
hardware prices weekly. Prices are then averaged and 
the Co-op ensures below average prices on every in­
dividual Item. You save wear, tear, gasoline and time! 
Co-op advisory committee guarantees the lowest 
possible price and best value for your total shopping 
dollar,
JOIN NOW!
Over one million dollars have been returned to our 
members during the past ton years. Become a llfotlme 
mombor/ownor by purchasing ten «- $10.00 shares, Your 
total share of S100.Q0 may be paid for over the course of a 
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A
AIM
2132 Keating ,, 652-1188
So much more than a Food Store
.iimi









Red. Canada #1. 
From Chile.
1.74/
1 Smoked j Sliced I
Pork Picnics Breadi.:4 4
Whole. Hock Removed.
Ready to Eat.2.18A.
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Ovenjoy. White or 60% 
Wholewheat. 570g Loaf.
At this LOW PRICE,
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Green Giant. 
Selected Varieties 
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Libby’s. Assorted or 
Red Kidney Beans or 
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Tide, Reg. or 
Unscented or 
Oxydol, Powdered. 
12 L Box. .r:.. '.'
a''-',:' .
' „• ‘ ' 4 ■ ■ '' 4„
' ; .a
.B.Q.
TM'-ZVz lbs. Average Weight 
Before Cooking.
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Seascapes
A walk along the seashore in Deep Cove of­
fers the stroller picturesque scenes at every 
glance.
At the top a foggy image of the sun and 
mountains backgrounds the sea.
Below is one of the many boathouses that cl­
ing to the shoreline.
The riddled rock of the shoreline is emphasiz­
ed in the bottom photo.
And finally, the twisted sculpture of drift­
wood makes an intriguing study.
George Lee photos
PageBlZ THE REVIEW 978J-2nd St., Sidney B.C. Wednesday, February 10, 1988
JOSEPHINE’S 
RED AND WHITE 
SWEETHEART SALE! 
February 10th-17th
‘Good selection of *4 0





30 Appiiance Services 
103 Autobody Repairs 
100 Automotive
18 Babysitting Services 
143 Beauty Salons 
175 Births 
110 Boats & Marine 
135 Building Materials 
155 Business Opportunities 
165 Business Personals 
23 Business Services 
190 Cards of Thanks
31 Carpenters
32 Catering Services 
10 Church Services
33 Cleaning Services 










142 Furniture for Rent 
130 Garage Sales 
50 Gardening 
55 Glass
140 Groceries, Meat & Produce 
19 Help Wanted
200 In Memoriam
60 Janitor Services 
205 Legal Notices 




120 Miscellaneous For Sale 
99 Miscellaneous Services 
125 Miscellaneous Wanted 
215 Mobile Homes 
101 Motorcycles 
S3 Moving & Storage
62 Music
195 Obituaries 
65 Paint & Painting
67 Paving
60 Personals
68 Pest Control 
144 Pets & Livestock
70 Plumbing & Heating
212 Real Estate for Rent 
211 Real Estate for Sale




•75 Secretarial Services 
80 Signs
85 Small Engine Service 
168 Travel 
88 Tree Services 
90 T.V. & Stereo 
126 Used Clothing & Furniture 
95 Watch Repairs 
185 Weddings 
137 Wood Heating 
20 Work Wanted
18 W WORK a«| CARPENTERS gfl9 BABYSfTTING K WANTED y 1 0 : GARDENING GARDENING
MOTHER OF TWO will give quality care 
to children ages 3-5 in my home Sidney 
oreo. 655-1390. .05/^6
BABYSITTER REQUIRED for occasional 
ofter-school care and some doytime 
care of preschooler. Greenglade area. 
656-1716.
LOVING CARE for your 3-5 yr. old. Full 








SIDNEY CENTRE I —
211 PAPERS
(Bradford, Mills Rd., Fifth. 
Malaview, Resthaven)
, BEACON AVE. I —
’ 86 PAPERS
(Airedale, Beacon, Galaran, 
Henry, etc.) 
s TULISTA PARK III —
128 PAPERS
(Bakerview, Captain’s Walk, 
Lochside) m
BREMTWOOD
i STELLY’S X RD. Ill —
* 72 PAPERS
(Holly Park, Verdier, Waverly) 
a KEATING SCHOOL I —
® 88 PAPERS
(Alta Vista, Barbara Rd., Buena 
Vista, etc.)
» KEATiNG SCHOOL Hi 
® — 93 PAPERS




S, KEATING SCHOOL li—
^ 94 PAPERS






☆ Tailored to 
your needs
☆ By a Professional 
Caregiver
☆ Senior Discount
For assessment call: 
652-4873 after 5 p.m.
SUN MOUNTAIN CARPENTRY, Interiors 
and exteriors, roofing (hot tar and 
shingles), renovations. Skylights, 
solariums and sundecks. Complete 
home maintenance. Free estimates 
and guaranteed workmanship. Coll 
Dwight, 655-3656, 24 hrs. 46/tf
NEED YOUR WINDOWS WASHED? For 
o quality job coll Blaine at 656-1475. 
Most houses $17.00. Outside or inside 
windows. 33/TF
MORRIS THrCA/TlANDyCAmNG'A^ND
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 
Pesticide applicator. Free estimates. 
652-4688. 
HAULING, ' CLEAN-UPS, YARDS,
basements, eovestroughs, etc. Hedges 
trimmed, windows cleaned inside or 
out. Painting or any job you don't find 
time to do. 652-0722. 32/TF
HOUSECLEANING getting you down? 
Let us look after your individual needs. 
Coll Dirtowoy. 652-0644.
MASON TOR HIReI Stone, brick,
ceramic tile. Reasonable rotes. Coll 
Gory, 595-3652.
CARPETS INSTALLED, REFITTED, 
restretched, repaired. Free estimates. 
Coll Brion, 655-1408.04/07 
IS HOUSECLEANING GETTING you 
down? No free time? Let me help you. 
Experienced in all aspects of home 
core. Resoonoble rotes. References. 
652-0244..04/06 
LOOKINGToR A JOB? Most jobs ask
for a resume. Coll 655-1571 for help,






THURSDAY 3 PM 
WORD ADS 
FRIDAY 5 PM
Ads are accepted Monday 
through Friday, from 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m.
656-1151
NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT 
ull complete and sole copyright 
n any advertisement produced 
Island Publlsher-s Ltd. Is 
vested in and belongs to Island 
ubilshors Ltd., provided, 
however, that copyright in that 
part and that part only o1 any 
such advertisement consisting ot 
lustrations, borders, signatures 
or similar components which Is oi 
are, supplied In (inishod form to 
Bland Publishers Ltd. operating 
08 tho Review by the advertise! 
and Incorporated in said advor- 
Isoment shall remain in and 
belong to the advortisor, 
WAFWING 
No material covered under tho 
copyright outlinrjd above may bo 
used without the wrilton pormlii 
slon of Island Publishers Ltd,
A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. 
Comelion Hosiery is seeking indepen­
dent soles representatives fo market 
our luxurious run resistent pantyhose 
directly to the consumer. Great 
business. Coll 478-0701 anytime. If no 
answer please leave name and phone
number.___________ 33/tf
PERSONS interested’ Tn h^^^^^ 
daffodils, approx, 1st week in March, 
are asked fo register at the 
Agricultural Employment Services of­
fice, 2661 Douglas Sf. between 8q.m. 
and 4 p.m., Mon.-Fri. Eorly registrants 
will be coiled to work firsf. Harvest to 
lost 3-4 wks. _ _ 05/06
PART TIME SHIpf WORK. Suiroble for 
student. Avail, at Sidney Answering 
Service, Ste. 204 • 2405 Beacon Avo., 
10-4 p.m. 656-4311. _ 05/07
AVON — earn' EXTRA 
ritorios available. Customer lists pro­
vided. No inventory to purchase. Cor 
not required. Full training provided. 
477-1393,       05/06
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Lot mo show 
you how with an exciting new pro­
gram. Results guaranteed. Barley 
Green Informotion meeting. Executive 
House, 777 Douglas St., Fob, 13, 7;30 
p.m. Contact George and Betty Foster, 
650.5773. 06/06
urgently" nee b D E P E N D A d l e 
PERSON who can work wilhoul super­
vision lor Canadian oil cotnopny in 
Soanich Poninsulo area. Wo train. 
Write A.F, Dickerson. Pros., 
Southwestern Polroleum, 07 West 
Drive, Brampton, ONt. L61 2J6, 06: 06
helper’VVANTED for gardening ser- 
vice, in Sidney, North Soanich area. 
655-1077. 06 06
PART TIME OPPORTUNITY: need 
daycare oiler scliool in Deep Cove, 
gIrU 6 and 0. My homo prrtlorrod, 







Highest Daily Deposit Rates (7.95% 
this week), full brokerage service at 










Auto ■ Residential ■ Commercial 
(Bonded, Licenced, Locksmith) 








Specializing in waterproofing 


















• We Load pickups & trailers 
MON-SAT 8 am-5 pm





















- Household Improvments 





RO-IN CONSTRUCTION. New construc­
tion, renovations, repairs, and addi­
tions. No job too small. Free 
estimates. 656-8911 ■ ■ ■ ,, ., . 46/tf
HOLCAN ODNSTRUCTIONr;/^ Custom
Homes and interiors. Complete 
buildng services. Renovations and 










Clasaifiod Rato: 1st inuotlion 
15c a woid, minimum chargtJ 
,$2,50, 2nd and subsoquonl In 
Borilons — 10c a word per intier 
iian. minimum chatgo 
Charge oidari? by phono — odd 
$1,50 por od. Box number - 
$2,00 per ad,
SAVE TIML AND MtilVL Y ■. PtiOht* K' V(mi Bin') 
UM vOMf VISA m MA$11 CtCAPD
8URSCRIPTION RATES:
Annual:
In local area ...........
Cnnada .....................




, Roles on Reguesf
,.115 
: . . $25 
. $40
.$1,50
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING and 
gonorcil gardonlng. Reasonablw rotas, 
Coll 656,5382 oltor 6 (r.m. 33, TF
QUALITY seamstress. Ronsonoblo 
price*. Custom ond pattern work, 
oltorollan*, Porsontil contact only, 10 
a,m, • 6 p.m, opt. 303 • 9901 Fourth St,, 
Sidney, 655-4239. 05/08
PAINTER -- EXPERIENCED, Grnol 
work, Reofconablo rales, 655-7029,
05 00
COMPLETE PRUNING, ol (ruti
Itees, rase*., clwanups, Iniuling 
O.A.P. discount, Phone Mike, 656- 
0730, 05, OH
TRACTOR ’work.’ Post' hole dioger, 
Hydroullc post pounder, fence* Instnll- 
ttd, Plowing. Rol0lillin(), Call l.d for
C,uol0. 652-2333; 650-5749, ...... 06 4 7
butCHWAY. *Vlndow», auilei* clean- 
od, Irtiuied. Roaionoblt* rotes, 655- 
/065.'''Y. ^ ()o- 14 •
NOT too’ ftANDY? 'Ca'll tonwone who 
enjoy* selling thing* slroighi, from 
ing, tile tvutk, wIialrnM.-r vvi/ll 
it net tngt*t)»#r Pnnnyn Cnnsirerilrin 
655-1633' wvenlnci*. Pgr, ;.iHU.2771
06 0<>
OUT OF WORK DAD rpecinlii-ei in wir 
(ng and imoll rnnovationn, 652.5032.
Of/'OT
NOT TOO 'handy? Call sonrnone who 
eninv* seftina thlnn* •erniohl Frein 
Ing, »!•« vs'ork. whatever we il waik 
It out together. Popoye Construction,
,45*1 r6'r,''l ei-f-nlfin*. f>4 t'U
TUTORING all academic subjects. 
Senior, Middle and Eiemenlary levels, 
Vorying rates. Some remedial pro-
groms. 652-0749. _
HOUSECLEANIN'gV fast, efficient, 
friendly teams dedicated to the busy 
home, Dlrtaway — 652-0644, Com- 
plimonlaiyjlowors,
EFFECWe PROGRAMS FOR: quitting 
smoking, weight inaintenonco, anxie­
ty. Adriadno Sawyer, M.A, Psych, 
Clinical Hypnosis, 656-3144, messages.
03.'06
DEEP COVE/LANDS END rosidonts. 
Looking lor Avon qunlHy rjiKKnolf-od 
products? Please coll Barbara Cundiff, 
655-3071 for brochures now available.
03.06
RELIEVE YOUR STRESS with reliox- 
oiogy . 656-6792. 0-1, 07
SEAMSTRESS — 652-1000 — no job too 
big or saK:i!l. Mending to drapes Over 
20 yrs. exporiotico, 04, 22
NOITTH SAAN./SIDNEY oreo now 
opening 0 quolity bobral sorvicn, 
future devolopmonls ccill (trod 
Cfowlord. 6.53..TO99, 05 06
PENINSULA SENIORS. Coililied tsiholi- 
cinn will give prnJiturc loot mci-jsogv 
ar'.d clip ton nails In yrnir hnine (nr $20, 
Call 655.3699. oltur 3:30 p.m. 06 09 
20% OFF JEWLUERY, Watch lopairs, 
Frtb. Special, Chtlstino Lanronl 
Jewellers. 2432 tleavon Avo. o|:)pr>silo 
the Post Office. 06 08
WE TEACH SKIN CARE. Mary Kay tuir, r, 
proven effoctivo skin core progroni for 
you Coll lodny, Hnather Rilrry, 652- 
5836. Ptofessianol skin ccite consul- 
ioni. 06 09
C.K. DRAPERY. We make it fost and 
right, free estimates, custom made 
drapery alterations, phone 655-1487 















nowiring, l-loclric Uripliny Unpaiifi 
Applinncij Conrujctiona









RESIDENTIAL NEW WIRING 
REWIRING • EXTENSIONS 
E. PLUS ELECTRIC HEATING 
ALSO COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL 
CALL JOHN-653-7100
EXCAVATING
PER-SONAL income tax $15. (look- 
kiseplnfl, payroll, T4'», A/R, A/P, Smoll 
hin]ln(»«.« rn<1iifn<i fn\' 'inarlnltv 











Hopnlrti to most nuijor





► Danger Tree Removal 
» Topping for Safety
» Pruning Treos/Shrubs/Hedges
» Clean Up & Hauling
• Landscape Renovations






DO YOU WANT ta lose weight, quit 
smoking, be stress free? Call Brad and 




DUTCHWAY. The complete home and; 
office cleaning service. Insured, licens-; 
ed, bonded. 655-7065. 01/13-
*BA^?iT5ir
♦ Slumps* Sbvwoi storm Drains 
• Soptic Fields • Watorllnfts 
* Drlvffiwrayft
^ ...» * ip- #
n-l.-. ItSF ^ •* ^























•.V Professional pruning, spraying 
Landscape design and Installation 
New lawns, seed or sod 
ivLawn maintenance, delhalching, 
aerating
* Garden cleanup, rolotllling, weeding 
Specializing In residential sprinkler 
systems





f Specializing in ' all types 
masonry work including sea 
walls.
656-4513
MASON FOR HIRE, Slone, brick, 




“Buy direct from a grower”
• FRUIT TREES
(1 yr. whip) ®7®S». 5 or more 




304 Walton PI. 658-5888
Individual music instruction 
in all instruments 
Lloyd & Diana English 
9705 Eastview Dr., Sidney 
656-1315 T
T"luiREV’S URFSERVICE
• COMPLETE YEAR ROUND 
GROUNDS MAINTENANCE
• TREE. BRUSH CLEANUPS & 
HAULING
• TILLING, AERATING, POWER 
RAKING
• FERTILIZINQ, WEED & MOSS 
CONTROL




All ages and levels, piano, organ S 











SERVING SIDNEY 10 YEARS, 
JOHN KAISER, 
656-6693 652-632p
PIANO LESSONS from qualifiod per- 
former / toochor for ail lovols, 
Register aow for winlor / spring term, 
Introductory sosslon (reo. Sidney 
studio. Contact Mogumi Otani, 655- 
3175. 03/06
PRIVATE ORGAN LESSONS in your 
liorno at your canvfjniontrj on your 
own instrumenl, Music, supplied, Coll 
Bob Turner, 652-9470, 04/07









MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPE 
MAINTENANCE, Lawn caro. Corn|)lot<» 
Sorvicti. Certified Posllr.lrlo applkalor.
Freeottimoles, 662-4603; ^ \ ..... 39; t1
PRUNINO^’” BcibK ’ ' now' ” tree 
e»)tm«)ies. Oenereil rlenn-up,^ year 
round giound* kMupirtg. 652-4776.
03/06
MAN WITH TRUCK WILL HAUL
wbuluvei, uJd yulliu:. (Uof.tii
yard work: 655-3694, t}4.’0t
PRUNING, SPRAYING, cloon up*, Itoul- 
iag, now lawn*. Tree work, gta** tut.
(☆ i roM-'fV
O.A.P, di*counl, 6661)730...... 05 00
EAEv’bIRD’lANOSCAPE MolnienatACrr. 
Quality reiidentiol, commertlnl, lawn 
tar«, Frglt Irwt ond o»aomi7nial*
pruned expertly. fi62-4a7V........ _ ijfi.uU
HORSi” ’ AAANURE’..S35Tickup '' load,
d«ltv(»r«id. 655-3726, 656-0369. 05. 06
:0f«1US landscaping. Mainfenonce 
cantrnrt*, nev/ or ronovatirmn, tend or 
*od, f.l#on.up*.'pruning, Iruit-oinarn,, 









10% O.A.P. DISCOUNT 
Hew Con'itruetibfi. Cohr Chsngee
FREE. ESTIMATE ™ RESIOKHTIAL 
a COMMERCIAL H«nk - 6*j?.17Z4
44(51
WviN i INLjr. r>56 «9 It. 4(1/ IF 
RESi’OEN’TiAL’”AND ’COMMERCIAL ”(Kiin.... 
tlnjji, 6;r6'4264 oflor 5 p.m. 04, TF ;
)NTi:RibR'’"-’"’'ixTERioK;”' t w*(d«nnar”"or /,
rnmrj'pff iql, New (.oitilf utiiun Of
renovotlon. culling* ralonigrrrd, wlc. 
No job too smoll. Tor tree i-Htlmote 











W! N Qooww H a ^ g gift certificate
REVIEW SUBSCRIBER BONUS
If you are a Review paid subscriber you will be awarded a 
bonus $20.00 gift certificate, making your prize a total of 
$30.00 in gift certificates.
Unscramble the seven words below in the boxes on the right. All 
seven words are linked to the same theme + take the letters 











Drop your entry off at Tanner's. The first correct entry drawn at 
noon the following Monday will win a $10.00 Tanner's Gift Cer­
tificate. If the winner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20.00 




□ lam a Review paid subscriber.
□ I am not a Review subscriber.
□ I wish to become a Review 
paid subscriber.
Please drop your entry off at:
.Phone.
4 BOOK STOKE & MOKE
PLU^BiMQ
CHEATING
January 27 winner of a $30 
gift certificate was George 
Lawson of Saanichton. 
LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: NOISY, 
ENCORE, APPLAUD, AUDIENCE, 




PLUMBING & HEATING 
New Construction and Repairs 







•4 Licensed Mechanics 
*Complete Overhauls 
Lifetime Warrantys 
BRAKES. MUFFLERS & 
SHOCKS




2526 Sevan Ave., Sidney
ROOFING
SUN MOUNTAIN ROOFING. All types 
of residential roofing. Free estimates. 
Guaranteed workmanship. 24 hr. 655- 
3656. 46/tf
% SECRETARIALSERVICES
TYPING SERVICES. Typing, typosotting 
&' word processing. Resumes, letters, 
to manuscripts S books. Reasonable 
rates. Big or smoll, wo do them oil.
656-6466, _ ........ ........... Ol/Tf
DEPENDADLe'WpWg’sERVIC id yrs, 
exporionco, letters, contracts, reports, 
resumes, guorantood 24 hour turn 
around lime. Pick-up and delivery for 
Suanich Peninsula tesitlerils. Call 655- 
1I64. 02/J3
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES. Let­
ters, reports, resumes, etc. Fast, ac­






• AUTO MOTIVE • INDUSTRIAL 
• MARINE
















NEED TO MAKE A STATEMENT? GIvo 
dirocllons? Advertise? Add artwork to 
your decorating Ideas? . . • Miy Bitty 
Sign Shop con help you, All liand let­
tered signs, design, artwork. Luonn, 
656.0710, ' OT'Of'
• LICENSED MECHANICS 
. 5 DAYS TO SERVE YOU 
' TUNE UPS • SHAKES • LUORICATION
• TIRES* BATTERIES
• SECURITY MUFFLER




B«7S CBnnr», SIrtnny 
CYRIL PR'MEAUOWNLH
0 0 0 0 0 0• 0 0 0 0 0 O




Cottiplole Engine Sorvice, 
Oas A OloBol.
Bxchnngo Cyl. HoiitlB 
Automotive, Merino, Industriel
655-3737
10124 Mcdonnid Park Rd.
Y AUTO i 911 MISCELLANEOUS 1 Oe MISCELUNEOUS iUy REPAIRS 4U FOR SALE 1 WANTED BEAUTYSALONS
RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES
YOU CAN'T LOSE. Lets get together to 
sell your R.V. unit. If we can't sell it 
we’ll buy it. Free appraisal and pickup 
anywhere. Lantzville Recreation Cen- 
tre Ltd. Toll Free 1-800-663-4234 . 49/08 
1987 5TH WHEEL — 100 miles, cost 
$37,000. Asking $34,000. 36' of luxury. 
479-5965.05/08 
YOU CAN'T LOSE. Let's get together to 
sell your R.V. unit. If we can't sell if 
we'll buy it. Free appraisal and pickup 
anywhere. Lantzville Recreation Cen- 
tre Ltd. Toll Free 1-800-663-4234, 05/08 
'81 SECURITY motorhome, 20 ft. 29,600 
km. Cruise conf., awning, 2 gas tanks, 
60 lb. propone. Excellent condition, 
$22,500. Telephone 656-6164 . 06/06
SHOP AND COMPARE 
On Used Merchandise 
Guaranteed Appliances 
Furniture and Misc. 








WANT TO INCREASE YOUR MARKET? 
For $129. per week we con place your 
Classified Ad in more thon 70 popular, 
well-read community newspapers 
which ore delivered each week to 
more thon one million homes 
throughout B.C. and the Yukon. Simply 
coll our Classified Deportment at 656- 
1151 for details.
DO YOU HAVE trouble getting in and 
out of the bath, or off the toilet? Let us 
install a grob rail. Free estimate. 
Phone 656-6656.15/tf 
ADVENTURE ON HORSEBACK. Guided 
trail rides. Open year round. 
Rockhaven Ranch. Reservotions, 478- 
3023.15/tf 
SOLID ROUND PINE TABLE, 38", 
$150.00 firm. Humidifier, drum type, 
$50.00; Mustang floater jacket, 
medium (new), $60.00; Donforth an­
chor and chain, 7 lb., $30.00 firm; flex- 
steel chair, $100.00; custom mode 
pleated sheers, two panels, 6' wide, 
39;; deep (off white), S60.00/pr. 656- 
9953.03/06 
MEN'S SKI BOOTS, Kostinger, size 8'/?. 
Good condition. 652-0188.03/06 
LAZERWORLD COMPA^ DISC and
Nintendo video gome rentals and 
soles. Londmork Bldg., 656-1215. 03/TF 
WASHING AAACHINE for sole, runs 
well, $225. or offer. 655-1430 after 6 
p.m. 03/06
GOOD QUALITY CHILDREN^clothing
for sole, newborn to size 2, very 
reasonable prices. Call 655-1617.
 03/06
LITTON MOFFAT MICROWAVE oven, 
$175.00; Viking washing machine, 
$250.00.656-8878. 04/tf
BASEBALL HAT COLLECTION, 80 hats. 
656-9416. 04/06
HOUSE PLANTS, large and small. 
Reasonable. 656-3579. 2353 James
WhiteBlvd. ‘ 05/09
SIMMONS CRIB AND mattress, 
$150.00; Coscoe Peterson highchoir, 
$40.00; Coscoe Peterson car seat, 
$35.00; Dorel playpen, $40.00; Bar- 
recralter ski rack, $30.00; ping pong 
table & deluxe paddles. $100.00; 
queen size bed, $250.00. 655-1462.
 OS/Va
ALL lESS THAN ONE YEAR OLDf Super 
single woterbed, dresser and mat­
ching night fable, sofa & chair, coffee 
ond end table, rollaway, Panasonic 
microwave, stereo cabinet. 656-1463.
____________ _ .„,°5/06
QUEEN SIZE BED. Nearly new air mat­
tress and box. teok frame, $650.00.
^j;4308^____ _ ______ 05/08
TRACTOR WORK. Post hole digger. 
Hydraulic post pounder, fences install­
ed. Plowing. Rototilling. Call Ed for
quote. 652-2333; 658j;57J9^__
PANDORA'S CLOSET VVINTER SALE con­
tinues through February. Excellent 
values. Bargoin rack up to $10.00. 
Clients please pick up unsold winter 
garments by Feb. 15. Spring con­
signments accepted soon. Must be up 
to date, immaculate, on hangers. 




WANTED TO BUY; Royal Doulfon 
figurines, jugs, animols, etc. Will pay 
cosh. Phone Dave Lack, 652-3558, 652- 
5858.
CARD TABLE and chairs in good condi­
tion. Wanted for seniors complex. 
Reosonoble. 652-0341 ■ 06/06
WANTED: USED, rough ciiir2 or^ in-
plonks suitable for constructing a rais- 
ed bed garden. 656-4703. 06/06
ENTHUSIASTIC GARDENER wonts 
space for garden in return for produce 
/ flowers, lawn core, etc. Saanichton, 




CAT LOVER NEEDED to occasionally 
core for 2 cots. 656-7961 after 11 a.m.
06/07
USED CLOTHING & FURNITURE LOST&FOUND
GARAGE
SALES
MOVING — ALL HOUSEHOLD furniture 
and effects for sale. 656-5479. 06/06
ASSORTEETFlOWElR^^iFand^ bi rd 
houses. Two cool & wood burners. An­
tique reel lawnmower; other items. 
Sat. Feb. 13, 10-3. 06/06
BUILDING
HiATERIALS





• HunqwwrnB* Plontir»r • Into 
• tShlndnlwa • ,)ocftlitt«iri • Patinar 
OPEN MON, to SAT,









8«triSH EUROPEAN MOTORS, I’oif* 
9»id ««ifvif« for oil impoftt, I0IS4C 
McOonnId Park Rd. 6551151 49/tf-
FORD PU ' FISO, Hed. Mid 
Cliiv<>lr.iiuf, nwor now RV rodifils, duni 
^tttt«rie», duol teink^, hotofl^fv 
h*K«dl|ghli, AM/TM t'0»i»ll», dxrti'P




GOLF CLUBS, 3-9 plus P.W., 1. 3, 5 
metal woods. Wilson irons, $275 obo. 
655-3609 06/06
SEVEN PIECE solid birch dining room 
suite, like new, asking $1,150. Phone
655- 3497.06/07 
SUPER SINGLE FREE-FLOW Woterbed 
with bookcase headboard and 3 
drawers. $150.00. Walnut office desk 
ond choir. $550.00, 656-5682. 06/06
ORGAN — HAMMOND (Sounder); 
metal garage door and hangers, 8x8.
656- 2580.06/09
ELECTRIC RANGE. $75.00; refrigerator, 
Big-0 perforated pipe. Wanted: 13 in. 
tires, bed, quilt or comforter, chester- 
field. 655-4371.06/06 
LOOM FOR SALE; hardly used. Leclerc 
Fanny 45" folding loom with ac­
cessories. $800.00.652-0847. 06/06
'75 CHRYSLER, $250.00. Mazda"
$2100.00 Universal gym, $270.00. 
Hydraulic chair, $340.00. Couch, 
$75.00. Rocker, $35.00. Stereo, $30.00. 
T.V., $35.00. 655-3064. 06/06
MISCELLANEOUS










#4-6808 KIRKPATRICK CRES. 
R.R.#3 VICTORIA B.C. V8X 3X1
HARDWOODS 
PLYWOOD 




FOUND: LADIES' GLASSES an the ease­
ment of Calvin and Bowerbarik. Phone 
the Review to claim. 656-n51^_ 0^9^ 
FOTiNdV JAN. T2/lB8;;~~lapd~ watch. 
Owner please ideentify make and 
name. Found on Wallace Dr. 656-2668.
06/08
FOUND: i^t^S^GOL^RING ot^B 
and Second on Jon. 31/88, 656-9326.
06/08
HAVE Ydu’ s^EEN' Louise 'an^ 
Muscovy X ducks, brown and white. 
Flew from Wain Rd. & Madrono Dr. 
Sodly missed. 656-3741. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES
GOT A PRODUCT YOU WANT TO SELL 
to the entire province? Through our in­
novative Blonket Classified Advertis­
ing program, we ' can place your 
classified ad in more than 70 popular, 
well-read community newspapers 
which ore delivered each week to 
more than one million homes 
throughout B.C. and the Yukon. Simply 
call our Classified Department at 656- 
1151 for details. We can even arrange 
to have your Classified Ad appear in 
more than 500 community newspapers 
across Canada. Your message will 













SPECIAL, SPECIAL — your individual 
complete horoscope. Planets, ascen­
dent. houses plus your 12 month 
forecast, 18 computerized pages. In­
stead of $25 - now $15. Send birthdate, 
time, place and cheque or moneyorder 
fo: ASTROCHART, Box 7452, Depot D., 
Victoria, B.C. V9B 5B3. _______ 01/08
WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE 
Crisis Line 383-3232. We offer informa­
tion, support and referrals. 24 hours a 
day, 7 days o week. 33/tf
COUNSELLING for families and in­
dividuals of all ages - serving the 
Peninsula. Community Counselling 









25 words for $129 will reach 
more than 690,000 homes 
through more than 70 
community newspapers In 
B.C. and the Yukon.
AUTOMOTIVE
77 G.M.C, SIERRA CLASSIC 3 plus 3,
Mint. $7000 p,B.O. 479-S965........ 05/08
IW TOYOTA COROLIA 5R5 LHlbaek 
— 5 spd. Good, cloan, dopondoble cor,
$2600,00, 65(f<;4053 ofl«r 5 p, ....0&/09
SHINE BACK. Auto d»lailin(3. Bring Ihot 
showroom shine bock to your tar's 
finish, Phono 652-0490 Mobile unit,
......  05/06
I97.4 FORD TORINO Fllto, Power 
oviirylhing, runs good, rodloli, $375,
655-3052......................................... ,
'74 ”ASriic: good running conditioti, 
$400 obo. One set 33 m, BF Goodrich 
oil mud lerroln, $100; rhrome bumper
from '76 BIpmr. 65^7770.,,^  06/06
'77 FORD VAN, 302 oofo, sunroof, 
tr-msniUtlon rodlo somi. ' 
compurinxf, |u6t ropoired stiwring, 
lun#-up ond brakes, $950.fW. 656'5270.
' ' ,..^'’'0* 
1974'DbDr.F'"sPOR1SMAN VAN, P.S,, 
P,B., 318 va, Could b» camperiJed. 
Good irodosman vahiclo. Open to o(*
f«,1.6567752,..../ ............
fML. r,5., nil 
:3S0 va. One ownpr ■ well moln. 
loinrtd. II.W.OO O.B.O, 65677S2.
^ 06/W.
Buy/Lease any gas, diesel 
car or truck, new or used. 
Direct from volume factory 
dealer. Call lor pre-approvod 
credit. Call collect 464-0271. 
D5231.
Engines Rebuilt (or Cars and 
Trucks from $025. Five year 
100,000 km. Warranty. Bond 
Mechanical 872-1523; toll- 
free 1-BOO-663-2521; even- 
'ngs 534-51 _13_.___^__________
$1 Down leases a new car or 
•ruck. Seven Year warranty. 
Payments from $139/mo. 
O.A.C. Call lease manager 
at 1604)465-8931. DL5564.
All makes truck/auto lease. 
Th(‘ vehicle you want lor the 
price you want delivered to 
your door. For Information 
Bob Langstaff, Collect 327- 
0431. D«5662, Totom Mer­
cury Sales LtoL______ __
dusTness'"'
OPPORTUNITIES
Logging Truck with Job 
hauling into Lac La Hacho 
area, 1981 Kcnvirorlh, 1980 
9. ....
Forever Lite. Cash in on the 
weight loss business. $3500. 
invest (stock) guaranteed. 
Earning potential $50,000. 1 
:Phone (604)325-5,373.__ _____ ■
Potential to earn high profits 
from health and beauty pro­
ducts, Invosimoni required, 
Forever living Products 
Call Langley 1-(604)325- 
5375,..,.„„:....... ......... .... ■
$1000'B Possible. 10 Innova­
tive Ways to make money at 
home that anyone can do. 
S.A.S.E, 10 Emerald Ltd,, 
7200 BrIrJgo SL. Richmond, 
B.C,;.V6Y„2S'r_______ _
Modern Day Wants Dealers! 
27 years experience rrianu* 
(aclurlng premium quality 
built-in vat:uum sytrtems. 
VJe're now offering Dealer's 
Pfolit Plan, Join ciur team. 
Call Angus (604)3';B-4?51 .
Ciround floor opportunity. 
Start your own Independonl 
home bufiinetit) today. Inter- 
natianal corporallon prov- 
lUiti* oasy Uirectioris. Nu yx-, 
perlonce required M L.M.'s 
please can tmmodiaioly. 
Start up 110,00 or $99,50. 
Begin anywhere B.C., Can­
ada, U.b.A worn anywnete. 
Send no money. Call 1-604> 
626-3323 8 a.m. • 10 p.m. 
Write Stan, 7B98 Fulman 
Street, Mission, U.C. .V2V. 
SN6.
Di«Fift Oh, the Ire Ctearn 
Oic^cle Pet)plt5, .are now sel- 
vwtrng disirrbutors lor ihe
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR SALE MISC, HELP WANTED NOTICES
Cash In - Cash Out. Coke, 
Pepsi, Libby's Heinz - world 
famous drinks you will refill 
in your new, unique cold 
pop/juice vendors with sep­
arate price settings. Mini­
mum investment $11,980 
secured, as we supply 
freight, equipment installed 
In locations, product fills, 
supplies, elc. Own your cash 
business, your choice, part 
or full time. Call/write (24 
hours) (or brochure, Solar 
Business Centres, 100 East 
Drive, Suite 200, Brnmalea, 
Ont, L6T 1B3, Mr, Halbol
1-(416_)7;^B1-57£5, ________ _
B US rN E S S P E R SO N A IS"
Lighting Fixtures. Western 
Canada’s largest display. 
Wholesale and retail. Free 
Catalogues available. Nor- 
burn Lighting Centre, 4600 
East Hasling.s Street, Bur­
naby, B.C. V5C 2K5. Phone 
1-299-0666.
A Free Hunting, Fishing, 
Camping Catalog ($6,00 
value). Send your expired 
hunting or fishing license 
(Photocopy acceptable) and
furidraising. Quick and easy 
Loltory System for Schools - 
S()orls Clubs - Tho Arts. 
"The Book of Gold", Ralph 
Smith, 1561 Arrow Road, 
Victoria, B.C, V8N 1C8, 
(604) 4 7.7:0332.._______ ___
Is there an Important Anni­
versary coming up in your 
Family or Community? 
Would you like to Record 
this Once In Your Lifetime 
Occasion with Custom made 
Family or Community Calon- 
dars'> For Free Sample and 
information wntrt to: Plus 
f-ivo Vt?nturo:. Limited, P,Q, 







se,tson Employ riiiiI- 
ik.t ice cream vendorK. 
1 mvwsMTienl. Dickie
Ave., Vancouver, V6L 
1.604.7;) 4-3370,
EpUCATIONAL^..... .
Stan A Now Cnroerl Inarn 
Income Tux or Basic Book­
keeping, Certificate Cour­
ses, Fm Iriio brochures, no 
obligation', U & R Tax Ser­
vices, 205 - 1345 Pembina 
Hwy,, Winnipeg, Man, R3T 
2B6, (204)284-1806,
Aquacullurrj Short Courses: 
Salmon, Ttout, Mol luck Cul­
ture; Processing and Mar­
keting; Fish Health; Aqua­
culture Computer Applica­
tions; Feed Tochnoiopy. 
Contact Rngistrrttlon, Mafas- 
pina College Now tor details.
(i]’75.?:.1,?.'!,k...... ............. :_____
Okanagan School ol Auction­
eering Sjinng, Summer «. 
Fall cla.saea or individual 
insiruciiori, For inlormatlan 
phone 7fin77gi nr write Box 
377, Wnslbank, B C, , VOH 
2A0._....
Diploma corfOKpondence. 




Iftb'llnheri 1984 NiMinnal CnI* 
lege. 444 Robson. Vancou­
ver, biui 'l'/ilj 1(1(1 trem l-oiiU' 
387.l2ai,74 7vour.n. . .
r b w. s Alb, MISC.:’7:
Now gold Fit removes fine 
gold from sluiporl or pnnnnd 
concentrate. No chomiriiils, 
Complete kit S28,M. /.T.
Avo,', Vancouver, V6V INO. 
Phone 073-5782
S.I.R. will mail a free 410 
page (over 0,500 items) An­
nual Sportsman Catalog, 
S.I.R. Mail Order, Dopt. 
194, 1863 Burrows Avenue, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R2X 
2V6. Oder expires February 
28,_,1^,______
Oflicial Olympic Souvenirs. 
Official pins, posters, calen­
dars, etc. '88 Sports Calen­
dar $7.95. Write for Cata­
logue, enclose $1,95 to Pin 
Pols, Box 6090, Sin. A, 
Calgary, Alla. T2H 2L3. 
(403)234-0434,
How To Play Popular Piano, 
Now homo Study Course, 
Fast, easy method. Guaran­
teed! For Fion Inlormation, 
write; Popular Music Sys­
tems, Studio O, 3284 Bou- 
chorie Road, Kelowna, B,C, 
Vi:;2H2, .... ... ......
Buying all typos ol Guns and 
Imdian Boskets, Bear Traps, 
Nazi Items, R C.M.P, • 
N.W.M.F. Rems, B,C, 
Toktjns, DoukhoUor Aril- 
lads. Polo Gophalf. R.R.R'i, 
Cathy Ave., Kelowna, 765- 
'0350^,„.„______ ^
Noyr Oflice Furniture, Desk 
Crodenza & three Mfilchlng 
Chairs. Reg. $2,090, 
$2,199.99 Dei. Incl. $82.94/ 
mo, O.A.C. S.A.M. (40.3) 
269-2144, F,ix (40.3)268-1996. 
Agents Wanted • (ull or part 
time. New Fax m,it:hlnoa • 
low, low (.nites, 1-B00-66I- 
1519,     ■
GARDiNINO................. '...... .
Rrnnnhniino /i Hydroponic 
oqui(imenl, supplies, hvery- 
ihing you nood. Bed qualily, 
super low pricoa, Greon- 
house $175 , HalldM $115, 
Fiver a nnn pmilurts Iri 
Stock! Send $2 for into pack 
& Free rnag/izlne lo V/ostern 
Water Farms, 1244 Seymour
fit , Vanr,nuyrir, R C. V6B 
3NB, 1-604-6I12.663B,
Community Newspaper has 
immediate opening lor an 
experienced editor. Indivi­
dual should be energetic, 
possess strong interpersonal 
skills and maintain a close 
relationship with his/her en­
tire department. Good prob­
lem solving skills and ability 
to work well under pressure, 
II you are hard-working, love 
challenge, send hand-writ­
ten covering letter and a 
complete resume to; The 
Publisher, c/o Box 309A, 
Burns Lake, B.C. VOJ lEO. 
Requirnd Immodialniy tra­
vel Consultant with 2 yrs. or 
more. Qualifications for Tra­
vel Agency in the Kootonays 
oxcellenl honefils Send res­
ume to Box 4, erosion Val­
ley Advance, Box 1279,
Croston, B.C, VOB 1G0,___
Jobsl Jobs! jobs! VVhon you 
complole the apartment/ 
condo manager's course ap­
proved by "Ministry of Lab­
our", You can expect bet- 
worm $1,000 - $2,000 per 
month, Free placement as­
sistance from Munday Per
Curved glass (r».atio exien-. 
sions yiariing at $1,095. 
Hobby greentiouses starting 
■m $590, Full linn of , 
house accessories. Cal 
Greenhouse Builder*
1 ruvi, '-tirt nr-Y I f.r







sonnol, Available by corros- 
pondencu or in class. For 
details call 681-5456 or write 
n.M T.l , 901 • 70D yj,
Pondur, Vancouver, B.C. 
ybCJGB;...;..
Lrconsori R(.'nliors, Ready 
For A Move? Owner Homo 
Marketing requires ormr- 
golic, mobvaled realtors lor 
our Richmond itnrF Victoria 
cuntres. Our Innovative mar- 
koling systom allracts sel- 
lofs .and buyers alike. And 
our inlornal roforral system 
provldofi excniinni oppor- 
lunllina trj build up a cus­
tomer base. Call or write 
Calvin Kalsni lor more mio. 
All enquiries conlidential. 
Ownrst Realty Ltd. (Head 
oMIco) «120-7'/7l Wefilmin- 
tiler Hwy,, Richmond, B G,
(fi04).27,3m534 .......... ...... .......
Expeflencod Auctioneer 
wanted with setup tialos (or 
Casllegar, B,C Boautilui 
West Kootenay area Send 
resumri tn Box .3132. Casiin-
Q.3,!.i _____ _
A SfiTes' brbam, Multi-mil­
lion dqllai Intelruitirinat lirm 
seeks iwo inpresonlatives In 
your diea iiial seek meumes 
ol $800 • $1600 I weekly, 
No direct selling involved, 
daily repeal business, sol 
vnur own hours. Ti,slninq 
providfid. For conlideniiai
J 0 u may m an F 0 r d P an*
Coimlnfman and .Imirnr-y.
man Ford Techmciiin. You 
must Bi:i A Dymemt:, trier- 
getic yyinneri Wtf oHer 
rtticvc A.veriigii Opporturiity. 
„loin Oil' V\/inmrif) Team To 
Earri and grow m BranrJ 
NevF Fa(.ilillt'R, Groat Com- 
mumly with E xciting Future, 
If you are above /(vnrage,
■ 1 I T -(I- r r ' ♦ f -d 1 4*
(’ilivei 51,, VJiSh'arrit; lake, 
B.C, V2G SMIF:...............
Christ offers a new way to 
happiness, joy and health. 
He leads us on the path to 
God, The Eternal Conscious­
ness, Further Information 
available in many langu­




Would you like to corrres- 
pond with unattached Chris­
tian people in Canada/USA 
wilh tho ntajocl being corn- 
panionship/marriage. Write 
to Ashgrove, Box 205, 
Chase, B.C. VQE IMP,_____
Immigrating to the U.S.A, 
might not be as difficult as 
you tliink Perhaps we can 
help? Access America Immi­
gration, 1770 Oceanic Plaza, 
1066 W. Hastings Gl., Van­
couver, B,C, V6t 3X1. Sprx;- 
lal service (or out of town 
Inquirirjs. (604)682-6866. _
Seminars at home! Soil irn- 
provomenl, Cfiarl your fut­
ure. Sirengthori communica- 
lion. Improve conlidence 
and be in conlrol Program 
listing, Willy Training Con- 
sullanl Ltd,, C30G, 108,
RR1, 100 Milo Housti, B C.
L..!i;ST AT
30 acres clenr'ti(r;'’'"(on'cod; 
fxculloni for horses or cal- 
tit!, Ranch horno. Swimming 
pool, Above average build­
ings. Norma Brooks B36> 
45J4 or Boslsellors Realty
s i R y I c is:::::^ ■
ICBC owe you mbnny (rir 
[lerstjnal injury? Vanerjuver 
lavryor Caroy Linde (cince 
1972) has Froo Inforniation, 
Phono 1-684-7798. SfKond 
DpinipnEi Glam ,G.iy(m,.,
ICBC Injury Claims? Call 
Dale Carr.Harris. 20 years a 
Inal lawyer with five years 
mcfdical school bolore law. D- 
669-4922 (Vancouver), Ex- 
penonerrd in head inlury and 
other major claims Porconi- 
agri jeer, ayailahle _
Newspapers • Publicaiinns - 
roduco your production
cfi'Us llsmg latest desktop 
putiliahing, lixperionced 
novrspapor consultant will 
mako pan? !/on smooth and 
cost eflitiei.i Call Viclorla
1 -Iftri •' "-in
Personal problotTQ • Write or 
phone fvi troo inlcifiittpon 
nn hnw to rnr.eivn rnunsiM- 
ling by mad. Box 551. Stn. 
b, victuriii, p.C, vbW 2P2. 
3H4-5094
TRAVEL
Free tor the iisking'/ Super 
VZiriie'' FpfK;ifil, Strcond por- 
son stays free at Blue' Bov 
Holoi Vancouver $39,95 /1 1 . rt #' r "a 4| r .
6611, Airport Trantporteiion 
not included.
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1 SI fjl f REAL ESTATE IffPERSONALS on ENGAGEMENTS L] 1 FOR SALE s
REAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS. Silver 
Threads Lounge, 10030 Resthaven Dr., , 
Sidney. Mon.'s - 8 p.m. For further in- 
fo. 656-9549 or 474-4353.45/tf 
RESPONSIBLE CANADIAN, Oriental, 
females desirous of housekeeping, in 
exchange for accommodation and 
companionship. Age, race, no factor. 
Call 547-2020, anytime (24 hr.), or 
write: Box 429. Lumby, B.C. VOE 2G0
04/07
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Let me show 
you how with an exciting new pro­
gram. Results guaranteed. Barley 
Green information meeting. Executive 
House, 777 Douglas St., Feb. 13, 7:30 




FACIAL MASSAGE — relaxing, re- 
juvenoting. Available now ot Master 
Scissors, Split Ends and Cameo Beauty 
Salons. Please book in odvonce. 
Reosonoble prices.05/05 
INCOME TAX PREPARED by experienc­
ed consultant. Member of CFTC. 655- 
3758.05/16 
MONEY WANTED! Will somebody out 
there lend me $10,000 for one year or 
less. 18 per cent int. offered. Good 
security. Money wanted for expansion 






Wo wish to express our deep apprecia­
tion for the tributes paid to a loving 
husband, father and grandfather 
Reuben Haugen. Our heartfelt thanks 
to our relatives and friends for their 
kind expressions of sympothy, cords, 
flowers, plants, food and telephone 
calls. For the lovely tea at the Central 
Saanich Seniors Centre. Also the many 
charitable donations given in his 
memory. Special thanks to Dr. 
Whiteside, Dr. Seigo and the nursing 
staff on Unit 5 and Unit 6 in the Soanich 
Peninsula Hospital. To the friends who 
so graciously provided rides to and 
from the hospital. A special thanks to 
Wilf and Shirley Hankin for their help 
and support during those hours of 
greotest need. To Pastor Victor Nord­
strom for his comforting message and 
Cecil Dickinson for the lovely solo. 









• Oeciere your workplace a 
Nuclear Free Zone
• Join the Wednesday noon 
Peace Vigil outside Eatons
• Talk with your family, 
neighbours, friends, etc. 
about the need for disarma­
ment, and put your heads 
together to create local ac­
tions.
• Attend' the next Peninsula 
Disarmament Group meeting 
on Monday, 15th February at 
7:30 p.m. at 1515 IWcTavish 
Road, Sidney.
Ph: 656-5457 or 656-8978
JONES; Peocefully at Lady Minto 
Hospital, on Salt Spring Is. Feb. 3rd, 
1988, Florence Jones aged 105 years. 
Born in Littleborough, Lancashire, 
England. Predeceased by her elder son 
F/O Philip C. Jones, shot down in the 
Mediterranean Sea in 1942, and her 
husband Rev. Joseph Jones in 1970. 
She is survived by one son, Bruce and 
his wife Isobel, Sidney, and three 
daughters, Katherine (Mrs. Percy 
Mallett) Vancouver, Marguerite (Mrs. 
Bob Nicolson) Sidney, Dorene (Mrs. 
Geoff Cue) Solt Spring Isi., nine grand 
children and nine great grandchildren. 
Florence and her husband spent their 
entire ministerial live with the Indians, 
serving at Cross Lake, Norway House, 
and Portage la Prairie in Manitoba, 
and Ahausat on Flores Island on the 
West Coast of Vancouver Is. Memorial 
Service will be held in Spenser 
Memorial Chapel. Metropolitan United 
Church, Saturday Feb. 13th at 1:30 






GIVE-A-WAY—2nd night FREE 
Lodge accommodation. Sun. to 
Thurs! Coming weekends: Murder 
mystery Feb. 26 & Mar. 25; Foik 
weekend Mar: 11 & 12; Arts & 
Crafts Tea Af)r. 17; Raku workshop 
Apr. 22 & 23; Frisbie Golf Tourney 
May 15.
FREE Spring calendars available 
phone 1-748-7738.
STEELHEAD NOW!
on the Cowichan River
MEMORIAL GIFTS
SAVE YOUR USED STAMPS. Western 
Square Dance Association collects all 
used stamps. Proceeds to Cancer 
Fund. Drop them off at The Review.
50/tf
PENINSULA COMMUNITY ASSOCIAt"
ION THRIFT SHOP. Now name - new 
look - same good service. Volunteer 
run. Furtds generated stay on the 
Peninsula to provide services to locol 
residents, Tho shop appreciates your 
donations of furniture, applionces, 
household items, clothing etc. Coll 
656-3511 to arronge convenient pick up 
or deliver to 9751 3rd St., Sidney. 
Thank you for your support I A pro­
gram supporting the Peninsula Com- 
munlty Assoelotlon.22JJJ.
GROUPS NOVV FORMING: Porson'ol
Growth, Effocllvo Communication In 
Relationships, Stress Reduction, Pro­
fessional guidance; confidentiality 
protected. Jack Thornburgh, M.A. 656-
3837.___ ,_______ 03/06
SANSCHA IhALL FLEA "MARKET, " 
doyi. ToWos and Info. 656-4523, 05/tf
THE^liGULAR "^MEETING dl tl^ 
sulo Auxiliary of the Diabetes Associo- 
lion will be held on Wednesday, Feb. 
10th at 7 p.m, ot the Soanich Peninsula 
Hospital, Guest speaker will be 
Heather Nunn of the Stress fl Pain Coiv 
Ire. _ 05/05
ORIEWAL^'ART ' 'pAiNflNG^’“Seml- 
privote lessons of Patrick Chu's studio, 
698 Dovmoy Hoad, Sidney. Ihursdoy 
mornings, SIO per hour. 656-1730, 
_ ___ 05/06
COMMlh^iTY "Wf^R^....WORKER.
(Handicoppod Services Vi/orker Level 
II) This progrom Is being altered to 
sludenfs who hove completed level I or 
equivolont. Comosun is Ilut only col­
lege In D.C, to offer if|lt progrom with 
a focus on supporting pooplo In n 
variety of community settings, whore 
people with mullipio handicaps olfond 
school, live, work ond play. Start dote 
April Sih. Space llmllwd, apply tujwl 
Camosun College, 3100 Foul Boy Rood, 
yiclorlo, B.C. VflP 4X0, 593-1556. 05/05 
^j^”YOUR"""vALiNTIN " our 
Sweelheort Donee, Soturday, Feb. 13, 
Knight's Pyfhlos HoH, 4lh Sfroel, 
Sidney. Good music, good food A 
refreshments. All this for only $3.00 
cortple. For Information and tiekots 
phone: Ralph Rlpenburg. 652 0036; 
Horry Sanderson, 656-710.5, 05/05
AiMV6Mi‘~INTiERESTID "in ■ forming o 
retail co-op croft outlet in Sidney, con­
tact Box 430, 9701 3nd St., Slditey, » C.
yOL4PO, H
Fiifu ANmiXirAN
Cobble Htll, W.c, Sot, fob, vutli v-s 
p.m. Don't miss this annual event, 
IJver 30 vendors sellirrg orstktuos, crjl 
lertnblet. end old furnllnre, Follow 
signs ol Hwy 1 North. 656-0343 or 737- 
6299, 06/0/
' • y' '
^4 Hours - sftf*
We invite your 








Funds needed to fund costly, 
modern, medical equir/mont 
not financed by Goveriiment.s.
THANK YOU.
1 LEGALNOTICES










.49 ACRES ONLY 109,900
KITCHEN - Mom's Dream of solid OAK & BUILT-INS with huge 
EATING AREA And FAMILY ROOM OFF. LIVING/DINING rooms - 
SEPARATE And ENTERTAINMENT SIZED. BATHROOMS - 2 FULL 
4 Pee. and 3 LARGE BEDROOMS. 1666 sq. ft. in all and all on one 
level. It's for YOU! It's a pleasure to show! CALL ME TODAY!!
LINDA SCHUR
D.F. H,
477-7291 24 hrs. 
Real Estate Ltd.
^Montreal Trust fieal estate
m
RETIREMENT AT IS BEST
Over 1300 sq. ft. of first class living space, all on one level. Great 
two bedroom, two bathroom Townhouse in quiet area of Sidney. 
Bright spacious kitchen with skylight and breakfast room. Covered 




BUYING, SELLING, OR JUST PLAIN 
TALKING REALESTATE





Some people take 
months to sell 
Their house - . .
To sell yours it 
takes just WEEKS 
callJACK WEEKS 
I MAKE HOUSE CALLS^ 
656-2587
ADULTS ONLY





Ronl Includes heat, T.V., 
parking, sauna, swirlpool, 
blllards, and workshop, 
to min. to Sidney. 20 min. to 
Victoria. 90 suite complex on 4 
acres. Extra parking available.
Mr. & Mrs. Reeves
REALTY WORLD SIDNEY REALTY
23X8 pgacon Avenue, Sidney
656-3928
TAPES STOLEN 
A resident of Malaview 
Avenue in Sidney reported the 
theft of cassette tapes from his 
unlocked vehicle during the 
night of Jan. 30-31.
Police remind residents to en­
sure their vehicle is properly 
secured even though it may be 
parked on private property.
WINDOWS SMASHED 
Sometime during the night of 
Jan. 30, culprits smashed two 
windows on the west side of the 
Sidney Elementary School.
Entry to the building was not 
gained. No one has been ap­
prehended.
SCHOOL ENTERED 
Sometime over the weekend a 
window in the North Saanich 
School was pried open and the 
school was entered.
Nothing appears to have been 
stolen and the Mounties are 
continuing their investigation.
MAILBOX BOMBED 
A resident of Lands End 
Road in North Saanich called 
police after hearing a loud noise 
outside his home at about 10:40 
p.m. last Wednesday night.
Police responded within a few 
minutes to discover the mailbox 
had been blown up. They report 
a homemade explosive device 
was placed inside the box, 
located on the main road. The 
force of the explosion demolish­
ed the mailbox.
RCMP are asking for 
assistance from anyone who 
may have information about 
this offence. Police consider the 
incident a dangerous act which 
could have resulted in injuries 
to those responsible or to inno­
cent passers-by.
SAW STOLEN 
A Brentwood Bay resident 
reported that the canopy 
mounted on his truck was 
broken into and a Skill saw was 
stolen, while the truck was 
parked in the lot at the Golden
Bear Pub in Sidney during the 
early morning hours, last 
Thursday.
WINDOWS SMASHED 
During the early morning 
hours last Friday a front win­
dow on the east side of the new 
Capital Iron building was 
smashed. Entry to the building 
was not gained.
During the same time period 
someone smashed the south 
door leading into the Beacoii 
Plaza in Sidney. Entry was not 
gained in this incident, either.
STEREO STOLEN 
A resident of James White 
Boulevard reports that someone 
entered his unlocked vehicle and 
stole the stereo sometime Satur-. 
day night or Sunday morning..
Speakers inside the car were 
punctured with a sharp object 
by the culprits and the front and 
back seats were slashed, 
possibly with a knife. Several 
slash marks were found on the 
seats of the car.
IMPAIRED DRIVING 
A 16-year-old Sidney resident 
has been charged with impaired 
driving and driving with a blood 
alcohol level above .08 after her 
vehicle struck a parked car in 
the Rathdown Place area of 
Sidney in the early morning; 
hours of Feb. 6.
About $1,200 damage was 
done to the accused’s vehicle 
and the parked car. The name: 
of the person charged is not be-; 
ing released by RCMP because 
she is a young offender. :
CARELESS DRIVING : 
A Sidney resident has been; 
charged with careless driving; 
after his vehicle left the Pat Ba>f; 
Highway near Amity Drive the: 
afternoon of Feb. 4.
The vehicle left the highway,/ 
went into a ditch and hit a 
fence. Estimated damage was 





DFH ItfiAL ESTATE LTD
BIRTH
3 ANNOUNCEMENTS
(ftirti) a «on * Cody Aloxaodttr. on Jon, 
39^19Mla»Hof»«, ft.C,; Wt/06
HOUSE IN DEAN l’A«K, Opon Doily 
irom 1-3 p.fo, 0574 Klngtomo Ciuk.
04/06
1000 SOrpL
foncad-in yord, Hum© budraoiris, 1 '/> 
balhi, (ridgo, »tov«, waikbot, dryur In­
cl, Childron & p»H wolcomn. $69,900. 
655-1975. .“'’■■'H
DEAN PA«Ki BEST VALUE. 3 bdrm. 
ronchet on cul-da-kot. $149,000, F’liono 
655-1462 for doloilk. 05/06
^rOR "SAL¥..B'/....OWNER,' 3'.bdrirt,
^bungalow wllh upslaii's studio, Op- 
ponllo moririaft, Excollonf condition. 
Hciibour Rd., SIdnoy. $85,000. 656- 
...... '......    05/00
lO'VEI.Y ONE i)DRM. ccindoinitiluin lor 
tola In Uloa Watot*. Sidncjy, $63,900, ^ 
Wiito R.O, Box 6061, Stotlon C. Vic­
toria. B.C. VHP 5L4 or call collect 642-
3766,'...... ........... ............... ..........05',08
WATER'S EDGE VltLAGE townitouiuj. 3 
bdr.. 2 full bath*, riorogo, oru* opyy 
pailung xpui.u. nHiny uxiiu'.., 
or nwarott offwr. Ownon 652-i'J59,
. ' ,,,,.,,^■'5/06
.THREE'BEDRM.'HbM^^^^ skylighlt. 
yinyi tiUiliy, -.'ul' cuLilii,,:-. luii/!/ 
room, largo sundotk plut In lovy tuilo. 
No ogontt, $105,9Ci0, Phonw 656.8000,
06/ CW»
OPEN HOUSE, SUN, 3-4 P.M, 1WJ, 
1150 iq. ft. 3 bdrm. ifinthor, 1'» bniiit, 
buolilolor F.P., largo toutli facing 
tundock. fully fwncod yord 
Groonglodo oroa Sidney. S0:!',5tX). 7U.)9 
llratbour Potkway. 656-1714. D6/0<»
SIDNEY TOWNHOUSE. Complotoly 
ronovatitd, 3 bdrin., 1' i both*, Vury
■ . .. I -...........I I-,. ^^ ,
Childron and p»|i svwicomw. 168.000, 
654-7011,653-6431. 06-OB
g| m m M M KS
Furnished Condominium 
$69,900
Two bedroom Condo In a well 
maintained modern building. 
Residential area two blocks 
from iho bench, Western ex­
posure. Fireplace in ttuj living 
room, Furnituro includor, 5 ap­




GORDON HULME LTD, 
656-1154 (24 firs.)
SIDNEY, rUTlNlSHED ROOM to rctil, 
9601 - 7th St, ot Ocean St. $185. p/m, 
Includes utilities, and is ocross Irom 
park, 49.08
ECHO..INN MOTEL, Hoxt to Dutchart
Gardoiis. Furnished one bdrm, apad- 
monts, $500.00; bachelor, $450,00, All 
utilities Incl, 652-2234. 04, 07
CHILDREN WELCOME I 15 towtthamo 
housing co-operative, 10071. 01 Filth 
St,, Sidney. Occuponcy Apr. 1. Only 
$1,000 to ioin. Two bedroom, 
$575/010,; 3 bdrm,, $620; 4 bdim,, 
$660. Utilities extra. Montlily 
household Income required; 2 bdrm , 
$2250.00; 3 bdrm., $2400.00; 4 bdrm,. 
$25.33.00, Small pet ollowed. For more 
information and applitoiion, phomt 
Pacifico Housing Advisory Association, 
3B5-213t, 05'd
BHENTWOOD, FIVE, possible t,i» bdrm.
tepl/salo. Throe upper, 1v/o bdnn,, 
basement part or whole. Contact 652' 
0096, brave messogo. 05, 06
ONE BDRM. APT. $380.00. Heat, coble, 
parking. Mature adults. 658-8845.
ONE BEDROOM ground level suite, self 
contained, private entrance, fireplace, 
parking, very clean, suit professional 
non-smoking person who needs and 
respects privacy in good-class home. 
$400.00. 652-0406.06/06 
SIDNEY. TWO BDRM.’townhouse72'A
baths, F.P., 5 oppl. Avail. Mar. 1st. 
655-3774. 06/06
SIAANICHTOn'cOUNTRY home, view7,
2,500 square feet, three bedroom, 
fornily room, five appliances, double 
garage, non-srpoking and no pets 
preferred. $950. Available Feb. 15 or 
Morch 1,652-6708. 06/06
I'M lookin' for A ROOMMATE lo
shore a specious house in Sidney with 
me. $300 per month including utilities. 
65^3187 after 3 g.rn^ _
WATER's'Td'gE vTLLAGE. Nev;'super 
deluxe 2 bdrm, suites, on ocean at 
Saanichton, ago 45 and up. On site 
tennis courts, swimming pool, $950 • 
$1000. Jd Bosser, 6^-5251. 06/tf
UNFURNrSHED 3T4 bdrm ' housoT $750 
per mo. Available Mar. 1, 1908. Coll 
656-1131 for appointments. 06/06 
FOR RENT': Soanichton, 1 yr. lease, 6 
yr. old 3 bdrm. References required in­
cl. financial. No largo pots, $800 por 
mo. 6.56-2479. ' 06/ 06
SHARE LARGE house. No smokitig, no 
pots. $300 por mo. 655-4244, 06/07
BACHELOR SUITE • (urnishod - water- 
front. $450 por rno, 656-4014 oftor IS 
p.rn. 06/06
STUoio SF'ACE (siiorod) ovolloble on 
Nortfi Saorilch farm wilh person work­
ing in clay. Sholvos, work 'Hirfoces, 
Oukrt. $48.00/'mo. 655-3459. 06/06
HOUSE TO SKARE. BronIwoad Boy, 
Oulol neighbourhood, spocious living 
area, large bedroom, wusIhii and 
dryor, (iroploco. $350 inclusive, 652- 
0847. „ 0908
SUITE FOR RENT. Rotired or working 
couple, No pots. Closer in. 656-5258,
.......... ; 06/0/1
2 ’ ’ bdrm, ""waterfront...bungolo'w.
Available Mar, 7. Includes coble, 
water, gardonor. $950 p.'m. 656-0048,
WANTED TO BUY: a 2-3 bdrm. home= 
with an assumable mortgage. Phonei 
655-7065. 52/03
WANTED TO RENT, 2 bedroom house! 
for reliable working couple with' 
mature son in the Soanichton/Sidney- 
area, at reasonable rent. 652-5663;:,
02/09;
WANTED TO BUY; 2-3 bedroom house, 
with high assumable mortgage. 655- .
k7065.03/061 
TO RENT: physician seeks to rent 2-3- 
bedroom character home in rural set-, 
ting, preferably near Mt. Newton, 
oreo. 384-7942. 03/06•
TO RENT: Non-smoking couple with no­
children or pets require a townhouse- 
or home by March or April 1, around;
Sidney oreo. 1-537-5607.____  03/0Ei::
WANTED TO RENT: Turnished one'or. 
two bdrm. apartment from May 15 td 
Sept. 15. Would consider housositting.- 
Couple, no childron, no pets. After 6) 
pmu call 479-6856. _ 05/07;
IDEAL TEN ANT s'r’RetTred ”cou pTe"'wanl; 
long-term newer 2 bdrm, house in- 
Sidney oreo by March 1. Fireplace 
essential, garden, garage or' 
workshop. Excellent references.; 
About $600. Phono collect anytime, 1- - 
,53i-ai03,_ 05/07;
QU’in^'LADY '(35)' su7ks' 'shaiod'"^^ 
commodotion (residence) with stable 
mobile elderly person os P/T compa­
nion housekeeper, N/S, or solf con­
tained !ito, For March, max. rent $250, 
Poninsulo aroos on bus route, Eloonor,
655- 3912, 05/06
WANTED TO RENT: Retired couple 
wishes to root sinoll house, collage or 
suite in Sidney for June and July, N/S.
656- 9448. 06,''09
WANTED TO ' RENT. 3 bedroom 
residence by responsible, cleon, tidy 
and working family of lour. Sidney, 












,|Mk 0m , ji IM «
oao- i ID 1
FOR RENT
Waterfront 3 to 5 Bedroom 
$1375.00/manlh
3 BR. Full Basement 
$750.00 month. March 1/08 
ftO? Square Feet 
Beacon Ave., April 1/8Ei
SAANICH PENINSULA REALTY LTD,
656-0131
n - p ni Merirfey IHrii Erfrfsiy
9 a.m. - 4 p.m, Saturday
PENINSULA ELECTRONICS firm needs 
investor, High return, 380-9436 or 305-
0617........................... 06/06
DR. LARRY T/ OWKN, Inc, Eye tore and 
eye surgery. Wo wiil be moving Feb.' 
ISih to our new of fire ot 206 • 2453 
Bwacon Ave, 656-1813 , 06/06
1969'dodge'DART_ 2"door, some'rust,: 
$800, Two children's 1-speed blrycles,. 
1B-ipch whoifl diomeder, $20ea(;f\. 656"', 
3080 oiler 5 p.rn, fXi 06
I.OST: FEB, 5TH, 9;30 p.m,! vicinity of; 
Seventh St, ond along Henry • gieerr 
ond black backpock volh boy i clothes.. 
Reward, 656-1073 . 06 06:
A GDOD flOME NEEDFO for 6-mop', 'old' 
kitten, Has hod his shots, I will pay for 
neutur,ing. 655;4Li5V. OCi. U6
WANtB:" blue and "wHITE "siripeci' 
Cornish dishes, pointings, paino stool,. 
pro-1950 magosinos, wooden slutkitig 
buoktosa. <J/V-u25i. IXj/UiO"
19ri'pLyMdUTH'sATELliTEr''$495',CK)7'5'* 
h ,p. rotcjtlllor, $350.00; Htiachl elot-, 
trrmlf opt, slro wntber. $300 OO fAJ-' 
9594. 06 06-
.MEEDID: NANNY and llghf 
housekeeper to tore for two btsys, 




3 RR, APT. I,,11,, 0 R ■' kilfiu-n nmiind 
door, Fritigw & stove Incl , 3 blocks off, 
B»Ofon. 656-4777 . 06/06'
t '
Wednesday, February 10, 1988 THE REVIEW 9781-2ndSt., Sidney B.C. Page Bl5
generator was stolen from in­
side a locked B.C. Rail caboose 
sometime between Feb. 4 and 5.
The caboose is owned by 
Saanich Historical Atrifacts 
Society and was parked in the 
7300-block Lochside Drive 
when the theft occurred.
The generator is valued at 
$1,200 and police are continu­
ing to investigate the incident.
evening.
The two bo.xes were sitting 
side-by-side and were set on fire 
shortly after 8 p.m. The fire 
department put the fire out and 
police are investigating to deter­
mine who the culprits are that 
set the fire.
Central Saanich police report 
a relatively quiet week of activi­
ty during the period Jan. 31 to 
Feb.7.
GENERATOR STOLEN 
A Honda portable power
SALLY ANN BOX TORCHED 
Central Saanich police 
responded to a fire in two Salva­
tion Army donation bo.xes 
located behind the Brentwood 
IDA Pharmacy last Sunday
UNSAFE MERGE 
A motor vehicle accident at 
about 9:30 a.m. Feb. 4 resulted 
in about $1,000 damage to a 
1984 Ford hatchback owned by 
a Sidney resident.
The Sidney resident was 
southbound on the Pat Bay 
Highway w’hen a 1985 Toyota
driven by a Victoria resident 
pulled out of the Ray Road in­
tersection onto the highway.
In an effort to avoid the 
Toyota the driver of the hat­
chback applied the brakes, lost 
control and struck a concrete 
median in front of a local gas 
station.
No charges were laid and 
there were no injuries as a result 
of the accident.
tionwagon driven by a Brent­
wood Bay resident.
The vehicle apparently left 
the a parking lot in the Tanner 
Road area of Central Saanich 
due to icy conditions. No 
charges have been laid as a 
result of this mishap.
driven by Daniel Fleming of 
Brentwood Bay was westbound 
when it was in collision with an 
eastbound 1983 Ford pickup 
, driven by Theresa Bell of Brent­
wood Bay.
CAR ACCIDENT 
-A. single vehicle accident that 
occurred the morning of Feb. 3 
resulted in about $2,OCX) damage 
to the front of a 1978 Buick sta-
TWO VEHICLE COLLISION
A two vehicle accident in the 
900-block Greig Avenue at 
about 8 a.m., Feb. 3, resulted in 
two people being sent to 
hospital.
A total of about $5,000 
damage was done to both 
vehicles. A 1980 Chev pickup
As a result of the accident 
Bell and her young son, Joseph 
Bell, were taken to Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital wilh 
undetermined injuries.
About $3,000 damage was 
done to the front and left side of 
the Bell vehicle while the Flem­
ing vehicle received about 
$2,000 damage to the left front 
and left side.
COUNT THE BLOCKS - YOU GET ONE TEAM




This 'Builders own' residence 
has been built with that extra 
care and luxury. Five 
bedrooms, (3 up, 2 down) 
three bathrooms, double 
garage, vacu-flow system, 
elec, heat, two fireplaces. 
Two many extras to list here. 
PLUS...
Designed to accommodate 
that extra in-law, see listing 
agent for full details.
Asking $137,500. Viewing by 











Do you NEED? ‘Private 
fice? *3 Bedrooms and? *2V2 
Baths? ‘Good size Family 
Room? ‘privacy? Home 
backs onto small park ‘Safe 
yard for your children to play? 
If some or all of the above re­




NRS BLOCK BROS. 
REALTY 
656-5584 (24 hrs) 
Remember me? I work for 









1 /2 block to beach in subdivi­
sion of custom homes, 
underground services, etc. 
Super quiet area, $59,900.
SPANISH SYTLE
Beautiful 4 bedroom family 
home in good area of Sidney. 
Built in 1973 Spanish style. 
Close fo shopping, bus, etc. 
All new kitchen & bathroom 
cabinets. New carpets & lino. 
Storm windows, large fenced 
backyard with garden. Finish­
ed basement. Super buy!
OCEAN VIEW
House and one acre of ocean 
view across from Yacht Club. 
Believe it or not! $65,000.
6 NEW RANCHERS
In different areas of Sidney 
from $97,900. 3 br., 2 baths, 
Skylites, etc. to $104,500. Im­
mediate possession, different 
floor plans. Super buys!
THE PERFECT HOME
Located in the heart of Brent­
wood. Built in 1977 this 3 + 
bedroom, 3 bath home has 
everything the growing family 
could ever want. 3/4 acre 
with wooded backyard and 
landscaped front. Views of 
Brentwood Bay and the 




NRS BLOCK BROS. 
REALTY 
656-5584 (24 hrs)
Don’t Forgef to Phone 
DOUG CAMPBELL 
655-1556 Res. 





ThLs new Strata duplex in 
Sidney is ready to show. Over 
1,100 sq. ft. of living space in
this 2 bedroom homo with
airgo bright sunny roorps, 
Clorjo to store, tparinas, 








WARM AS A SMILE
Cute and cozy 2 bedroom bungalow on a choico landscaped lot
rirme tn town renire lihfnrv and arltvlly r-onire This ideel 
starlor or rotlrenlont house hrrs a nev/ roof, new floorcoverlngfi 
and oinctric heal lor lo-co'Sf living.
.^ppainf-
(liiijnl tu Vicw call fcic iNOV/,
Ih..
MICHAEL EMERSON 
388-62/5 pgr. 15fl7 
NRS BLOCK BROS. REALTY 
656-5584 (24 hrs)
5 ACRE HOBBY FARM 
$184,500
4 BR family home, spotless condition, new flooring, on 5 level 
acres, part treed, barn and workshop, fruit trees, garden area. 
For details phone us now!
WALK TO SHOPS!
Great 3 BR. rancher only 2 blocks from Beacon Ave. shops. 
Comfortable & solid, new roof & gutters, thermal windows, ex­
tra insulation, enclosed garage. Rock-faced heatilator 
fireplace, huge family kitchen, fenced yard & patio. Great retire­
ment or starter home at only $86,900. For details on this or 
other retirement homes call us now!
PAM OR BOB KING %
656-3257
NRS BLOCK BROS. p
REALTY 1""''
656-5584 (24 hrs) t
h
RESTHAVEN - BY-THE-SEA 
LUXURY CONDO $146,900.
Seldom do these units reach the market place, and we are pro­
ud to present this luxury condo to you. Two levels, 2 bedroom, 
2-4 pee. bath, one 2 pc. two sundecks. oak kitchen, fireplace, 
skylight, the list goes on. You can entertain around the indoor 
pool and swirl pool, or walk around the unique shoreline on this 
six acre parcel. Adult living at its best! 
J h Call for your personal viewing soon.
DEBBIE GRAY 
656-0349
NRS BLOCK BROS. 
REALTY 
656-5584 (24 hrs)
RAISE HORSES OR 
RACE HORSES!!!
Situated close to SANDOWN RACE TRACK on 17 fenced acres 
with corral and several out buildings including barns, horse 
stalls, tack room, etc. 4 bedroom, 2 bath bungalow with base­
ment needs work and value is mainly in land and location. May 
be possible to purchase adjacent 19 acres. Golden opportunity 
for smart buyer. Offered for sale at $219,000.
PLUS
‘Super One acre lot open to sun with southern exposure and 
overlooking Deep Cove. $59,900.
PLUS
‘One acre lot in Greenpark Estates with superb water views to 
north, east and south $69,900
HARRY J. McCOWAN 
656-9812




Sea glimpses, Brentwood Bay, brand new three bedroom, one 
level home. Unique plan with family room adjoining kitchen. . 
$129,000.
GORGEOUS RANCHER
Georgeous rancher, Brentwood Bay, new three bedroom home 
features glass French doors in living room, tiled entrance, dou­
ble garage and a huge kitchen. $132,000. .<"'/ M’.8 . ...........
SIDNEY, NEW «
Sidney, new 1590 sq. ft. rancher. Two 
bedrooms, family room and double garage.
$105,000.
CHRIS GRUBER 652-5761 
NRS BLOCK BROS. REALTY 
656-5584 (24 hrs)
■ 'L:-- ..
r yll r ] 1: . r u
GREEN PARK ESTATES $199,500
COUNTRY LIVING IN STYLE
Super spacious modorn homo to bo build ideal lor coupfc that 
love luxury. From the porto-cochere to see thiouQt'i entrance 
foyer, the master suite or prlvaio studio, It's all luxurious with
SIDNEY BEST BET
'lily home v/ithin walking distance lo shopping, library, S 
elementary school,
PLUS *4 bedrooms ‘spacious kitchen with eating area *1'/> 
baths ‘main floor laundry ‘now airtight woodstave ‘built in 
dishwasher ‘fridge and stove included ‘double carport 




NRS BLOCK BROS. REALTY 
656-5584 (24 hrs)
broalhlaking ocean and distant moi.intain views Situated on
one acre lol ln a quality devoloprnenl convenient to ferriort, air­
port, shopping, recreation and highway accosa, Thia fine home 
la designed by experienced developers and ofli;!is such special 
features as formal dining room, a modem kitchen with nook and 
sliding doors to sunny dock, Tiioio is glass ovurywhoro to bting . 
the outdoors in and let the r;.un svarm your homo for economical 
and comtoriahio living, The mastc'i suite is cornplotr^iy sep.Hrnto 
with largo closets and a uniquo bathroom wlti'i coakor tub, 
aoparoto ahowor walls of Qloss yot very private, Tfio tiuldio is 
opotairs open to tlvi-'iQ rorm v/ith rrc'crh doom to largo' 
sundock. Tho cirrtulardrlvrway anrj garage enlrv trorn the side 
give this home an iiTiproasIvo appoaranco. T646. For further 
dotallB ploflso call;







2035 WINMEADOW PLACE $99,900.
Take o drive a ml gee whnt yon think of fhic offorlmg' The locft' 
lion is super, the house Is in oxcoHont condition and tho yard is 
perfect for, gardeners or childron, Iriside bomds throe 
bedrooms, two brilhs, separato dining room and a family room, 
A skylight, itttod irnni-biinus, luiiy tnbulalwd ttitd itiermo win­
dows are a few of the bonuses, Easy showings make this one a 
dollnito for your list of housoB to view.
JANET ROOKE 656-5154 Ren, 







VQ« UNTEER SHOPPING SERVICE
‘WEOJnd THURS,‘S A.M, to 1 P.M.*
FAiRFJ'tP JAKES BAY
M!U BAT 7434141
RBAEe'U’. FROZEN THRIFTY, FRESH
_ _ ^ 1 ISLAND ^■AKM&
GR-^’. 1 CREAM CHEESE



























SHAVED or SLICED 
FLETCHER S. EXTRA LEAN
FROZBI. GR. ‘A’, LiLYDAlE
CORNISH
GAME




Qf ham or Breast.. 1Z5g pkg
DAN DAN FROZEN
s
^ ? i :
FRESH, FARM .RAISEDrncon, 1 sa^&i Head on
WHOLE COHO SALMON 1-3ms.
serve
J VANCOUVER ISIJ^ _ peeied.
100s i FRESH SHRIMPMEAT Ready to
i FROZEN OR PREV. FROZEN
CALIFORNIA SQUID^..
FROZEN OR PREV. FROZEN
MEDIUM SCALLOPS
iONDITIONS MAY LiPAiT FRESH FISH SUPPLY
- MEDDO BELLE DUTCH 
S SPICED GOUDA Random 




















AUNT JEMINMA Reg. or Complete
PANCAKE MIX

















B.C. GROWN OR WASHINTON
RUSSET
POT AT O ES.IO lb. bag
CALIFORNIA LARGE SIZE
B.C. FANCY






WEIGHT WATCHERS 3 
PUDDING POWDERS Varieties. ...40g 68'
DUTCH MUD & MEDIUM
GOUDA
PARTY TRAY HOTLINE 598-1612











i Sfi ’S 1 J » ti =
SOLID WHITE TUNA oil or water Pack__198g
CHRISTIE’S 










«miiiiii imiB-i liiifnii «iwii II iMArm nnwam.n'ninivi'arrr-iTii'H ti'i r ' * ' **
WEIGHT WATCHERS 













w !(*«« a-wsw naan* iwpk wsw* os-™ tow --------------------- —
SAVE 50<r ON NABOB DELUXE 
ORANGE PEKOE TEA 
IN THE 120 BAG SIZE.
To Ihf Dcjlff Njl’ob foods *stil pjs nU'l d'ltriL- 
uK'fS ol our mcrthjndtsc 5l*< plus 10?* hjnJIiti^ 
for eafH<«’iipooictlrfn’idK' v\‘Uf rtolr’fnrr j^:jin>t 
rhc purc»4J'r ol "»H- 120 ha>t rjckjfjc ot NjI'oI'
Dfiutf Ofdf5i;c Ifkor IfJ For rr.lamphnn. rrijilIc j.
Hftl’cit A VVjlts Lid I’Ll Br>s 2140 Tori>f>lc\ Onlari.i 
M5\VIH1 Enter o{M"Hilc No .’i «in coupon dfbilsttp ^
One f’^'^TOupon L>r''ri'
Expires Feb. 21,1988 
Valid only at Thrifty Foods
CHOCOLATE, RASPBERRY OR LEMON ^ Q
JELLY ROLLS Z ,
89FRENCH OR ITLAIANBREAD cea.
STone couFOfF esooi
FOR VALENTINE’S FRESH FROM 
VANTREIGHT FARMS
TULIPS
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